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PREFACE.
This thesis was prepared as b. text book for tlie author 'n stu-
dents in araphic statics ( 0. E. 20 ). This course is prelimin-
ary to the courses priven In Bridge Analysis, Bridc^e Design, and
Metal Structures. The writer's experience in teaching r^raphic
Statics has shown that the text "oooks on this subject are not well
adapted to the course offered in C. E. 20, On this acco^jjit, the
course was previously given by lectures and problems, supplemented
by some text-book work; but it was found tliat this method had many
disadvantages, and this text lias been written with a view of over-
coming these disadvantages.
The object of the writer iias been, not to discover new prin-
ciples, but rather to present the subject clearly and concisely.
It is the vz-riter's opinion that many of the texts on Graphic Stat-
ics are deficient in that they have a tendency to state principles
and give constructions without proofs. The aim of the writer has
been to give these proofs, so that the student should fully under-
stand the principles and constructions. The order of presenting
the subject has also received considerable attention, and the text
has been divided into chapters, articles, and numbered sections
for easy reference.
Urbana, 111.,
June 1, 1008.
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TART r
.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
CHAPTER I. - DEFINITIONS.
1. rynamlos i?. the science that treats of the acticn of forc-
OB upon a body at rept or in motion. Its two main "branches are
Kin«ticB and Statics.
Kinetice treati? of the notion of bodies and of the lav/e govern-
ing" th.f^ production of motion by force?.
Static? trf^ata of the action of forces under such conditions
that no change of rr.otion ir< produced in the bodie? gct«Q upon. It
iB therefore the science of equilibrium - the ycience by the aid
^f which are determined the forces necepsary to maintain a body in
ItB ?tatf> of re-st or mjotion, notwithstanding disturbing tendencies.
2. Graphic statics has I'cr its object the deduction of the
principles of strtics and the solution of statical problemis by
means of geom.etrical constructions.
' Rigid Eody . - A rigid body is a body which is incapable of
change in shape or si^.e v^hen acted upon by forcey. Such a body is
oniy imaginary in th.e t all soiido possess elaticitv to a greater or
lessor degree. :.c.ny solids, ho"^3ver, closely approximate a condi-
tion of rigidity and for pr?cticBl purposes usay be considered rigid
if the forces acting upon them p.re not g.rea,t enough to cause rup-
ture. A well designed and oroperl*' constructed truss approximates
a rigid body in that it acts as ? whole to resist external forces.
Particle or Point.- A. pa,rticle or point is the amallest conoeiv-
able rigid body.

Every proM^r- in at»?ttos px-'ppuppoees the exleterce of a ri^'i:l
body or particle upon wMch the forces act.
Hept pnd f-:otlon .
- Reat ie the relRtlon existinr betwoon t?/o
pprtioles when a line Joining them does not change cither in lenjf?,th
or in direction, ko tl on Is the relation existing "between two por-
ticlee when the line connecting therr. changeB either in length or in
direction
.
There ar-ti t'^o kinde of notion, viz.: translation and rotation.
Translation . - Translfi tion is the rrotion correoponding to the
ohsnre in len>' th of the lire oor.-3ctin.g t^ro ^^'Prticle'^' . The notion
of a body i? tranelotion v^rhen everv point in the body travels in a
straight line.
Rotation . - Rotation its t^-^e rotion of 8 bo^.y ^hen every point in
the body that changeG it3 DCPition et all, describes concentric
circleB in parallel ple.nes. The co^r'on nonnB.l to t^-ese planei? which
contains the centerfi of all tre ci roles is called th e.j3.xiR of ro-
tation. If the axis of rotation is fixed in position, the motion
is pure rotation.
There may be compound translation, ap that of a body sliding a-
orofie a moving cor; or compound rotation, as thp.t of the earth re-
volving about its own axis rnd also about the sun; or combined
translation and rotation , as that of a ball rolling along a
straight path.
Two bodies may al30 be et reiit with respect to esch other and in
motion with respect to a third bodv. Rest, then, means notionleL^s-
ness with respect to e definite body of reference, which in this
work is usually understood to be t>-e earth.
2,

• Foroe . - Force:' i'^- ' n potion ex-jrted upon r bo'^v t i1» . to
change ito 3tate of rest or rotion.
^, SlomentB of a Force « - In order that a force "^ay be cornlete-
ly known, four oh iractsrlBtice of it, called elenontn, are oesen-
tiP 1 , viz .
:
1. ?,ar;nitudo,
2. Direction.
?. Line of Action.
4, Point of Application,
'7. I'.agnitude . - The magnitude of a force is given hy stating,
nur.erically , the ratio of it? effect iveneE^s in producing motion to
that of the unit fo^ce, TTo rr.^ rni. tude of ?. force ir??y he expressed,
graphically, by the lenrth of a line, the magnitude of the force
being tho ratio of the given length to the unit length.
8' Direction Direction is the specification as to which of
the two wayB along the line the force tends to produce motion. Di-
rection is expressed, graphically, by an arrow placed on the line
representing the force, thus indicating which way the force tends
to produce motion.
9* Line pf Action .- The line of action of a force is the veth
along^ which tho force tends to produce motion. The line of action
is expressed, graphically, by the position of the line representing
the force.
10« Point of Applicat ion . - The point of application is the place
(considered ap. a point) x^here the force is brou.ght to bear upon the
body. Tb'O point of application is, of course, on the line of ac-
tion of the force, and together ^T-ith its position locates the line.
3.

11. Oon curront. and Hon-ooncurrent Forces,- Concurrent fore
9
h
are thoae whotJ© lines of action VAoet in a point. Non- c onourr 6n t
foroeB are thoae whose linee of action do not most in a point.
VJhether or not a given syBtem of forces ia concurrent or non-con-
current affects rotation only, since translation is entirely inde-
pendent of the position of th« point of application of the forcea.
12. Coplanar and liion-coplanar Force b , - Goplanar forces are
those whose lines of action lie in the same piano. Non- coplanar
forces are thor.e whose lines of action do not lie in the same plane.
Except where statements are of a general character, coplanar forces
only will ho treated in this worl''
.
13. Equilibrium .- A svetem of two or more forces is in equilib-
rium when the combined effect of tl^e forces produces no change in
the body with respect to its state of rest or m.otion.
14. Equivalence «- Two forces or systems of forces are equiva-
lent when they have Identicel effects upon the body acted upon with
respect to its state cf rest or motion,
15. Resultant . - The resultant of a system of forces is the
simplest system which is equivalent to the given system. Usually
the given system is equivalent to a single force, although this is
not always the case.
16. Equilibrant . - A single force, or the simplest system, which
will exactly neutralize the effect of a system of forces is called
the equilibrant of the system.. The equilibrant is equal to the re-
sultant but acts in en opposite direction.
17. Components Any one of a svstem of forces having a given
force for its resultant is called a comiponent of that force. It is
evident that a force may have any number of components.
4.

18, Con-jDQi? i t i pn of Forces .- ConDosltion of forcQi-? is tl.o pro-
oese of findinr, for a pivon Byi-ten; of forcop, an oqulvrlent syeteui
having a smaller ni«pber of forces than the given Bystem. The pro-
cess of finding; a single force to replace the given syeter. is the
most important cace of coirposl tion
.
19. Resolution of Forces Resolution of forces is the process
of finding, for a given syBtem of forces, an equivalent aye ten: hav-
ing a greater nuiriber of forces than the given syateTn. The process
of finding two or TCoro forces wMch are equivalent to a. given fore-:,
is the most important case of resolution.
20 • Oouple ,- A couple consists of t\':o eousl, parallel forces,
opposite in direction having different lines of action. The arm
of the couple is the p-Brpenciioulpr distance between the lines of
action of the t-^o forces.
21. Force and Space Dia.g-.rarr.s .~ In the solution of broblerrs in
graphic statics, it is usually most convenient to draw two separate
figures, one of which shows the forces in magnitude and direction,
and the other in line of action. The former is called the force
diagrar.
.
and the latter the space diaf^ram .
22. Notation .- In solving problems graphice.lly , it is often
convenient to draw both the force and space diagrams, and these di-
grams are so related that for every line in one there is a corres-
ponding line in the other. The solution is greatly facilitated if
a convenient system of notation is adopted for the diagram.s.
In the force diagram each line represents a force in magnitude
and direction, and this line will be designated by placing a capi-
5.

tal latterp at each extremity of the
line. In the ppaoe iiefram the cor-
rGsponding lino ropresQnts the line
of action of the force, and this
line of action will be ranked by the
corresponding small letters, one on
each Bide of the line. An arrow
Fig. 1, placed on the line indicates the di-
rection of the force. The sequence of the letters representing
the force also indicates the direction of the force; thuR the force
represented by AF acte in a direction frorn A toward E. This sys-
tem of notation is illustrated in Fig. 1, AE representing the force
in magnitude and direction, while its line of action is marked by
the letters a b placed as sho^Ti.

CKAPTRR II. CONCURRENT FORCSS.
The wubjoct matter given in thip -chapter will be divided into
three articles, as followe: Art.l, Composition Ccncurrent Forc-
es; Art.S, ReBolution of Concurrent Forces; Art. 3, Equilibrium of
Concurrent Forces.
Art.l. Composition of Concurrent Forces.
23. Resultant of Two Concurrent Forces . - Given the two concur-
rent forceB represented in magnitude and direction by the lines BA
and BC. It is required to find their resultant.
(a) (b) (o)
Fig, 2,
Let BA and EC (Fig. 2, a) represent two concurrent forces in mag-
nitude and direction acting at B. It is required to find their re-
sultant BD. Complete the parallelogram of forces (Fig. 2, a) by
drawing the line CD parallel to BA, and AD parallel to EC; then the
lin^ BD connecting the points E abd D will represent the resultant
r?f the two force^^ in mart-nitude. The direction of the resultant
will b© as indic?5ted by the arrow placed on the line ED. (The proof
7.

of the obovo will not be given hero as it may bo fo^^id In pny ole-
ipentary treatioe on mGchRnlco.)
It 1b unnecosBarv to Goni:'truc t the entire force parelloloprarn,
for draw tE (Fig. P,b) equal and pprallel to FA (Fir. ^,b), anrl PC
equal and paraliol to EG. Th'^n AG will be equal and parallf-l to PD,
for by construct ion, the triangle AEC 1b equal to the triangle AED
and has its corresponding sides parallel; henoe AC is equal and
parallel to BD the required resultant . Likewise, OA (Fig. P.,c) is
the resultant of the tv/o concurrent forces EA and EC. It ahould be
noted that the two forces act around the triangle in the eprr^e di-
rection, and that the rssultent acta in a direction opposite to
them.
It is thus seen that a.r.y tv/o concurrent forces may be combined
into a single resultent force, and furtl ar that it is imrre terial in
which order the forces are ta.ken ss Ion;: & s they act in the serre
direction around the trisnrle.
S4. Force Trlan^'le and Force Polyron . - The trirngle sho^.Ti in
either Fig.2,b or Fig. P,c, is called a force triangle . and its
principles form the basis of the science of graphic statics. If the
figure has more than three sides it is called a force polygon .
25. Resultant of Any Number of Concurrent Forces . - The result-
ant of any number o'f concurrent forces may be found: (1) by the
method of the force triangle, or {'?.) by the method of the force
polygon.
(1) Solution by Force Tripn;^le .~ Let .AE, AC, AD, AE, and AP
(Fig. 3) represent in magnitude and direction a system of forces

Pig.
raeetin^r at A. It, ie requir'-jd to
find their resultant R.
ThPi method explained in " '^^ may
be applied to anv number of forceB
.
CorrTT'encing at E (Fig. 3), the ex-
tremity of the force AE, drav the
line BG equal and parallel to the
force AG; then AG acting in the di-
rection shown, is the reBultant of
the forces AB and AC. In like man-
ner, from the point G draw the line
GH equal and parallel to the force
AD; then AH acting in the direction
Phown, iiB the resultant of the forces AG and AD or, since AG is the
resultant of A£ and EC/ then AH is also the resultant of the forces
AB. AG. and AD. In like manner, AI is the resultant of the forces
AB, AC, AT), and AE; and AJ acting in the direction shown, is the
required resultant R of the i-iven system of forces AD, AG, AD, AE,
and AF.
(2) Solution by Force Polygon .- Let AE, EC, CD, DE, and EF
(Fig. 4) represent in m.agnitude and direction a system of forces
meeting at 0. It is required to find their resultant R.
The given system of forces is represented in magnitude and di-
rection in Fig, 4,b, and in line of action by Fig. 4, a. Commencing
at any point A (Fig. 4,b), draw in succession the lines AB, EG, CD,
DE, and EF parallel respectively to the lines of action ab, be, cd,
de, and ef representing the given forces in magnitude and direction,

(a) (b)
Fig. 4.
each fc-rce beginning at the and. of the preceding one. Then AF the
line connecting the starting point of the force polygon with the
end of the last force, represents in magnitude and direction the
required resultant R. Its line of action passes through 0, and its
direction is as indicated by the arrow. For, substituting the dot-
ted lines AC, AD, and AE which divide the polygon into triangles,
then a£ acting in the direction sho'm represents in magnitude and
direction the resultant of the tv/o forces AE and EC. Likewise AD
represents in magnitude and direction the resultant of tire forces
AC and CD, or in other v/ords, AD is the resultant of the forces AE,
EC, and CD. In like manner AS is the resultant of the forces AE,
EC, CD, and DE; also AF acting in the direction shown, represents
in magnitude and direction the required resultant R of the given
system of forces. The line of action of R passes through 0.
It will be seen by referring to the force polygon, that all the
10.

forcep except the reBultant act around the force polygon in the
aame direction, and that the resultant acts in a direction opposite
to thwm. Ey taking the forces^ in a different order froir that Pho^-'n
in Fit'. ^> V7ill be seen that the ord^^^r in which the forces ere
talcon is inunp. terial f^e lony ap the given forces act around the
force polygon in the eame direction, since the poeitionsof the in-
itial and final points recain the same.
If the points A and F coincide, the force polygon is said to be
closed
.
Art. 2. Resolution of Concurrent Forces.
26. It le readily seen from what has been given in the preced-
ing sections that, to resolve a givf^n force into any number of com-
ponents, it is only necessary to draw a closed polygon, one side
^f which represents in magnitude the given force and is parallel
to its line of action; then the other sides of the polygon will be
parallel to, and will rcjpresent in magnitude, the components into
which the given force is resolved. The given force will act around
the force polygon in a direction opposite to that of the components
Resolve £ Given Force into Two Components . - |t is evi-
dent that this problem, is indeterminate imless other conditions are
imposed, as an infinite number of triangles may be drawn with one
side of the given length.
There are four oases of the resolution of a force into two com-
ponents, corresponding to the four casos of the solution of a plane
triangle, which may be stated as follows;
11.

dO It l8 required to reeolv? a given force into two coniponentB
which are known in line of action only.
(?) It iP required to reaolve a given force into two components
which are known in magnitude only.
(3) It is requir*=^d to resolve a given force into two corv.ponents
cne of which is iTiio^Tn in line of /action only, end the other in mag-
nitude only.
(4) It is required to reeolve a given force into two components
one of which is completelv known, while the other is coiripletely
unknown.
The solution of the first case is given below, the other three
cases being left for the student to solve.
Case 1,» Let AE (Fig. 5) represent in magnitude and direction
the known force, and let ac and cb represent the lines of action of
the two components meeting at 0. It is required to find the un-
known elements of the two componente.
Pig. 5.
From the extremities of the kno%^ force AB (Fig. 5) draw the
lines AC and OB parallel respectively to ac and cb intersecting at
the point G; then AC and CB represent in magnitude the two compo-
12.

nentg. The directions of theoe component e are eho^m by the arrowB.
Art. 3. RquilibriUTn of Concurrent Forces.
88. Rqujlihrium of Goncurrent I'^orcep A system of concurrent
fcreep is in equilibrium if ti.e resultant of the syeterr Is equal
to zero, since this io tho condition which must exiet if no motion
takes place. Referring to Fig. 4, it is seen that if the re-
sultant is zero the force polyfon is closed ; hence the following;
propoBition: If any syster of concurrent forces is in equilibriuir
,
the force polygon must close; and conversely, if the force polygon
closes, the system of forces is in equilibriuni. This is equivalent
to the algebraic statement that the sumir.ation of the horizontal
components of the forces is equal to zero, and the summation of
the vertical components is equal to zero.
If the system of forces is not in equilibrium, the resultant is
represented in m.agnitude ard direction by the closing line of the
force polygon, this rr.pulta.nt actin.; around the force polygon in a
direction opposite to the other forces. If a force having the same
magnitude but acting in an opposite direction is substituted for
the resultant, the system is then in equilibrium. It has been
shown that the resultant acts around the force polygon in a direc-
tion opposite to the given forces; and, therefore, the force that
will hold the given system in equilibrium, celled the equilibrant .
acts around the force polygon in the same direction as the given
forces.
29. Solution of Problems in Equilibrium. .- The fact that the
13.

fcrce polygon of a Bysterr of concurrent forces is closed If that
eysterr Is in equilibrium, furnishes b method for Bolving problems
in equilibriuK whon all the element p of the forces are not knoTm.
The follo-^rin^; problems illustrate the general principles em-
ployed in the soliition of conciirrent forces in equiribriu^n:
Probler. 1. Given a system of five concurrent forces in equilib-
rium, three of which are corrpletely Tcnown; of the remaining, two, one
is known in magnitude only, and the other in line of action only.
It is required to find the unlrno^vn elements of the two forcer.
Problem 2. Given a systen. of five concurrent forces in equilib-
rium, three of which are completely known, the other two being
knovTn in line of action only. It is required to find the unknown
elements of the two forces.
Problem 3. Given a eyster- of five concurrent forces in equilib-
rium, one of which is completely unl'^^r^wn. It is required to fully
determine the unknciwi force.
Problem 4. Given a system of five concurrent forces in equilib-
rium, three of which are completely known, the other two being
known In magnitude only. It is required to find the unknown ele-
ments of the two forces.
The solution of the first problem is given below, the others
being left for the student to solve.
Problem 1,. Let the forces AB, EC, and CD (Fig. 6) be complete-
ly known, and let DE be knov^Ti in I'lagnitude only, and EA in line of
action only. It is required to find the unknown elements of the
two forces.
Pig. 6.
14.

P'irst con;-;truct th'? porti oi-' of th^ forc^> poiyron ATCD ^)
uping a8 siie tlie kno''.Ti forcot? AB, BC, and OD, ta-iinp care tho.t the
forc«B 0ct profres^lv^ly f.round tb« force polyfon. Complete the
polygon by 'Irawirijr. the line t^A through A parallel to the V-no'Tn line
of actifon of iCA , Then, using D >je a center and the Vr.ovm magnitude
of DK as "a radius, draw sn r^rc of a circle intereectinf, F.A at the
point E; then *he liriee DF and EA renropent in Tr.?=?gnitude the forces
DE and EA, these forces acting around the force polygon in the saire
direction as th© known forces AE, EC, and CD. The entire force
polygon io AECDE, a closed polygon,, and as all the force? act around
the force polygon in the f^pr^e diraction, thev ere in equilibrium.
ABCDE' is also a true forn of tl-e force polygon and gives correct
values fcjr the unknown forces^ since all of the conditione of the
problem are fulfilled^ the polygon being closed with the i'orces act-
ing continuouely around ths force polygon.
15.

CHAPTER III. NON-JONOURRKKT FCRCKo.
Thfi euhject matter riven in thiB chapter will te disjicied into
four articles, ps follows: Art. 1, CompoPi t ion of ^'on- concurrent
Forces; Art. ?, Repolution of t-on-concurront Forces; Art. 'A
,
Equi-
librium of Non-concurrent Forces; and Art. 4, Special Constructions
for Funicular Polygon?.
Art. 1. Cor.popition of ^'on-concurrert Forces.
30. Non-concurrent Forces . - In many engineering- probleirfi, the
forces acting upon the body or structure do not rr.eet at a point but
are applied at different points along tbe structure. Such forces
are called n'^n-concurrent forces, and their lines of action may or
may not be parallel,
151. Resultant of Two Non-parallel , Hon- concurrent Forces . - The
determination of the resultant of two non-parallel, non-concurrent
forces requires one of two soms^what different methods of solution,
depending upon whether the giv^n forces intersect (l) within the
llTnita cf the drawing or, (S) outside of the limits of the drawing.
(1) Forces Tnt ersectinp. Within the Limi t s of the Drawing . - If
the two f'^rces are not p-^rallel, their lines of action must inter-
sect at a point, which point may be taken as the point of applica-
tion of each force. The two forces may, therefore, be treated as
concurrent forces, and their resultant may be determined as in ^Ir'^Z
.
16.

(n) Koreas T nt.orsect Inr QutPlde of th^^ Limit 3 of the Drawl n>^ .-
Let AE and BC (Fig. 7; repr'3f=<ent In marnitude and. direction two
non-parallol frrc'=»B whofle lines of ection, ab and be, intersect cut
sidft of the lirnita of the drawing. It is required to find tr^eir
r^puitant.
A
Fig. 7.
Draw tbe foro^ polygon ABC (Pig. 7), and connect the point A and
by the closing line AC; then AC acting es shown by the arrow, r^-
presents in magnituds eni direction the recfultant of the two forc-
es AE and EC, its line of action being as yet unknown. To deter-
mine this line of action, an auxiliy.ry conBtruction is necessary.
From any point draw the lines OA, CE, and OC connecting the point
with the points A, B, and C of the force polygon. These lines
represent in ir^agnitude and direction components into which the fore
ee AB and BC may be resolved. Thus AE is equivalent to the two
forces represented in ragnitude by AO and OE acting in the direc-
tion shown by the arrows. Likewise, EC is equivalent to the two
forces repres/ented in magnitude and direction by BO e.na OC. To
17.

determiri''' t]^e l\n-^p~ of action of tVesp^ componentH, start at any
point on the line oT acti.^n ^'l
,
orcl cirav; ao and ot^ DB^all'^l rffpect-
IvAly to AO and CF
. Proloru- ob until it intersectF the line of ac-
tion be, then from the inters^ecti on of ob and be, draw the line oc
parallel to 00. The llnep ao, ob, be, and oc are then the lines
of action of the c^cmpcnents AO, OE, EO, and OC.into which the ori-
ginal forces have been resolved. Nov/ the forces represented by OB
and EO are equa.1, have the same lino of action, and act in opposite
directions; hence they neutralize each other and rrav be omitted
from the system, thus leaving the two forces represented in rnagni-
tude and direction by AO B.nd OC and in line of action by ao and oc
respectively. The resultant of these t"/o forces, v/hich have been
shown equivalent to the riven forces AB end EC, is the force repre^
sented in mafnitude and direction by AC, and in line of ection by
ac draw through the intergection of ao a,nd oc parallel to AC.
The method explsinod above is of great Importance and should be
thoroughly understood by the student as the principles employed in
it will be of great use in solving succeeding problems.
32. Resultant cf Any Number of N on- concurrent , Non-parallel
Forces There are two methods in general use for finding the re-
sultant of any number of non-concurrent forces. These methods em-
body the principles explained in f'-'^l, and are merely applications
of the method explained in that section. They depend upon whether
the given forces have intersections (l) within the limits of the
drawing or (S) outside of the limits of the drawing. The first
method to be described is limited in its application, but permits
a simpler construction for some problems. The second m.ethod, how-
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ever, is of moro f.yneral Uc^^? as it may be enployod for finding t^o
resultant of ppraliol, well non-parallel, forces.
(1) Force B ^BviT•F Inter'-.^ctior Wl th in tl- o Lir itn of t^e Drav;-
Ing ." Let AE, EC, CD, and D'.' (Fif. R) reprrasent in magnitude and
direction a sypterr of four non-parallel, non-concurrent forces: and
let at, be, cd, and de respectively represent their lines of action
It iir required to find the resultant of the system of forcee.
Applying the methcd explained in (1) #31, the resultant of the
forces represented by AE and BC (Fip, 8) is represented in magni-
tude and direction l-y AG acting as shovm by the arrow, and in line
of action by ac iravrr^ through the intersection of s.t and be, pars-l-
lel to AC. This resultant may then be combined with the force re-
presented by CD, giving as their resultant the force represented in
magnitude and direction by AD, and in line of action by ad, drawn
through the intersection of ac and cd parellel to AD. In like man-
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ner, AD may te corrbined wltb the force DE, glvinp as thuir rosiilt--
tint til'-' force reDreeant.d in ma^-ni tude and direction by AE, and in
line of pction by ae drawn throuf.h the intor£?ecti on of ad a,nd de
parallel to A'\. Tbin lost force AE represent b in magnitude and di-
roction tbe resf.-.iltant oi' ti e given ryrtem of forces AE, EC, CD, and
BE, itB line of action being ae.
It phouli be borne in rr.ind that AE does not represent the magni-
tude and direction of any actup.l force. Ey the resultant AE is
meant a force which, if applied, would produce t?ie ean© effect upon
the body as the given forces.
( 2 ) Forceg having. Intersectlorp; Outside of the Lirr!i t b of the
Drawing..- Let AB, EC, CD, DE, and EF (Fig. 9) represent in ir.agni-
tude and direction a system of non- concurrent forces, and let ab,
bo, cd, de, and ef respectively, represent their lines of action.
It is required to find the resultant of the given system of forces.
Fig. 9.
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Th3 roLiultant of the frlvon Bypterr. of forces may "bo found by ap-
plying; tho irethol oyplain..^d in ^'^1. Construct the force poly-
gon AECDIC?, p>nd drrw tho cloning- line AF. Then AF acting; in tho
direction aho n ty t]~-^ a tc', roprec^entr ir rr-.arnitude fv.d direction
the rcBultant of • ^ v ?\-pteni of forco'?-. Tr. find its lire of
action, e 8 sure rnv polo ^ aud draw the linoF O/- , OE
,
OC, OD, 0^,
and OF. Then construct the polygon whores aides are oa, oh, oc, o^l,
08, and of (^ee ( ) ^"1). -'o+e t: st tho tv^o li-nn<^- 7:hich reoreaent
the cpmnonents into ^vMch e?'Ch force Ib resolved hy t^e linen dra.wn
from the point C to the extren-ities of that force, are respectively
parallel to the t^vo liner which meet on the line of action of th'^'t
force. To find the line of action of the resultant, prolong the
extreme lines oa and of until thev intei^sect, and through the point
of intersection drew af prrrllsl to AF. This is the line of action
of the required re>jultant, for all the cor.-:ponent3 into which the
given forces ere r&j.'olved by the liner- drs'Tii from the point to
the extrenities of the fore ?^ , are neutralized ( shown by the ar-
rows) except the t-vo force? reprej.3nted in iiafinitude and direction
by AO and OF, rnd in line of action by ao en-:' of respectively. The
resultant of these tvro forces, Thjch are equivplent to the riven
system, is found in rnrgniti.iie by cor^^pleting the forc'> triangle OAF,
and in direction by irekinr the resultent act around the force tri-
angle in a direction opposite to the other two forces. Since the
line of action of the resultant rauct be on tho line of action of
each force, it rust act through the comr:on point to each lino, viz:
their point of intersection.
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33. l^Tiiiicnlar Polyrpn . - ?h'8 poly.p'on wtioBo Pides are oa, oT
,
rc, cd, oe, and of (iig. 9) Ir? cnllod the funloular polygon (also
called the equilibriur polyf::on) .
Pole , - The poii:^ ^ (.''ir. 9) i.-> c.^'lloci t;-9 pole of th-:-- fc-'oe do-
lypon.
Pole distance,.- T]:e porpor.'diculs r dietsnce from the pole to the
line reDresentin- tho f'o^co in V' force polv£-on ie. cf;lled the pole
distc.nce.
Rays .- The lines Oa, Cr, DC, CD, OS, and OF (Pif. 9) dravrn from
the pole to t]:e extrerr.i ties of the lines representinfj the forces
in the force polygon are celled rays. The rays terminating at the
extrerai tleB of any side of the force polygon, represent in magni-
tude the t7/o component 8 that may replace the force represented by
that side.
String
g
* - rh.e sides oa, ob, oc
,
o'i, oe, and of of the funicular
polygon are callr-d Btring?!. The strings are pprs-llel to the cor-
responding rayr of the force polygon, and are the lines of action
of the forces represented by the rayfi.
inferring to the diagram {I'i.- . 9), it is seen thet for epch rav
in the force polygon there is a string, p^-rallel to it in the fimi-
cular polvgon; and further thet the two ravs dravrn to the extremi-
ties of any force in the force polygon are respectively parallel to
c
the tT!7o strings nhich intersc'Ct on the line of action of that fere.
yv
This last statement will greatly facilitate the construction of the
funicular polygon.
?4. In both cases given in # 52, the resultant has been found
to be a single force. This may not always be true and the simplest
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pyst^in thct will replec^ ths r,iv-ni svati^m m^^y a couple, fj 8 will
Ve 9hov;ri in tho I'ollov'i':^^ Beotion.
35. R^^puI tpnt of Any l'umb(.^r of I!on-parallel
, Non-concurren t
Foro-^t^ . - Result ant of a Jouple . - UpcFi dp»termlning the resultant of
a given system of forces, it may be found that the first and the
lat!t Bides of the funicular polygon are parallel. If this is the
case, the const rue tiji on shown in #38 does net determin© the line of
action of the resultant. Ref^-^rring to f'ig. 9, suppose the Dole is
taken cn the line AF; tiien tho first and last strings of the funi-
cular polygon are respectively parallel to AQ and OF, and are therb-
foro parallel to each other. In this case the difficulty is avoid-
ed ty taking the pole at yoire point not on the closing line AF.
Ther© is, however, one particular case in which aQ a.nd OF will "be
parallel no matter wh^jre the pole is taken. Again referring to
Fig. 9, it is seen that /-^i and Of will be parallel if the points A
and F coincide. These two rays will then represent equal and op-
posite fcr*0s which cannot be ccnjbined into a simpler system unless
their lines of action coincid«>. If their lines of action ao and of
are coincident, the two foi^ces being equal and opposite in direction
neutralize each other, and their resultant is equal to zero. If
their lines of action are not coincident, the system reduces to a
couple. Ev©n if the lines of action of the forces represented by
AC and OF are coincident, the forces may tstill be considered as a
Couple with an arm equal to zero; hence the following, proposition;
If tne force polygon for any system of forces closes, the resultant
1" p cuuple.
Fy changing the starting point of the funicular polygon, the
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lines of act i'^n of thn forc^^t^ rnpr^^Bentod by AO and OF will l-"
changed; and by taking a nov' poi'^, oither their nia^Tii tudes , or ii-
reotione, or both tlioir raa^rnitud'-e and direotionB mtiy be changed,
hence, it in seen that any nurber of couplet' may be found which are
equivalent to lach other, r^ince they are ^quivelent to t\.e spme
sy.st'^m of force?,.
Resultan t _of Anj' Number of Parallel Forcee .- Let AE, EC, CD,
DE, and EF { Fi^., 10) represent in iragnitude and direction s pveter. of
parallel forcer-; and let ah, be, cd, de, and ef represent their
lines of action reppectivoly . It is required to find the resultant
rf tho given pystem.
a b b
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Fig. 10.
Ocnatruct the force polygon AEGDEF, which in thi 3 case i8 a
straight line
,
Bince the forcf^s are parallel. Then AF acting in
the direction shown bv +>he arrow, reprepents in magnitude and di-
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r«ctlori the r«pultant of tho given ayr-tem of I'orc*^?. To deterr.ilno
itp line cf action, assume anv pole ani drew th<^? rayr, OA, OB, CO,
OD, ;"'E, an<l OF; then construct the funicular poly£'on whoae Pidys
are oa, oh, oc, od, oe, anl of, and prolong the extreme etringp oa
and of until t^ev intersect. Throurh thi^r- point cf inter^rec tion,
draw a f parallel to AF, ^vhicl- given the 11 n^- of action of the re-
sultant. For, the ^'iven syptorr of forcee C'av be considered to be
replaced by the forces reproe-entod in mp.enitude P.nd direction by AO
and OF > and in line of action by ao and of, since tho other forces
represented by the r^'^'r^ neutrali7.(3 each other. T> s resultpnt of
these two forc^'-fl is fiven in f^ernitudo and direction by the cl0£?in^"
line AF of the force tri*?.n^-lfi OAF, and in line of action by af ect-
Ing through the interse'^ ti on of ao and of.
37, OlosinF of th*^ lAinicular Polygon .- The given Bysterr of
forces represent-d in Fig. 9 has be'^n sh.07.Ti to be equivalent to the
two forces roDresanted in magnitude and direction by AO and OF, and
in line of ection bv ao end of, the first and lest strings of the
funicular polygon. In general these lines of action sre not paral-
lel, but it mav hcT;pen th.^t thev ere parallel c that tbe^' coincide
In case they coincide the funicular polygon is said to be cloesd.
Art. Resolution into Pon-concurrent Forc?B,
38. The probler of reeolvin.f- a riyon force into t'vo or r.ore non
concurrent corriponents is indeterrir ?; te unless additional dr ta are
given concerning tie rrpgnitudes i<nd the linen of action of the re-
quired components. A given force mav be resolved into three non-
perallel, non- concurrent component b , or into two parallel component
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proviled tho llnop of acti'^n of theae componentB arp riven. For i>
gree.tf?r number of ooraponentG, the problem i^^ indeterminate.
39. Reflolutjon of a Force into Three Non-parallel
. Non-concar-
rent Onmponent g hr-ving KncAn Lines of Action . ~ Lot AB (Fig. 11)
represent in magnitude and direction a, piven force, and let ab be
ItB line of action. It in required to resolve this force into
three coinponfent? acting alon^. th'-i lines cb, dc, and ad.
B
Fig. 11.
Since the given force fB rav be assuniod to act at e.i<y point in
lt9. lin<= of action, let it;^ point of applicrtion be taken at the
int(=*r3<=»c»tion of ab and cb. Prolong the lines of action ad and dc
until they intersect, and connect this point "ath the point of in-
tersection of ab and cb. Resolve the given force AF into two cod-
ponents acting along cb and ac (^?7); then AC and CE acting as sho
by the arrows will represent in magnitude and direction two corcpo-
nants of AE. In like manner, resolve the force represented by AC
whose line of action is ac int*^ two components acting along the
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lir.« pd nnd i^, Ther'=' two connor^rta nr'^ riv- ri 1r: rr.e rni t.t) ^-iri
direction by th^^ llnep AT anl DC drawn parall-i r^ppectivoiy to ad
And dc. nenc«> Binco th^ ^iv-^ri force AE i? equivalent to the two
forcef' AC ?ni CH, and AC 1 '^qulvn If^rt to the two forces /*D end DC;
th«*refor«?; tlj--> foroe Ab ip f=»nui l<^nt to tJi^ throe forc^'^B reprGr<fjnt-
-^d in rriRgnituie a.r. i id ruction by AD, DC, and CE.
If th^ lin'=^ of action of the riv^n forcf^ does not intersect any
rf th« given line;^ of action within the liiDitF of the drawing, th*
giv3n force may r'^placed hv two compon^'nt s, each component then
res'^lvpd ly the ah-^ve method, ani the resulting forces combined.
40 . Rec^oluti oi: of a n'^orce into Two Parallel Component a ha vin.c
Kn^wii Lines of Action There are t^o special caa'-is of thir? prob-
lem depenlin^r upon whether the line of action of the given force is
(1) between t]-;e lin'^:: of pctioi" of the tv/o conpon'^ritF or (?) is out-
side ^f the liiief of action of tl'e tv^o corDoner.t s
.
( 1 ) Line of Action of Kncvm Force Between the Lines of Acvtdon
of the Two Compon-^ntg - L-^t at (fi^^. ip) represent in marnitudfe and
direction the ^-iven force, eni let eb b« its line of action; also
let ac an 3 cb be the lin^a of action of the two parallel componentc
It is required to find the iragnitudes and directions of the t^^'o com-
pcnonts. - A
a ^ ^
(a) Pig. 12.
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(b)

Tiift TvQt^o.i. 'XplP.in'jd in ('"') •* '1 ,rv ueei to find t^- 3 'oonit-
rr.t t-"o rp ll';! I'or-" ';^: "I'l oT.v-trBel v , it irav I'- 'v-td to ro-
flolv« a force into iti? two c ompon -3 r.t p .
Ai'surr.'? any pol'^ C (Fig. lo) and draw the re.vf? OA and OF, /t any
point on ah, th"-^ linr:^ of action '>f the forc^ /I
,
dra^.? th'~" Rtrinf^ ro
p&rall'^l to POf an1 cb p^rr.llol to 01- . Prolong tho t'vo ivtrings un-
til tl^-^v i,'t;?ro.:;ct a.c and ch; Join those point e of intersection by
the Ptrinr oc, ond fror the doI^^ drav; thp- ray 00 par-llel tc the
r-trin^ oc, cutting tie line P. I. at tl-o point C. Then AC snri Ch, act-
ir.p in th>i direction eho'.rr " v the e.rro'^B, r'^Drepont in ra.-nitude
and directj.cn th-? two cor:'pon.)nt a '•'hO!:= lipes of action fre ?c ?nd
ch r'^np ^c tively . For th'^ dirrrf.m yrcvn ir rif. 12h, i8 the force
polygon for th ; two oor^onent:? /.C end 0', and their resultant
;
conversely . P ir r'r. yolv-^ . into itn two ooirr)onent3 /C and OE
.
A prccticpl arplj cation of '".his case is the determination of the
magnitudes of the t'.^^o reactions of a simple beam loaded at anv
point with a sing-le conc' -nt ra tod load.
The line oc is called th - olosinr f- t r
i
uf of the funicular poly-
gon; and the rry CO is called the dividing ray of th.e force polygon,
since it divides th^"^ given force into its t"^:o coTrponents.
( 2 ) Line of . ction o.f the .nown Force Out si d'^ of th' e Lines of
Action of the T-tq Conponents . - The solution of this esse will be
left to the student.
Art* 3. I-ilqui lihrium of Pon-concu^rant Forces.
4 1 . Oondi tiers for l^.gui libriur; of or - c or: curr i ? r. t force s , - It
has been sho'rn thi- t a s-'.-^ter^ of oorcurrent forces is in equilibriur
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If tV'e fore.! ^.oly£on cio. , • t: • r'3L^.ultr--r * in or. etr.i^l to 7evr,,
In or.ler t>pt p fyateL. of r:.ov-:-c ^ncu.rrent force;", bo in enui llT-riu'",
it I--. neceBr-rir" t} at t^- fore poiyg,or clot-r-o, >-ut this single co^-.-
iitlon not ouffi^i ^nt to innur., oquilihri'ir . For, r -f • -^^-^i' ^- to
Pir, ^, it i'? ^0(ir. th:;t the pivjn pyot^jm oi' for^c^i:'! may bo reduced
to two for'.-on r-'pr ir^rited In n^^tn'tu'ie end 'iiroctioi-i by AO and 0;-s
?rd In lirft:? of rctior: by e.o -cvA of rin^Dac ti vely . For oquilibriittn
,
tb.^p; t-vo forc'-^' .•.'3t bj .'':'.af 1, ir'U3t heve the rci:v3 lin---; of ::ction,
anl muc-t *j.ct in o^oori to direction:'. It 1? repdilv ?i3on tb,r:t the
two forest? ore- 'i.\\xrl rw} ^ct i"'- opnof'it dir-'C tl or if tbe r^ointe
and F coincide: or i»- otbar' '-ordf-, if tl a fcce pol'^fon closee
.
In order tb.at tbsv b; vg t^e s r -^ li-"',-,- of rot ion, tbo firpt ^rd Ip^t
-•trinprs, e.o rr.d of, of t: .: fnr ioul:--.r ^oivon nust v^oii^cido. Fror
tbe above it i.r. l. >-?: +> t :'ryr "-?;jiil Ibriu'^ of ^ "V3t'3''- of no"'-con-
curront forces:
(1) The foroT) polyror nuBt clo^e.
("^^ ) Th- funicular polyr:,cn rauBt close,
Th»ir3fore, a systorr of non-concurrent I'orces ir- in oquilibriur
if both tbo force 5nd funicular polygons cIobo; and oonvorpely, if
the T'"^c''> r?r, i fi.iniculf r poly; ons cIop^^, tb e r^y- 1 err; i •? in eou.ilib-
riuK.
For, if t.i- f'orc'^ p-'.lv,^on cIogop, tbo t";o forco^s /O ?.nd jT
(Fig. 9) ar*^ oquf 1 rr-'d o^^' o-rit-:: i?- direction, -rnd if the funiculpr
polygon clofior., thoy b'rve tbe o-"rre line of action i-nd neutralize
op.C' other.
of Force ??rjd. Pir j culr r Poly;^ oris ir Sol vinf Pro^lerrs in
Kquilibriur'^ . - It br^ ^:=i-?r-^ abo''"^ in /.rt, ? tb.at tye force ^nd tbo

funlculnr p'^lv;-on corst ri -tion l -/pp-icir llv pdapted to tl Buln-
tion of probl'^r^e iiivolvi}:,< non- -..^r.curr^-mt Torc^i-^. The t'-^o condi-
tiont^ nBoeesary for •equilibrium of non-concur.r'=*nt forcay, viz.:
tl:at th" foroM polygon rau^t cloao end tl-at the funioulrr polyron
TTiu^t closo, fu-"-^^^" oonveni'^rt rrsDhioal method for tho Rolution
of prohlor-ip- in ^ijui 11 V riur . In order t]-at Buch p^oblom^^ may he
solved, it ie nocassc.r'' Hot su Icient nurr.ber of forces b9 com-
pl - Iv or n^r+lv kro'-'Ti to r.-.-^"r;.it 6f the construction of th'-? coir-
pl«tf) force and funicular poivrons, Other/'ise the^ Droblo" is inde-
terminate .
general method of r^^ "lu^e ir ^ p. follo^"-s: first construct
8 8 much of t' e force rnd iupJcul?r pol^"^ona r-e is Dogeible fron the
fiv^n d?tp-, then comrl-^t'" t' e^e pol^'vons ker3r)jng in "^ind frets
that both rol'-'rorr i-urt cloee, and that the forces? ^-^ i ? t rr-t con-
tinuously yroui'd th'^ foro^-^ polygon.
The applico.tiGn of the above principles te the solution oi' soTiie
of th<=^ TiOi^t irportant caoeB arising in practice Vvill now be given.
4'5. Proble r. 1. Parall el Forces . - Given a system of PFrf?.llel for
forces in equiliT-rinr , r.ll beinf conipletely hnc^'Tr except t^'o, these
two being y-nc^i ir line of pctior. onl-^/. It is required to find the
unkno^m eleir-nits of the t"."o force?.
Let the kno'-'n forces be r.:*pr':3s-.3fited b' " ^'-^ee loPds A:;, FG,
and CD (Fig. 13) applisJ to the bearr alonr tie lines sb, he, and ccl
;
and let th/^ unhnc^^r. fore be tl^e su oport i forces of the beFir" EA
end D^:.
Draw tl'e portion o"^ the fo>''C'-; polygon AFCD containir.;- the three
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e a die
Fig. l-^.
knowr. forc^e laid off consecutively. Fron-. e- condition that the
force polygon must clo^e, thy co-ihin3ci r ni tudes of tho t-vo t^un-
porting forces rust he '=>c-.3>l to D/. and rust act in the direction
from D to"A-rd : . To d-^t Br^^ir.--^ th^ r-e.c-nitude ol '^?ch ^unportinp
force, take anv pole and d::T.'- the rove Oi
,
CE, 00, anl 01). Then
comir-encin^- a.t a.r;v po:, nt on ee. the line of action of the left sup-
porting force, construct the portion of the funicular polyron ^J-ose
sides are oa, oh, oc, and od drawn prrallel rec;pecti vely to the
rayB OA, Oh, 00, and OD. Prolong od until it intersects de» and
close the funiculcr pol^'gon by dr8"^ing the line oe. Also fror? the
pole draw the ray OZ parallel to the closinr line oe, cutting- DA
at E. Then Ei\ and DE actinp in an up'vard direction, represent in
magnitude ar-zi dir-cfjctior the t'';o support! forces.
To thorouf^:hly understand ty.lo solution, the student should fol-
low throUf^h the const "ucti or froir e prircinle of the trian.rle of
forces. Thus the force AE resolve;^ Into t^'o corpon':int8 repre-
sented in ir.arr.i tud-^ -^r.d direction hy C ' and OE, end in line of ac-

tlon by ao ond ol- rec-^pectivi-lv. In likt} rrnnor tht> forc^ PC ie rt;-
flclved into fho two o rDponents TO and OC acting alon^^ the lin^in ^)o
and no; and ths forcn "D ii.^- r"solv'^d into tbo t'vo compononti? CO r-'nd
-T acting along, the linea co and od ^'^bdmc 1 v.-^l v . Th« t^r. forceB
PC and CE neutrplize each other, since they are equal, r^ct in op-
pcpite dirictionB, and have the s-'ine line of action. B'or the eame
rea£;^oi:8, r;9utrnliZ'^s Or., srd CO neutralizes OC. The three given
forces ar^j tlv:-:-"
. ore equivplont to the two forces AO and OD, ectinp
alon^r the lines ao and od res^ecti voly . Mow in ordor to heve equi-
lihrii-im, the ret-^.ultant of AC ar.d the left supDortinp force 3A must
neutralize the rf^i^j.ltent of OD e.nd the ri;ht supporting force DE.-
The linea of action of th'-Fe tv:o re^uitent?- niust coincide in eo in
orde^ that they n-^iatralize arch otre:^. Since the resultant EO end
the two f'^rcas AO cvrid f11 irterr^oct at a point, thev rust forr
a force trianrle ^.0^ (/-'C'^), of vrhich AO ia the knc-p/n side. Then r]A,
acting in a direction from toward A represents the left support-
ing force in n:agnitudo and direction. In like manner, it may be
shown that DE represents the righ.t supporting force in rr.agnitude
and direction.
' 44. Probleii- 2. Non-parallol Forces Given a system of non-
•»
parallel forces in equilibriuiri, ell completely kno^n except two*
Of these tivc, the line of action of one, and the point of aDplica-
' tion of the other are knovrn. It is required to find the unJrnovm
elements of the two forces.
Let the kno^'^n forces be the t}ree '."ind loads AB, EC, and CD
(Fig, 14) <?ctir,r. on the roof truss, Fnd lot the unknc-ri. forces be
the two supporting forces of tho t?''us'3. The line of action de of
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the rlf^t pupportinr forcH i'-'
^ iver. as vorticr l, ^rd tVr '^;oirt oi
ppplioation of the loft BupportiriP force ea is given at tt.e left
ond of tho truRs.
Fir. 14.
Conc^truct the portion of the forco polygon ABCB, containing the
three known wind forces AE, EC, and CD laid off consecutively, end
from any pole draw the rays OA, Ofc, OC, and OD. The side D2 of
the force pol'/fon nuBt "be parallel to the kno'm direction de, but
as its magnitude is unknown, as ie s.lso the magnitude of the sup-
porting force 'iAt the polygon can not be cloned. Since the only
known point in the line of action of the left supporting force is
its point of application at tliC l?ft end of the truss, let the fu-
nicular polygon be started at this point. DrBV" the strings oa, ob,
QCf and od parallel resDec"*" i vel v to the rays O.A , OE, OC, and OB,
keeping in niird the fact tha-t tV e linos of action of the two compo-
nents into v.rhic}'. er ch force i^ resolved bv the rsyp, nust intersect
on the line of action of t};Ft force. Produce od until it intersects
O '.J m

i'^ thf» linA of action cf th*^ riKht support inf' fore-, nrid clothe tt-.e
funicular p'^lygon by Irawlnicr th-? line oe. From thb pole draw tho-
ray 0^. parallel to oe, and ^ror. D draw the llnt:^ DE parallel to the
known direction .io; Their intGrBection det-^^rmlneB the point E of
the force polvj on. Closo the force polygon ty drawing th'j line ?A;
then DI] and .^A actjnt in the direction sho'vn ty the arro-^^s, repre-
eent in ma^^^^ni tude f.nd direction the two supporting forces. The
line of action cf the left supportinf force is found hy dra^'in" the
line ee, parallel to "A throurh itp knc^n point of application at
the left end of the trus^-.
4F. Problen' T- on-parpllel Forced-Given p, s^'stern of non-par-
allel forces in equilibri'j.rr all completely known except three, these
three being knoTm in line of action only. It is required to deter-
mine the unknown eldirents of the thr^e forces.
L^t AE, EC, and CD (Fig. 1.^) r^prepent the forces completely
known, £.nd let D", SF, and FA represent the three forces which are
known in line of e.ction only.
Fig. 15.
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Sinc« th'--^' rf^iBultant of any two forcee miu?t pros throu£]-i their
point of intersection, let two of tl-n imknovm forces whose lin-^e of
action are reprer-Rnted
-»f' and to be ranlaco-f "by t>"eir resultp.nt
actin/^ tbrouv-h tJ-ei'" point of It t-srBectior.. The probler tben be-
oor^es identic.':'! "itb Probloi^ de beinp: tbe line of potion of one
unkno'TT force; end the interp.ection of ef and f ?• , the point of e.D-
plicr^tion of the other urLk-.-^o-'-' force. The const reaction of Problem
2 having been made, and tbe r-i«ii.ltRnt '.Ik of the t^o forcef? found,
the mafni tudos of tb =!pe forces, 'Tboge lines of p.ctlon ere roDregert-
ed by ef p,n . f r , r.-" bo foiind b^' resolving tbi?. reaultent into t'^o
components p;r-llbl to the pa Icnown. lines of action. In Fir, 15, 2A
represents thia r'? suitant in ma^.nitude and direction, and ?A and FA
represent the U^o cor.ponents into which it is resolved. Since the
force Dft is riven by tte construction of Problerri ?. , the three un-
knowr: forces r.re then ropreseiited in magnitude and direction by DE,
EF, and FA.
In these probl'^rs ana in those riven in the Drecedinr sections,
it should pprtioulrrlv notsd. that tbc- forces sl"o-Jld be used in such
an order thet those wbich nre completely b.noTrn are consecutJive.
Inaccessible Points of Intersection In Problen and in
other problers, it it?.v i-rinpon t^'rt tro point of intersection of the
two forces fr-lls oMtside of the li-^^its of the dre'^rinr. '.ben this
is the CrGO, ?rA xvben it is requ;' roc: to draw a line frori e .friven
point throurb the point of intersection of two forces whose lines
of action intersect outsidv of the lirpits of the drawing, the fol-
lowing ^oor-'etrical construction may be employed:
Let XX and Yl: (Fi^,. If ) be two lines intersecting outside of the
o5.

fA'
-
— X
c
•
Fip:. 16
limit c of the drawing. It
ip roquirpid tc draw p. line
tl-iroufh t^oir Interpection
from a riven point P.
Dravf any lin^ PA througii
the T^oint P interaectin^ t
the linos XX and YY at ths
pointe A and L respectively.
Also, drsv/ the lines AC and
PC interr-ectinp on YY to
forr?. the trianrle AC P.
From any point A* on XX, draw the lines A'P' and A'C' parallel re-
spectively to AF and AC, and frrm C draw the line C'P' parallel tc
CP intersecting /'P' at P'. Then FP' prolonged will paf^s through
the point of irterriection of XX and YY. For, since the triangles
AEG and BPC are BiLiils.r to A'l'C and E;'P'C' respectively, there-
AE CI ^ BP CB ^. , . AE BPfore = and = *
,
whicr givee =
,
thus
A'B' C'F' E'P' A'E' B'P'
proving that the thre? lines Af.., Ti , and PP' ireet in a point.
47. H!xamples . - (l) A rigir.heam 16 feet in lenfth rests hori-
zontally upon suDpcrt? st ita ends and carrier the follo^ving loads:
it3 own weight of ^'00 Ihs, eotinr f t its center: end three loads of
IfC Ihe., 80 lbs., and l;-0 l>-s. acting at points ^/hich are distant
4 ft., 10 ft., and 1?- ft* reelect ivelv frorr the left support. Find
the upward prest'ii^e? o^ repcticni^ at t>e su.pncrta.
120
120 X I \
"^^igriVT - -
{?) Given the rocf trues
and wind loads as shown
(Fig. 17). ^he truss is
fixed to the wall at the
right end, and is support-
ed on rollers at the
left. It is required to
find the magnitude and
line of action of the
right reaction, and the
^6.

-aagnitu.'ie of t}^e left, (Th-^ left r(=^action mupt b*^ v^r-tlcal, Blnco
th'j Iflft end cf the t,ruG3 in on rollorw and can Jnavo no horizontal
.•joii]pon<^nt
.
)
(?) A uniform her 'l<^ incheB lonr, welching' 20 lb p. has one end
resting- ngsinrrt a sn-ootb pef, which is 1? inchoB from tbe wall.
The bar 1? held in f^quilibriur at Pn rn^ le of fiO detrreee '"ith tbe
X'ertical by a weight v/ BUSDen;^?J from' the free end pf the bf.'.r* It
is rt=quir»^d to find the >oi'-b* and the prspauToe Pjr.ainst the bar
by the wall and tl;e pep.
48. irpecial [.•o^thod If any B'-ster; of forcen in equilibrium is
divided into two p-roupp, the resultants of the two groups muot be
equal, muet act in rpposite directi'^nB, and must have the seme line
of action. Th'^ae facta suggest a pp^clal method for solving, cer*-
tain probleEp.s, which in soin«=^ casea ie airrpler than the general meth-
od cf conptruc tir.p the force and funicular polygons.
Pr^bleiT- .- Let At (Fig. IH ) r'^prr^^ent a force which is completely
known; and let EC, CD, snd D/" be irno^m in line of actich only, the
lines of action of tho fO'J.r foroos being ab, be, cd, and ad.
Fig. 16.
Th*:^ resultant of the forces whose lines of action are ab and be
must pass through their point of intersection, also the resultant
of the foroe.^ whone lines of action are cd and da niust pasy through
th*- intersection of cd svA dr. For eqiiilibrium , theee two result-
ants must be equal, must hav.n opposite directions, and must have
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Draw AP r«preiAent i n^^, t}--^ np.gnltuio r.tvi iiryc^iur of Vr e Irnc^T. I'oroe
ani. frora .a end F, f-^t- --xt reri 1 1 of" of tl".'-! line /F, dro'A^ line? paral-
l-al rfjspec ti vhIv to p-c onii he. Th')n J-C roprot»ent8 tY e rr.p rnM.v/ie
and dir'^ction of V o fcrc<^ who?? line of ection 1 hcf snd act-
ing in tbf^ direction from A toward C, represents the magnitude and
direction of the resultant of AB and EC. Eut OA acting in the op-
poaite direction, or from A tov/ard C, must represent the resultant
of the forces acting along the linoe cd e.ni da; hence these forces
are repreeent^d in nu:.; nitude and direction by CD and DA, dravT. from
the pointB and A perf-ll-ol respec tivf^ly to cd and da.
Example .
- A beam with rcmded e''^.dB hrs one end r-: stinr arainp.t e.
arcocth wall and the oth-u- o-nd on r. ^rooth floor. The w^_»ipht of the
beam is 60 lbs, actinr throiir] itp centf^r. I'ef-lsc tine the friction
of the beam against t'r -i ll t^y. i floor, v^Yet force apDlied horizon-
tally at the lower end of the berr- 'Id Bup^Dort it at an angle of
60 degrees with the hcrizortp 1?
Art* 4. Special Constructions for Funicular PolyronB.
49 . Relation between Different Funicular Polyprons for the same
Porc_2^.- It will now be shoTO that if tvfo funicular polygons are
drawn using the seme forces and force polygons, but different poles
the interBection of any t^-vo corresponding strings of those funicu-
lar polygons will ireet on the sa^e straight line .joining the two
poles
.
Let AE, BC, Pnd CD (Fig. 1^^) represent in n;Pgnitude and direc-
tion a system of forces, and let ab, be, pnd cd respectively be

thoir llri'^ir! of pr.fio^-
I
I
X
Fig, 19.
Draw tbe frrco polygon AFCL' for tY e river pyster- of forces, sni
with th*^ pol'-! dra'v t^P' rp'.'s ^^A, OF* OG, srl GD; also ''^ith pny o-
th^r p'^la C', draw tF'= ravs O'A, O'E, O'O, snd O'D. Construct the
funicular polyrcn v/bope side^? are oa, ob, oc, e.nd -^d
,
having th©
strinpf rfeppi^otive, y parallel t^ th^ raya OA, OP, DC, and OD; also
conptruct th4 funicular polygon whoso sides are r'a, o'h, o'c, and
f'd, having th« atringp reppectlvely parallel to the rayp O'A, O'^j
O'C, and '-'D. Produce th« stringB c^a and o'a until th'^y intersect.
In like manner produce tYo other corr sponiing strings until each
pair interp<=tctp. Drav- th« line X^-' +hrough these pointu of inter-
tion; then X'.' ivill bo parallel to 00^, the line joining the tvro
pr>l»s. For, th^ quairiiatorals wh.oee sides are AF, oa, 00', O'F,
and at, ra, XX, o'b have by construction five sides rf^spec ti vely
.;;;>arallel each t^ each; AE parallel to ab, OA parallel to oa, O'B
parallel to o'b, O'A -Cc'rellel to o'a (prolonged), and OB parallel
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to oh; h**nce the dixt^ si^en 00' mi XX are e.lao parallel. The
pame relation oan ^o proved for tlr^ quadrllaterelp whoee sides are
OB, PC, CO', 00', and ob, be, co', XX, and bo on.
Thli? relation between tho two funicular polygons is employed for
drawing th*i line of preesuro of an arob.
' ?0. T£ Draw a Funicular Polyg on througj^. Two Giv^n Pointe . - Let
AE, BC, and CD (Fig. 20) represent in magnitude and direction e pye-
ter: of forces acting on the beam; and let ab, be, and cd respective-
ly be their lines of action. It is required to draw a funicular
polygon pasain;; tl-rour-h tbe two points M and wMcb polntH are on
th« lines of action of the t^.'o re&ctione.

Oonotruct the funicular p'^lyp'-^n vl^o.^'^ Bii*^;- ar»^ o'a, o'h, r'o, r^n '
o'd, and close the polygon Vy drfc.\"in^' ttj closing lina o'e. ^'rcv:
thf pol« C dr«r the divldinr rpy 0'^ cutting AD at point K. Th'r-n
D" and '^A rapre^ent the tv/o r-)acti one* ^"'»''>^oy ^ l:nes of action ar'i de
and er resoecti v -tl v . No'v the poi- t vill rorain the tnr.a no r^tt-
ter whp»r6 the pole, is ta- en, since the t^'o reaction?, must be the
P'-T.e for th9 givor svBto'" of force^^, Frorr. V, draw the line EO Dar-
all«=l to the line coniiocting the two o lven noints M and . Then the
new pole n for the funj.cular oolv^-on pr^Fsing throupb the t^^o eiven
points TT^ust hs on t> ie llr.s, pine? Oil ie tho dividing re*' of the
force polygon drav/n parallel to the closing string MK. '••'ith the
new pole 0, comrrience at l". and dre^ the funicular polygon whoeo sides
are oa, oh, cc, od, and oe, v/hich rr.uat p;;s8 through the givan points
h and N.
5 1 . To Draw a FXmi culg r Pol on Through Three Giver: Points .
-
Let Ph, BO, CD, ard D-i (i'lg. PI) represent in regnitude and direc-
tion a systeii' of force? cctinr on the heer; ond let ah, ho, cd, a,nd
de respectively he thoir lin'^r> of action. It is required to drew a
funicular polygon passing throuj;h the throe Piven poii ts ?
,
h, pridc.
AsBUme any pj;l.j G* ord drs.^ the rp.^a O'A, 0*:, O'C, O'D, and O'".
Commencing at a, conrtm.ct the funlculr'r polypon sb'c', f?nd close
the polygon hy drcr^inr th,'=:' clo?inr lino ac ' . Fror the pole 0^ dra^
the dividing ray .o'c' cut+ing AE at C. Then EC end G'A represent
the two reactions whose lines of action s.re ec ' end c'a resnective-
ly. Then draw the line- AD, which represents the resultant of the
three forces to the left of b. Through b, draw the line bb' paral-
lel to AD. Connect the points a and b', and a and b, v-^hich are the
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EFig. £1.
cloBing strings of th?^ funicular polygonB for the forces to the
left of "b. Throu.vh 0', draw the dividing rsy O'E' parallel to ab'
cutting AD at F'. Then DE * and E'A represent the reactions? of the
forces to the left of scting through fc vMd a reppec tively , Point
C' is comron to «?11 forc3 polygons for the given syr^teir of forces,
and point P.' is cor.-.'ion to p11 force polygons for t}'© forces to the
left of b. From tha points C* . ncl D', draw lines parallel r'3fipect-
ively to bc (the lino connectinf t'-^o of the given points a and c)
and ah intersecting zt 0. Since thase linos are the closing lines
of the required funicular polygon, their intersection determines
the pole of this polygon. With this pole 0, cornrnepce at a and drai'^
the required funicular polygon^ which must pass through the three
given points a, b, and c.
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CHAPT:CR IV.- iiOI.;KNTS.
^2, ThiB chapter divided into two rrticloK, viz: /-rt. 1, I'o-
rrents- of Forco.--' vrd of Couplar, ?.nd Art, 2, CraDhic orur.te. The
firt?t article trr-ots of tl-e /general prirciplea of tte r»or.f=>ntB of
forc9B and of couples, and the second treats of the graphic deter-
mination of inom'^nta.
Art, 1.- Moment £• of Forces and of Coupler.
53, yor.ent of fv Forc e . - The mor.ent of & force shout any point
is the product of the rsrnitude of the force into the perDsndicu-
lar dietano^ of itr^ line of . ction frorr. the g-iven point. The point
about which the ro-^tint ir- taken ie ct lled the cririn of roorort
s
:
and the perpendicular distr-nce fror^ tro oririn to the line of ac-
tion of the force, ie crllod the arr: of the force,
54. Positive and T'ogp t ive ••.or'ep tg Rotation fp.v he in either
of tv7o opposite directioi.B, viz: in the direction of the hands of a
clock, or cpposito to the dir-^ction of the hands of p clock. 'The'
firet will he called negative, and the second positive. The sign
of the moment of the force is
P
,^ ^ ^/ . taken the same as that of the
,
direction of the rotation it
a
'
tends to produce; Thus the
M = -Pb {•''= +p'8 rroment of the force P (Fig.
(a) (h) ahout the point is e-
qur.l to -Pa, and the inorent

N / 1
;
rf P' (r^ife". b) fcbout tlie point 0* ia e^acl to +P'h'.
f'f>. I'Jorent Area . - The moirent of a forco mpy bo repreeentod by
louble tbe area of p triaiifle, tho vertex of ^vhich is at the cripin
A B of jnorTvent r , and the baee r. lennrth in the
line of action of tY'H force equp.l to the
magnitude of t>'e I'orco. Thus the rr.oTrentDOC of the forco AB (Fir. !^?) s-bout ip nu-
r.ericallv reoresented by twice the area
of the triangle OAP, which is equivalent
to the area of the rectanfyle AECD.
5R, Transforma t i on of Ivloment Area . - In comparing the rroments of
forces it iy often convenient to transform their moment area into
=tquiv8lent are"s hevinf a comnon baae. The norents are then to
each other as the altitudes of their reepective rrOr.ent areas. Thus
/I » in Fif. let the moment area repre-
^-
I
\ ' ijented bv ABCD be transformed into em
D
equivalent are? having its- bar-e equal
C' C to DO'
.
Fi;£. 24. Connect ;> and 0\ and frorr: C draw 0/'
'
parallel to C*A and proionp" it u'til it inte'^peotc DA Prolonged at.
the point A'. Complete the rectant'.le A'i"C'D., which is the required
moment area equivalent to ADCD. For, since the triangles ADC aiid
A 'DC are simile r: AD:/ 'D: :DC' :DC. Hence AD x DC = A*D x DC, or in,
other words, the area AECD = area A'E*C*D.
57. Moment of the Resultant of Two Concurrent Forces .-• Proposi-
tion.- The m.oment of the resultant of tv^o concurrent forces about
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any point. In tt^ ^Ir piano 1b ^qunl to t}-« algebreic t«iir of Ih.^lr ^-r-;-
parst'^ mcments about the 8ani« point.
Let TA (Fitf. '''"0 represent tbo reaultant of tb^ two concurrent
forcop^ EA an-i CA wl>0Be linesi of action interpect at /> , and lot b<5
th'^ orlg-in cf rrorr'^nte. It in requir*^d to provo that the morr.ent of
Vk about c la f^-qual to tl^e rlpebr^ic Bur cf the separate moraenta of
BA and CA about the iven.ie Cjint.
Connect the point b and A
f
by thj© line OA, end frorr. draw
Oi; perpendicular to CA. Crew
tvp lines D:2, cf, and FC paral-
lel to OA, and join the points
and E, and C, and and D
by the lines QE, OG, end OD re-
spectively, Then (^^-55) the mo-
ment of EA about 1b ©qual to
twice the erea cf th'^ triengle^
Fi
G'
Fig.
OEA = -OA X Oj. Liko'vise, the rcoinynt of CA. about C ie equal to
twlc^ the area of the trian^.:le OCA = -OA x OF, and the iTiOiDGnt of DA
about ie '^qurl to t'.'rice the prea of the trier.fle OCA = -OA x 0^^.
But, 0?: = OF + F"^-;, or since F?] = OG by conp truction, then 0E=CF+0G.
Therefore, OA x OE = CA(0F + OC ) , or the ir.oment of DA about the
point iiB equal to the elfebrpic bioie of the moments of F-A and CA
about the snne point,
"'^'^
• » o^ent of
;
tl'O -lesul tpnt of Anv I^urrber of Concurrent Forcep .
Proposition.- The roFient of thf=! resultant of any nurr.ber of concur-
rent forces about any pojnt in their plane is* equal to the algebra-

ic siur. of thoir t-. -ptirate rr.omQnta about the aaine point.
The proof of tM r propoBition follows directly fron that given
in -•'f'r^ ani is sirply an extension of that proof,
59. I', oner t of a Ooupl*^ . - The moment of a couple p.bout any
point in th>'-< dI- '-f^ "^Y <^ couple is equal to tre al^'-ebraic sum of
thi^ moments of th.^ two forces composirf the couple about the same
point
.
It will be Bhoxrn thpt the rcoment of a couple is ^qual to the
product of '^ne of the forcet; into the perpandicular distnnce betwee
the line? of action of the forces.
Let (Fig. 2^) be t>"e ori.Rin of moment
e
and let P r.ni P' be the t'^o forces of the
couple. Then the mom.ent of the couple e-
^ f ] quale to P'(a + b) - Pb = P'a, or the mo-
ja ment of the couple is equal to the product
— ^ of one of the forces into the perpendicular
distance between the two forces. Since
Fig. '^P
. is £ny point in the plane of the couple, it
is evident that the m.oment of the couple is independent of the ori-
eir. of m.oments.
60. i-.'oment of the Resultan t of Any Syst em, of ir'orces . - Proposi-
tion.- The moment of the resultrnt forc^^! or resultant couple of
any svptem^ of copl'^snrr forces rbcut sr;v roint in t;^eir pl^ne, is e-
qual to tho algebraic sum of the sspp'^'ste m;oments of t^e forces
com.posir.f f^e s^'rter' pbout th^^ p£m.e point.
Let AB, EC, CC, and (Fig. 27) represent in magnitude a.n-l
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a
/
V--- - >
a
direction any nyi^ter ol fore n-.
lot
<
t^, o ,
. .p + ior ^--Bn^c^iv^lv. Let thu origin of -onerts
sent th-ir line? Ox . ct n . ..c . ^
-
x
•
. +v<. ..noc- -l.-^r-p-. Asgumc sny pole end
draw
be at rny poi-t i^ t ?- ^r^- *
. M.-,o d-^fw the funiculPT polyron
the reyr- OA, -"^ , • ,
^ r^-^ rnri ' ow Ab 1118 V b© r-plpced by
whose sides e re of , ob, oc, od, r.ud
oe
.
-
/*
.^K. p'^ mav be replaced bv FO end OG
An and OP actinr ^l©nF ao and ob,
, o ^.x
aotln, along to ani oc; at .r„y be
replaced CO an. OD actlr., a-
lonf CO and od: rnd DI". .ay te
replaced by DO and OE acting along
'-re rreent the forces repres.-nted in
do pnd o:-. (i-'- Ai , i--, -^^
rr.agnitude snl dir.ctior, by .F, lC,
etc... .o V
where the orir.in of rrorrent^ is
tc^'on,
.
or.ont of n. = roirort of /O + roinent
of CE;
n ^
" CO + "
"
" Df. ^ " « DO + '
^ ...
, ^ ^ 7-- g^jng eoTial in rnp^-nitude
Since the fo-c.s re-.-e^o.-^tea
bv v.. cV
.
^
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and hFve tlr'? si-re line of action, tht3ir rori'.intn L.r>i eqwrl »'Ut ]>nvf;
opposite BiFnr, . In like r.^nrar, the momentE of 00 and CO, and of
OD f.nd DO r.ro equal but have opposite t^i,rn?. The addition of the
above four equntione ahov/s that tho oytr. of "^V- moments of At, PC,
CD, FU'l " i.?. oqn.c.l to the 3ur of the r.orr:-3nt.~ of AO and OI:!. Kow
the rejAults'-it of the rivon system of forc-38 may he either a result-
ant fore or p reoult'vt co'irle (: " :? ^r/l In th:? former c8He,
tho r-.-sultant o.-' the s^-Lte- ie the roculte.nt of AO a*^d OB! v;bifch is
^7. J and its "^orent ir roial to the alf-ebraic su"n of tbeir more^^.tr,
or to the iror.'^nt of ,( In the letter cf^e, -vhlch occurs on-
ly wl on " coi:'ci ie:-: '.vi*'- , ih • r^os'.iltent i.~ con?T)osod of the forces
AO pnd 0-', These f'^rc • -^l, fc* in or)'^osite directions, end
forr P cov"o\\^ ' '"ot'.- '^o'"'^*':t 1"= e'","'' 1 to the r-lrehrric eur? of the t.o-
ments of ' ^=!na . V}.'^ pre. oL-itior i.? t'r c-)reforo true in eiths'"
c?:- se .
It should bj noticed that the oroof here given applies to any
system of forces '-Theth.i^r par llel or non-pr,rallel
,
^1. ' oment of r_ Sy ^te r: of Force s - Definition.- The moment of
system of
forces is en'irl to t] e r.l; ebrric Lv.im of the 'O'^ents of the forces
composinr. the evste* .
^•^
t Condi t i on of 'j'nuilihrir,'^- . - Prcposi tier, .- If p i^'iven systeTi-^
of forces is in equillhriur, the g1£- ebrric sur: of their '^.orents a-
bout ev?r^'' cririn irA.u-t be eo/jrl to ze^^'o. ro"", ir order th^^t the
priven svst'''r of forces s^r^'T, in Tif. '? he in eqvn 11 hri'ii" , AO
and O'^ must V ' -^v^.-. i, r-'.^^-t ret in o^r^osite directions, erd rrust have
the sare line oT potior. The sun of their rriornents, Thich is equnl
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to tl^e i3urr of the ro^evA^ of tv^e fiv.n pvst'-r of forcwp, ia tl^ero-
for'^ Tqur.l to zpvo. Gonv-^>^8.-^ of thi.B propOB i t ^ on , if the '?,lr'=i-
bralc PUT" of tbe i^.o^'or ta ftlout -^very origin in .qupl to ^-iro, t>:'^-
eystfln of fnrcptp is in equilibriurr, in also tru9. , P'or, if tY^ eum
of their TTiCin'^r ts is not «qu9l to zero, the syBtQin must h8vr^ either
Q r'-^Bultant force or a r^^r-ultant coupl?=*. If the resultant is 9.
foroo, then iti-? rrorent is not equal to zero unlasp tho origin is
taken '^n it^ lin'^^ of action; and if the repultant ip. a couple, then
itB riom.--^nt io not 3'rjel to z^ro for any oriri^ no rretter -^/^-Ar" tak-
en. ITer-ifore, thp sur. of thr^ rrorrenta about every oririn equal
zero, the F.vgt'-r. hse neither e resultant force nor s result^'.nt cou-
pl-^, an'i Tiust h'^ in pquiiitrii.ir
.
Art , < » Crex)]' \ c .'. or.er + a .
^'''^
' C ph i o R
e
p ; •^'^ r en t r t i
f
r.i of the or.ert of a Fproe » - Proposi-
tion.- If tf'rourh an-^' point in the .^ppce ciij2>-!Tan^ , a line i.e rirs^
parallel to a given force, the cliBtanco intercepted upon this line
hy the V!^o Btrin^;F corr^anon'iin.r to the corponents into which the
given force ir r^-solved by the rayn, mul tipli*^d by the pole distance
of the force, is equal
to the raoirent of the
force about the fiven
Doint
.
Let /'? (I'lF. 2h') re-
Dref.ent in nap-nitude
and direction a force
''^hoeu line of sction is
Ph. Also, let P be the

ori.crin of irotnenti^, Pi/i H tVo polo dlBtarice of the fi'/»=<n forco.
From the pole iraw thp> rays CA and OB, and from any point on ab
draw the Fitrlngs oa and ol^ parallel r*=»0poct i vo , y to OA and OE . Al-
Go froir tY*^ origin P, draw a lin-3 parallel to the line of action of
th') given foroe AE ir-.t-^r -^ctini t> r?se strinre and cuttinr off the
intercept y. It is required to prove that the moment of the given
foroe about F is '=iquFl to !; nultiplied hy y.
Let h te thPi porpendiculnr distance fro'^ P to at. Then the mo-
ment of AP about P iP 'Squal to AE x h. Fron ei^^.ilar triangles
H:h::AE:y, therefo'^e, H x y = !! x h, which provee the proposition.
It should he notice/i fYr.t t^•? intarcert al'^ryf? represents a dis-
tance and is r^easur ^d to tho sare ?-cale p.s the distances in the
space diagram, and that th^ pole distance al^vays represents a force
magnitude and is nieaaured to the same scale as the forces in the
force diagram..
64. Moment of Any System of Forces Proposition.- The moment
of any system of coplanar forcos about any origin in the plene, is
equal to the distance intercepted, on a line drawn through the ori-
gin of moments parallel to th^^- resultant of ?11 tbe forces, by the
strings which m.eet upon the line of r-otion of the resultant, m.ulti-
plied by th« pole distance of the resultant.
Let ABODE (Fig, 29) be tre force polygon, and lot the po^ypon
whose sides ere op, oh, oc, od, and oe he the funicular polvgon for
th© given svstem of fo?"cos PT-, EC, CD, and DE. Also, let R repre-
sent the resultant of the svstem, let L he the pole distance of
this resultant, and y the distsnce intercepted on a line, dra^m
through the origin of mom.ents P parallel to the resultant, by
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tho strings neetin^ on 3 lire of cction of the resultant. It is
required to rjrov'- that the '^^ouont !" of the ^.iveo. eyster of I'orces
is equal to i: x y.
The rioner.t of tix? roc'i.ltant is equal to t^s morent of the /riven
systeF. of forcos (• •'^8). Th ^r. the rorert . of the piven pyster^ is
equF 1 to R X h, rxhere t. i-s *.'< -s p o rpen d i c\.' 1 e r distance fro^' the ori-
gin of moments to the lire of potion of tl"e resultant. Fror ?ir.i-
ler triangles I'. : h : : : v, the^^ef o"!"e , x v = x h , ^hich Droves
the propoGi tion.
Referrin..?- to t]-e fu--'?culBr r'ol'^:• or. {l-'ir. ^:9), it ir; reen that
the resultr-nt ten-'H- to Droiuce rotation ir the direction of the
hands of e clock end is necFi.tive . The magnitude of this Tonent de-
creases as the origin approaches the lino of action of the i^esult-
ent until it hecomea zero vrhen on the line of action of R. If the
origin passer through tMs line of emotion, ti e norrent hocorer posi-
tive. 51.

^r
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iVQT?Qnt. of Parallel Vorces . - ihe rn*?thocl explained In =^'fi3 and
^•H4 ip «s';©clally usoful 7.'hen it ip dOGirod to find the moDQnt of
any, or ail of c. svstem of partvllel forces. For eAample, It 1r re-
quired to find th^ ^.or!;?nt et &ny point in a bear" caused by several
load3 on tb© b'-^fr.
a lb b o c! d
i
d|ft
t
a o
R.
f_
o
Jr
v.:
Fig.. 30,
\
\
/ \
0^
f ^;
Let {Yip.. 30) b;5 B sirnple bi-am londed r^p sho'Am with the
load? AB, BC., and D'.. It is rBquiro-1 to find th-s ru'^^ent et anv
point P due to the39 loada. Conat-'-'uct the forca end funiculf-r oo-
lygona for the ^'tven ev.-,ter of fo'^c?.? abo^ In Fir. 30, and de-
terniino the r-'a/nd tudes of V e repctiors Rj^ snd "^.r, , Produce each
string of the funiculp.r polvgon until It interBQctt? e. lins drs.wn
through P pe.rall'31 to th-j resultpnt of all the forces. Let H be
the pole dist&nce for thS given forces, which in this case ia the
eame for all forces., since the force polygon is a straight line.

of F = X ...I
^
ti n
/'• I-i
r P "-i-. X '^n
;
n H PC ft P = X no
It n CD n P =^ + t' X op.
Tt.o addition of thoi-e squ-'tlorp rives the ^utt: of tv-^ moFents of
+ AF + PC + CD = t'(-^r + rr^r) + no + od) = -H x v, -^/^^hi ch is equel
to ths TiC^ont in t" -- v-— rt tv-p noint P. In like rr;«nner, it, tt.pv
te sho'^n thst the r^or.ynt o"*"' tv^e forces to tho left of P ip equal to
P; X V. ;^ino3 P is :\ny point alonr the beam, it Is naen thftt the po
nent at any point along the bes,m is equal to the ordinate of the
funicul.^.r polygon cut off by a lin-^ through the given point peral-
lel to the resultant of sill the forcer., multiplied by the pole dis-
tance.
The crdin? te r^.TDroser^t s p di ctance and is roasured to the same
scale fi3 the besr., 7rhile tr e pole distance reoreBent? « fore;? and
is meesured to the s^t ^ ?o: le r.? th" foroey in the force polyf.on.
Example 1. ; ssume a systet:; of five nor-Darallel , non-concurrent
forces and choose any orifir in their nlsne. Deterr.ine their sepa-
rate TTomentR, rnd sIpo f^'^e r.'.o'^ent of their resultant bv the irethod
of ^'^3 and /-'"4.
r'!xamt)le . Given ti-e sirnle he'.r' loaded as sho^. Ir Problem 1,
Find tl" e moment at a point 12 feet froc the left end by the
method of rr^r..

cfapt::'::^ v. gt; riv"^ of gravity of p.i?j.s.
In (iOBi^ninp Btptic?! structures It. 1b frequent!" nr'Ciaa&ry to
deal with the center of gravity of press. The center of gravity
of come areas ray bo found by simple geometrical construct i one
;
whil« for other arcjRs, it is convenient to divide the figure into
elementary a.reps, end treating th^ssa areas es a systeir of pareliel
forcep, locate the point of application of the resultant cf the
eystem. The point of application of tho resultant ol" a 3:'sterr. of
parallel forcat^ acting at fixed points, in frequently referred to
aB the center of parallel forces, hut is more approprie tely called
the centroid, and ie the point through v:hich the line of action of
the resultant p^.ssea, in tvh?teve^"' direction t>-e parallel forces are
aetjuired to act.
In this chp.pter ^.--j 11 h.^ civen r^^etho^'i'- for findirr the center of
gravity of some of the ir.cr? com- on geoDetrics 1 aresB, end rlso of
irrepulf.r areas.
Art, 1.- Center ©f Gravity of Areas.
66. Geometrical Areas . - The center of g.ravity c)f some of the
most common geometrical r.reas vrill now be located. The proofs of
the constructions will not be given as the^^ mey be found in any
treatise on plane geometry, hut the student should bo able to sup-
ply the demons t rst ions
.
(1) Parall-^log;ram . - The center of fzrevity of a parallelogram
is at the point of intersection of the t'^o bisectors of the oppo-
site sides of the fl^vve . Thus let AFCD (Fig. be e parallel-.-
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gram, and I'^t ao and bd btj the T:i-
epotorp of thp> oppop.itrt aidoB;
then the center cf gravity of the
parallelof:ram 1b at 3, tt.f'. point
of intersection of ac and bd.
C
Pig. 3'.:.
(2) Triangle . > Tbe center of gravity of b tripngla liep. on a
lin« drawn from any vertex to the middle of the opposite side, and
10 therefore at the intersection of the three euch lines. The cen-
ter of gravity 18 at a di.stnrco froin the vertex of the triongle e-
quel to tv^o-thirdB of the length of the bi-
sector. T> U8 let Ba (Fig. 3') be one of the
blsectorb^, then the cp>nter of gravity, G, di-
vides the line Ba so that BG is equal to
Pig. 33. twc-thirdu Ba.
(3) Q,uadrilateral .- Let ABGD (Fig. 34) be a quadrilateral
whose center of gravity ie re-
A
quired. Draw ED and let E be
its niiddle point. Join E with
the points A and 0. Make EM
equal one- third EA, EK equal
one- third EC. Join the points
h: and iv, and make I'iG - NH; then
G is the center of gravity of
the quadrilateral.
(4) Oircular Sector .- Let APCO (Fig, ZF.) be a circular K-aotor-
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Awhoae oontor of gravity iy rr^quir'^d.
On AO make Aa -^qual on&- third AO, .and
deBcrlbi^ the arc abc. Pi sect tho sec-
tor by the line OE. Draw hd tan£i^nt to
the arc ahc at b> and ma'/e bl equal to
thC; length of one-half of the rectified
arc abc. Join the boint and d, and
fror. o draw ce pnrellel, cmd eG Dernnn-
dicular to OE. Then G is tha center of gravity of the sector.
(•-) Oiroular Sepu'ent .- '^et AEG (Fig. 5'") be a circular sepment
whose center of gravity is required. Drew the extre'^e redli ^0 pnd
CO, thUB corrpletin{- the sector /ECO.
Dra"" th3 riddle radius EO. Locate the
center of gravity of the triangle A.OC,
and that of the sector AECO by the methods
explained above. Draw ab perpendicular
Fig, to CO, and from g end g', the centers of
gravity of the triangle AGO and tho sector AEGC respectively, drav;
gd and g'c prrall ?1 in any direction. Iv.ai'e g'c equrl to s.b, and
gd equal to the length of the rectified arc EC. Join th" points d
and c, and prolorr the line do to cut EO at G, which is the center
of gravity of the sector.
67, Irregular Areas.- The center of grrvity of an ir^'Gfular
area may be found bv dividing the figure into elerrentarv areas, re-
placing these hy p'--;rallel forces, and then locatinr the cen-
troid of the resi^ltant of the system of forces. The centroid of a
system of parallel forces having fixed points of application has

Vefln defined Pc. th*^ poir.t t' I'oufb M icl; tho line of action of the
ropultant of t^e syetatn passepln whatevor direction tho forceis aro
assur-..?d to act; and a ir.f»thod v.-ill no'v be f.iven for findinf this
centroid.
ab
1;:
Fig. 37.
ee. DeterF.iiiPtion of the Centroid of Parallel Forcoa .- Let ab
and be (Fig. 37) be the linef? of ac-
tion of the two prrallol forces, AE
and EC, and let sc be the line of ac
action of their reFult?.nt, AC. Draw
any line perpendicular to the
li"oos of action of the p-iven forces,
intersecting their at t^e points ' ,0,
and N. Since AC is the resultant
of AE and EC, the r^oment of AC 9bout
any point in their plane is equal
to the sum cf the rrorrentB of AE and EC about the same point. If
the origin of rorrente is ta!:en gn the lire of action ac, then the
moment of ->.G ic equal to zero; snd therefore, AB x itO - BC x ON = 0,
or AB X no = BC X OK . The latter equation eho^s that kK is divided
into segments ?rhich ere inversely proportional to and PC. Anv
other 8tra40ht line cutting ab and be -A'ill also be divided into
segments v^hich are invei^poly proport ionr. 1 to AE end B-C . If the
two forces act in opposite lirsctionF, tben Pc Mrill lie outside of
ab and be, but tbe above staterent ^rill still hold true. Fov' aur-
pose the lines of ectior ab and be to be turned through anv angle
about the pointp .. end t' respectively, then the line of action ac
will always pass through 0. For, if the points M and M remain
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fixed, the line of action ac of the reflultant will always divide
the line into aegmentB which are inversely proportional to the
two forcofi AB and BC. Therefore, the point will always remain
fixed. The print C is called the centroid of the parallel forces
AB and BC, f^r the fixed points U and .
The centroid of any number of parallel forces having fixed points
of application may be located by first finding the centroid of any
two of the forces, then taking the resultant of these two forces as
acting at the centroid thus determined, and finding the centrcid of
this resultant and one of the remaining forces, etc.
69. Graphic DcterTr.ination of the Centroid of a System of Paral -
lel R^rcas . - Since the centroid must be on the line of action of
the resultant of the given syGterr: of forces, to locate this centroid
it is only necessary to find the line of action of the resultant
for each of two assumed directions of the forces; then the inter-
section of these two lines of action is the centroid of the given
system. The forces may be assumed to be turned through any angle,
but the greatest accuracy is secured if the two resultants are made
to act at right angles to each other.
70. Center of Gravity of an Irreg'ular Area.- ftiQ method ex-
plained in =^69 m^ay be used to find the center of gravity of B.n ir-
regular area. The figure may be divided into areas whose centers
of gravity ere knovm, and these areas may then be taken as parallel
forces acting through their respective centers of gravity. The prob-
lem then resolves itself into finding the centroid of a system of
parallel forces having fized points of application,
.

Fig. 38.
Let PCiRSTUW^ (Pig. 3°) "be the area whose center of gravity is
requlrod. Divide the firure into throe rectangles as sho^m, whose
areaB are reDret^ented by the forces AB, BG, and CD. Then take the
point of application of these foroea at the centers of gravity of
their repective areas, and draw their lines of action parallel to
the aide PQ. (The lines might have been drawn parallel in any di-
rection but are drawn as indicated for convenience). Construcl?
thB force and funicul?.r polygons for these forces, and locate the
line of action of their resultant . Then take the lines of ac-
tion of the forces AE, EG, and CD parallel to the side PV/; con-
struct their force and funicular polygons, and locate the line of
action of their resultant, . The point of intersection of the
linos of action of the t^o resultants is the center of gravity of
the area PQRSTUW. For, the center of gravity of the forces rhioh
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r«»pre0ent th'=) respective R.reae, raunt bo on tbr^ lin« of action of
ev^ry resultant, and 18 therefore at the point of Interttoction of
any two of them.
If the given area hae an axis of eymmetry, then its center of
gravity miat ht> on this axis; and if it hae two Buch axes, itB
center of gravity must he at their point of interflec tion
.
CHAPTER VI. MOKEIjT OF INERTIA.
The moment -^^f inertia of most of the standard steel eectione
uped in engineorin<r, have heen computed, and rrey be found in tables
publiehsd by the manufacturer of such sections. The momont of in-
ertia of an irregular shaped section is often required, and the mo-
ment rf inertia of such a section may be most readily found by
gT'^^phic methv-'.ds. The elem.emtary areas composing the section may
be treated es parallel forces, and the moment of inertia of these
forces may then be found by msans of the force and the funicular
polygons. This chapter will therefore "be divided into two flrtioi.^;.,
as follow^: Art. 1. Lloment of Inertia of Paralle.l Furi.',^^=i, and Art.
2f Moment of Inertia of Areas.
Art. 1. Moment of Inertia of Parallel Forces.
71. Definition .- The moirent of inertia of a force with respect
to any axis is the product of the ma^.nitude of the force into the
square of the distejic^r of its point of application froir the given
axis. Th9 moment of inertia of a system of parallel forces with
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rpspeot to any axis 1? t.J^e butt of tbe monentB of Inertia of th*^ we-
paratft forces compoeing tine system about the sane axis.
The student Phould notice that the moTiient of inertia at? defined
abovp iB simply a mathematical product which frequently occurs in
the solution of engineering problems, and in no sense involves the
inertia rf a body or mass. Since the moment of inertia is so fre-
quently required in the solution of problems, it is desirable to
determine this product for ail sections likely to occur in practice.
72, Moment of Inertia of a System of Parallel Forces .- There
are two graphic methods in comr:;on use for finding the moment of in-
ertia of forces, viz.: Culniann's and I^ohr's. In Gulmann's m.ethod,
the moment of Inertia is determined by first finding the m.oment of '
the given forces, and then the n-oment of this roment, by means of
the force and funicular polygons. In J-ohr's method, the moment of
inertia is daterm.ined fror the area of the funicular polygon.
73. Oulm^ann ' s e thod . - Let the given system of pai-allol. i*ai''».on
and the axis with respect to which their moment of jn*^rtia is to
be determined, lie in the eam.e plane. The m.om.ent of inertia of any
one of the given forces may be found as follows: First, find the
momient of the force about the given axis; Then assume that a force
equal in magnitude to this m.oment end acting in a direction corres-
ponding to the sign of the moment to act at the point of applica-
tion of the original force, and find the moment of this ne^." force
about the given axis, T^ihich is the moment of inertia of the given
force. The algebrr.ic svrr of the mom^ents of inertia of all of the
forces is the miCnent of Inert ie of the given systerj.Th.e application

a ,b
Fig. 39.
•-^f the above princlplf^s to a problem will now be shown.
Let ab, be, cd, and de (Pig. 39) b*^ the lines of action of ths
given systeir of forces AB, BC, CD, and DE, whoso magnitudes and di-
rections ar*^ a?^ ehown in the force polygon. AIbo let XX, parallel
tt. the lines of action of thep.e forces, be the axis ^ith respect to
which their moment of inertia, I, ia required. Construct tbe force
polygon ABCDE, and tbe funicular polygon wbose sides are oe., ob, oc
od, and oe, for the riven forces. Then the rioT^ent of the force AE
with respect to the s.xis 77. is equal to A'E' x R {^'^^'5). Also, the
mcmont of the forces EC, GE, and DE are respectively equal to
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B'C X H, n'D' X H, e.nd D'p:' x H. It 1p seen from Fig. 3<? thet.
the* dietinctlon b«tvr©en pooitive and negative moments le givon If
the B'-^qu^ncp cf t^'** letters 1b observed In reading thA intercepts.
Now take these momenta as fr>roeB applied along the linep. of action
of the orlf-inal forces, Thua, let the fore© represented by A'B' x h
be applied along- ab, let t^-e force reDr^sented by p'C x r be ap-
plied along be, otc. Tl>e line A'E'C*D*F:' may be tal-ren as the force
polygon for the second systeiT! of forces, but it must be borno In
mind that eech force in t>'.iR polygon muet be iriultlplied by K to
give its true Tua^nitude. Assume any pole 0', and construct s new
funicular polygon who^e sidcis pre o'e. o'b', c'c*, o'd', ar.d o'a'.
Since the momont^of inertia, of trs system of forces is required,
and since tbe eu-n of t^e aeporato intercents is equ^l to tbe inter-
cept b9t773en tbe extrome stringG, it is only necoBssrj' to prolong
the extreme strings o'a' and o'e* until they intersect the axis XX
at the points M and !I respectively. The Tnom.ent of this second sys-
tern, of forces is then equal to WR^^ftJ-, which is the moment of iner-
tia of the given system. For, A'E* x h is tho momont of the origi-
nal system of forces AB, BC, . CD, . and DE (#64), and is equal to the
summation of the products of each force into its distance from the
axis XX; si so ^il' x H x K' is th''-* rnoirent of this moment, and is e-
qual to the summation of the products of each force into tbe square
of its distance from the exis XX, which by definition Is the m.oment
of inertia, I, of the giver system cf forces.
It should be noted thp'*: E is a line in the fore-- dlsgram, there-
fore H raprasents a Torce, a^id is measured to tbe' sam.e scale as tb
given forcer; 'A,t;ile K' an-.l are lines in the space diagram, re-
6 5
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presont llGtanceB, prd nre rep eur^d to tlo Qsr.ie ecalo tl g dii;-
tanona in ths Rpace dis.^-rv.r
. In oboonirg K and H', tl^oy shouli y
taken of t»uoh urltR of length that the nurcerical forco which h ru-
prciSbnta, end the distance which H' representa may he eeKily nul-
tiplir-ci tof.etht^r.
74. ::ohr' c • --thod .- Lot at, he, cd, ari de (Big. 40) he the
llnoL^ of ectioii cf th'^ -iven forcep AB, BC, CD, and Dli, whose rr^af-
nitudcs and dir'^cti on:- are pr sho^rn ir. the force Dolyc-on. It is?
r--^quired to find t] e rr.or.iont of inertia of the eysterr ahout the sxi
XX, which is prrellel to the linea of action of the riven forcef?.
X
y
Fir.
Gonptruct tho force r^olyf on ALOJ-,, and v':^ith the pole end the
pcle distance K, dra-v the funicular nolyron rhose Gtrinfs are os
,
oh, 00, c'i , ard nr- . Prclo"";,r those ;-3trinrR until t' ey intersect th
axib "<l-l at tr c D-^ints • r', 0', D', end K', repn-jct ively . Then
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the mrmpnt of AB ato^Jt XX ip. r-.;|unl to tho IntoroRpt, y\'E' cultipliod
by th© polo dictai'c^ fl ; ani t> poraent of Inertia of AE e.l.out the
sanie axii? la equi^l to tY e cioP'ent of ''his- monent
, which is equal to
A'E' X K X )r.
.
But A'E' x in eoual? twice th?* area of ttr-, trianr-le
whcpe hf.s'^ l9 /'B' and whose vertox is on ah; and, thor'^fore, the
moment of inertia f»,f AE about th« axis XX is equal to the ar'38. of
this triangle multiplied by 2H. In like manner, it may be Pho-J^m
that the rroment of inortia of EO about the axis X7 is equal to the
area of tY j trianj.le whose base is B'c' and whose v'-rtox is on be,
multiplied by '211: and also that the moment of inertia of 'JD is e-
qual to t]" e area of ti^e triangle whoso base is 6'B' pnd "/hose vor-
tex is en cd, multipliod by 2Uf a.nd further that the moment of in-
ertia flf P'^ is jqual to the are-* of tbe trirnrle whose base is D^l.^
and whot-e verte:-' is on ^.e, ':iul tipll I by Pi- . Addinr the moments of
inertia of tho'T-e for 0,3 a, -^e get the moment of inert is of the given
system equal to the aree of t> 3 funicular polygon multiplied by
twice the pole distenoe, i. e., I is equal to the area of the poly-
gon whose sid^s ar^? oa, cb, oc, od, oe, and E'A', m.ultipliod by 2H.
75 . Relation between Moments of Inertia about Parallel .Axes .-
A, graphic proof will now be given for the proposition that the mo-
ment of ine-^tia, I, of a system' of parallel forces about any axis
parallel to the forces, is equal to the moment of inertia I , a-
c ^ •
bout an axis through ty^eir centrold, plus the m^oment of inerti?, I^
of the resultant of the system, about tb.e riven f^xis.
The moment of the resultant, R, of tbe system, of force.'' shc^nn in
Fig. 40, about the axis -XX, is equal to A'H;' x n ; end the miOment of
inertia I of R about Xf is equal to the moment of thi.s m.oment,
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which ie 9-}i.)rl to A*"^' x y. x h (vhO'^e h ir. the perporivil cule.r ilf-
tanoe betivoen XX end t)-.^ line of acticm of R) . Fat A'C' x h in
equel to twice th^ ar'^a of th^ trianf,!'? whoao bp.oe is A'X*, and.
whose vertex is on the line of action of the resultant, R. There-
fore, the mordent of inertia, J^,, of R about XX is equal to the area
of the funicular trian;le whose base is A*E', and whose vertex is
on the line of action of R, multipliod by PI], In 11!-' e , manner , if
the axis is tak-^n to coircido with th;e line of aotion of R, I.e.,
through the cent'^oid of the sy^teir;, it can be !?ho^ th<-'t the mopiont
of inertia, I , is ea'-ral to the rrea of the funicular polyf'on
whose sides are oa, ob, oc, od, #;nd oe, r.ulti'olied by cH. No"^*^ the
ares of the trian.rle plus ty e ^'re? of the polv;:on Ig equal to the
total area of the f i ;'Hre ''boBe eides ere oa , oh, oc, od, o-i, and
E'A'. Put tl-.e total f^rer. of this firure rrul ti^-^lios by 2}- is ec.xml
to the ncrient of inertic, I, c- the ^;iven systen; of forcee Pbout
th« axis XX, i.e., I = I + I . (#74).
e.g. r
It will now be shown that the raoment of ine-^tia of a syeter: of
forces about any a.xis, is equal to the moiiient of inertia of the flv-
on syster about a parallel axis through their centroid, plus the
product of the mspnitude of the resultant of the pysterri into the
square of the distance beti7e8n the two axes. Fcr, by definition,
the moment of inertia, I , of the- resultant of the svsteir about the
r
o
axis XX is equal to Rh"'(where h ir the perpendicular distance from
the line of action of R to the pxis >LX) . Substituting this value
o
of I in the equation 1 = 1 I , riven 1=1 + R.h" , which
c.f. r e.g.
proves the propoF?i tio^-
.
By taking: the axis th?''cu5-.h the cent^oii of the system and then
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moving, it, firpt to one side, tl-'on to the otl:or Hido of this cor;-
trold, it is roadily ejun (Fig. 40) that any movement of the axis
out of the centrold increaeon the total ar^ia Included between the
extreme strings meotinr. on the resultant. Therefore, the moir'ent
of inertia of p glv^n pyptem of parallel forces is s minimum about
an axis tl-rourh t'^e - controid of the eyctem.
7r
. RacUuB of G vrr. tier . - The radius of gyration of a system
of parallel forces a.l:out any exis is the diste.nce from the axis to
a point through which the resi.'.ltant of the eyster must P.ct in or-
der that the moment of iner-tia may be the s?8re as that of the given
system. An equrtlon -ill no'^' he derived for tl e rp.dius of gvration
in terms of the moment of inert. is ana the resultant of the syetem.
Let R, thf^' res'iltant of the ;:^"Hter:i, he substituted for the given
forces, and let this resultant set at suoh a distance, r (which by
definition is the radius of gyration of the system), from the axis
that its m.oment of inertia, I^* remains the same as that of the
original svete'"' of forces, I, Then = I = Rr^, or r^ = ~ , which
' ^ R
gives r = V -I .
R
.
'
Graphic Dotern'inF: tion of the Radius of Gvrp tion .- The mo-
ment of inertia of the system of forces shown in Fig. 39, is equal
to H X H' X IIK. If r ie the radius of gyration of the given system;,
then (#76), r^ = ^ = ^ ^* ^ . l,tow if H (Pig. ?9) ie ta.v.en e-
R R
qual to PE = R, then the preceding equation become? r" = F* x UN,
^7hich gives r = ^/H* x \y . The 1 enr. th. of this radius of gvrction
may be found graphically, rs follo^vs;* Draw AC (Fig. 41) equal to
H' + MN, and AB equal to H' . '^ith AC as a diameter construct the
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aL
\
Fig. 4 1
eeni-cirol .ADO, and troiu L dravi ii
lino BP perpondiculur to AG, interaoct-
Inp. the ae-^^i -circle at D. Tl-Rn frorr;
georr^try
, ^
A' : ED :: BD : PC, or
AF X EC = BD'^. Now a I x DC = AL{ ^.G -
AI ) , or Bubsti tutiriF the valuer of AT.
prd AC, U-en AE x EC = + Mil - H'
)
= X KN. Therefore, ED^ = H' x
or BD = VH* X vrvicb riv^n FD = r, the requir9d radiu? of rvr.?-
tion; since both BD pr;;i r b^ve been sho'-m to be equcl to VTp x ^ .
In the abov.:; oor.i't rue tion, P hrs b-^en taken equsl to AS = R.
If K had bser. takt^n equal to nR, then AB (Fig. 41) should have been
taken equal tc nF. ', or AC equal to n(H') + .
A.rt. 2. !-Loment of Inertia of Areas.
78. l.iOrert of Inertia of p.n Area . - The rorent of inertia of
an area about any axle iP equ?l to the e-urms tic^' of the producte of
the differential art^ns ccrDosincr the area into the squares of thf-
distances of these differential areas froir the axis. Th,e moment of
inertia of en area moy b*^ fnu'^^d >~v iivirMn-- the given r->-^-p into
elementary ereap, treptinr these 3">"eas bs parellel force?, rrd find-
ing the moipent of inertia of the forces. There are t^^o BO^^^evrhat
similar graphic method? for finding the roment of inertia of an a-
rea, one ©f which gives an approximate value and the other an accu-
rate value.
79 . Approximate method for Finding the_ Loment of
.
Inertia £f. an
Area . - An approximate value for the moment of inertia, of an area
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aof^ut. any axit' may b*--" obtained a? follows: Divide t^p* eiv^n aroci
in"- n. f<mpll eleir^^nt.B "by linen drs^vn parall"! to th<^ axio, and let
thL-'B'-^ ol-^nitti:itary areas be roplaced by forc^jy nuiTif=»r'lcaily equal to
their, actinc at tb'-tir respective cent^rB of gravity. Then fir.d the
momert of In'^rti? of thir Fv^tetn of forces, which will be spDroxj-
niately oqiv.-i to the t of the Piven arer . The smrller these element-
ary areas are takon, the nor? nearly '--all the rroment of inertia, of
the parallel for"-*^? whichi represent them approxirate that of the
giifen area; and if f could be taken a? inf inl teair^al in sizn,
their moment of inertis. would be the true vp.lue for the moment of
inertia of the ar-.-a.
The application of ^.'^ <^ sbov-i prinoiplea to the diUertninc t ior of
th^ a^onent o^"' ir-jrtia of an area v'ill nov; be shown. Let tie ares
ahown in Fig. 42, be the area x'rhose mor.ent of inertia i>.bout the ax-
is XX is required.
Divide the section into four rectangular areas as sho^.Ti, and as-
pume the forces AB, BC, OE, and DE, numerically equal to these a-
reas and parallel to the pxis XX, to act at the centers of gravity
of the respective areas. Construct the force polygon ABODE for
these forces, rnd with the pole distance H (in this case E is ta-
ken equal to A^^^) and the pole 0, draw the funicular polygon corres-
ponding to this pole. Prolong the strings of the funicular polygon
until thev intersect the axis at the points A', B', C. D' , and E',
and with tXic pole distance I-l' and the pole 0', draw the second funi-
cular pclygcn, Uiing the spne lines of action ps before. Prolong
the first and 1: st st y-inF.'- of this f'unicular polygon until they in-
tersect tbo axiu XX -t the points k and Then H x H' x is
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XFig. 42.
oqual to the mom?nx of inertia of th*^ forces A'R B Q C and DE,
and is ap":roxiTra-tslv equal to the Tiir;iT!0nt of inertia of the given
area.
A more nearly correct v&lu3 of the rroment of inertia of the area
might have been obtained if the area had been divided into sra.lier
stripB by lines Irpwn dp rail :1 to "C-., as the distance of ©?ch ele-
mentary area frcri the axis vrould then have been more nearly equal
to the distance Of its center of gravity froir the ffxis.
10.
I

RO. Ra jjup of Gyration of an Area The raliun of p-yration of
an aroa ab<ut any axis is the di stance from tho axiB to a point at
V7hich if all th<=» ar«a wa? concentrated the raoir;ent of inertia would
be the saire aa that of the given ar^.^a.
An approxint to value for the radiu? of gyration of the area
Bho^n in rig. 4? r.ay be obtained by applying the method explained
in #77. Thus lay off AC (Fig. 42, a) equal to H ' + MN, and AE equal
to H*. Then on AC as a diameter construct a semi-circle, and from
E draw the line ED perpendicular to AC, cutting the 3emi_circle at
the point D. Then ED in approxi;r.ately equel to the rrdius of gyra-
tion Tf th« given ares {^"^S) . It should be rerri.er.bered that the
pole distfnc-") H (Fir. 4?^ wa-s ta]'en equel to AE. If H hsd been
taken equal to n x AE, then AE sl.ould have been tal'en equal to nxH',
or AG <^qual to n (K') + i'^ .
91. AoGura':e Method for Fj ndinp: tho Moment pX Inertia of an
Area . - An accurate value f:^r the moment of inertia of an area a-
bout any axis nay by obtained, if the given area, can be divided in-
to elementary areas whose radii of gyration about axes through
their centers of gravity a.nd parallel to the given axis are knc-Tn.
For, if the radius of gyration of each elementary area, about an a.x-
is through its center of gravity, and alpo the distance of its cen-
ter
-if gravity frrm the given axis, are known, then its radius of
gyration about the given e.xis may be determined. Now, if forces
numerically equai to tl^ese areas, and acting parallel to the axis
at distanoes equal to their respective radii •^f gyration about the
given axis, are substituted for these areas, and the moment of iii-
ertia of these forces is determined, the result will bo the m.oment
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^^f inertia of tbe ^-ivon are.?. For by lufinitlcn, tbe radius of gr,y-
raticn of an area is the diatajice from the axia to a poirt at which
thp entire area must be concentrated in order that the moirent of in-
ertia will rp'.Tialn the same aa for th'=^ -givon axis.
Tht application of the above method to the determination of the
moment of inertia of an area will now be shown by a problem. Let
the area ehowr. in Fir* 43, be the area vrhose moment of inertia about
Fig. 43.
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iP XX IP required, and l-.t AB, BC, CD, and DE, ropreeont in magni-
tude thf' Aiomentary areap into which the pec t ion is divided. The
lineB of action of theoo forces may "bo found as followp. Eraw P7i
(Pie:* ^'S) porpondicular to XX and equal to the distance from XX to
the center of gravity of the elementary area shown, alGO at point
R draw QR "perpendicular to PR and equal to the radius of gyration
of thip area about en axiB through its center of gravity and paral-
lel to XX. Connect the points P and Q, and with the line PQ as a
radius draw the arc Q,S. Then P3 = PQ is the radius of gyration of
the elementary area about XX, and is the distance from the axis to
the point of application of the force AP . - For the moment of iner-
tia of the elecientary arr^F about an axi? thi^ough its centsr of gra-
vity and parallel to XX, is equal to AE x c^'^' (from the definition
of tho ra^iiuB i f gyration), and the moment of inortia of this area
8 2 2 2
about the axis XX, is equal to AB x QR + aE x pr = aE(qR + PR )
2
(#75) = AB X p»; = AP X PS . In like manner, the linep of action of
the forceB BC, "!L, and DS, which represent the other elementary a-
reas, m.ay be found. Now apply the method explained in #73 and #79,
and find the mom'^nt of inertia of these fcrcos (see Pir. 43). Then
the moment rf inertis of these force::^;, •^rhioh is equal to the moment
nf inertia of th^ given arer. , is equal to Fi' x K x MN.
The correct value for the radius of ryration of the area shcvm
in Fig. 4^^., is given by the line BD (FIp. 43, a). The construction
for finding this radius of gyration is similar to that used for
Fig. 4S,a, 7'hich is expls.ined in #80, except that the value;? for H'
and MN, which have been found by the construction of Fig. 43, are
used in Fig. 43, a.

R 2 . R<»lation Between th-^ t; prion t ol Inertia pf a
.
r. Area ebout,
rarei!^]Lel Ax e g . - If the areas ar^a used Inetfjad of the forces which
repras'^nt thorn, then the relation phown in #75 for the moment of
inertia of a force about any axis in terma of its moment of inertia
about a parallel axis through it? center of gravity, becomes: the
mcicent of inertia of an area about any axie is equal to its moment
of inertia about a parallel axle through its center of gravity, plus
the prnduct of the area into the square of the distance between the
two axes. The application of this relation is of great importance
in designing sections.
R3. M'->ment of Inerti s of an Area Determinea from the Area of
the Fignicular Foly^on (Mobr ' s Method ) . - In the examples that have
been given for finding thfn moment of inertia of an area, only Cul-
mann's method has been used, but Mohr's method might have bean em-
ployed instead. If the lines of action of the forces had been tak-
en as acting at the centers of gravity of the elem.entary areas, an
approximate value for the m.oment of inertia would have been found;
and if each fQ!rce had been taken as acting at a distance from, the
axis equal to the r&dius of gyration of the elementary area about
the given axis, then an accurate value would have been found from
the area cf the f>anicular polygon.
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P/RT II.
FR-'iv'ED STRUCTURES - ROOF TRUSSES.
CHAPTER VII.- DEFINITIONS.
84. Framed Structurp* . - A framed structure is a Btructuro com-
posed of e. series of straight members fastened together at their
ends in such a manner as to meke the entire frame act as a rigid b:>d-
y. Since the materials used in the construction of a framed stru-^-
tur^"! do not possess abf-olute rigidity but are somewhat elastic, it
follows that the framed str'jctures as actually built are only approx-
imately rigid bodies.
The only geometrical figure wbich is incapable of any change of
shape without a ohangw in the length of ittr sides is the triangle;
and it tberefora follows thet the triangle is the basis of the ar-
rangement of the irembers in a framed structure. The simplest type
of a fram^ed structure is one in which it?) mc^mb-jrs form a triangle,
and the general types of framed structures consist of a series of
triangles so arranged as tc m.ake a rigid body.
85. Typps of Framed S t'^uctares . - Framed structures may be divid-
ed into the three follov»^ing classes: (a) ccm;plete^structures, (b) in-
complete frar:ed structures, and (c) r^dundfnt framed structures.
(a) Gom.plete Pramed Structure.- A complete framed structure is
one which is m?.J:o uo of the minimum number of members required to
form the structure wholly of tr-iangles. Tbis is' the type whicb is
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upually en:ploy v""' , pnd v/>'ioh will receive the
most attention in this "'/ork. A einpln form cf
a coirplete frored Btructure is shown in Fig. 44
(b) Incorrplete Fra.ned Structure.- An Incom-
Fig. 44. pletG fran:ed structure iB one w|-iich is not ^hol
ly ooirposed of triangles. A simple form of an incoriplete frariHcI
structure is shown in Fig. 45. Such a,
structure is stable only under symmet-
rical or specially arranged loads.
Fig. 45.
(o) Redundant Frai"ed Structure.- A redundant framed structure i
mo which contains a greater numhi^-.r of members than is required to
form the structure v;h,oliy of triangles. If the second di agonal is
added, to s quadrilateral, then the ad-
ded diagonal is a redundant member j bu
if the member ie capable of resisting
only one hind of stress, then the re-
Fig. 46. dundancy is only appa^rent . P'ig, 46
shows a redundant structure; but if the diagonals are made of rods
and can therefore talce tension only, then the redundancy is only ap
parent; ss only one diagonal vfill act at a time.
66. Roof Truss. - A simple roof truss is a framed structure who
plane is vertical, and which is supported at its ends. The ends of
the truss may be i-uppcrted upon side Trails or upon columns. A com-
mon form of a sir-.ple roof trut^^ is shown in Fig. 47.
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Fig. 47.
Span .- The epan of a truss is th*^ distance bet^reen the end joints
or th*^ centerp of the support e of the truss.
Ri Be .- The rise is the distance from the apex or highest point of
the tr^Jiae to a lin^ ^oininr the points of support of the truss.
Pitch. f The Ditch is the rftio of the rise of the truss to its
span.
Upper and Lower ChcrdL- . ~ The upper chord corsists of the upper
line of members of the truss, and extends fron". one support to the
other through the apex. The lower chord consists of the lo^-^er line
of members and extends fro.T on'^^ suD^ort to the other.
Web Meinbers . - The r/eh rr.er.bers connoct the joints of the upper
which
chord with those of th« lo'//er chord. A web member^is subject to
compression is called a strut, and one which is subject to tension
is called a tie.
Fin Jonnected and Riveted Trusses . - A pin connected truss is one
in which the nemhers are connectt^d with, each other by means of pins.
A riveted truss is one in 7/hich the rrier-ibers are fastened together by
means of plates and rivets. The latter type is the more comr.cn,
while the former is used for lonr spans onlv.
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OHAPT-R VIII. LOADS.
The lop.is thst nust be considered in the discusGion of a roof
truce may be ol&Bsed as follo7:c>: (l) dead loads, (r) enow loe.d, and
(3) wind load. A discus.9ion of these loads 'vill be given in the
threo following a:"ticl:-*s.
Art. 1. Depd Load.
A ehnrt d«8cripticn of the oonir.on type of roof construction to-
gether with the t^rrr.P employed will now be given, preliminary to the
discupsion of dead loa.iB.
«7. ConBtruc ticn of; a Roof .- A roof includes the covering and
ihe framework. There ar-^: a nuir.ber of materials used for a roof cov-
ering, am^ng the inoi'^ comLnoii being c^.lst-, tiles, tar and gravel, tin,
corrugated steel, etc. sheathing is cormonly used in connection
wi>th roof oovering.8, but it is often omitted when corrugated steel
is usei.
The covering is- usually Pur?"oortei bv r'erbsr? c?lled jack-rafters,
which in tur-n are tiupoorted bv other inombers called purline. The
purlins run longitudinally rith the building and ere connected to
the tru3B.'=^a, gen-^rally at p?^.nel points. The ^ack-rafters are uaual--
ly iTiad'=^ of wood, whil-^ th- purlin? may b^ either of wood or ete^^l.
If til,?, dirtanoe b-jtw-^^en th'^ trups^P is great, th« purlins may be
truei-'ed.
A system of srway bracing is g-^nerally used to give rigidity to
the structure. This bracing m.ay be in the plane of the upper chord,
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in the plane of t^.'3 lower cl ord, or in both j)lanep. Son:etimoB tho
Bway bracing, is raade continuous throu^.b.out the entire length of the
building, and at other tinee the truByns are connocted in pairs, de-
pending upon th'^^ rifidlty requjred.
The truL=if'e!5 niay ho supported upon masonry walls, upon maaonry
pi'-'rB, or upon columns. ;'Vhen the trusses rest upon meponry and the
span IS short, the expansion ord contraction of the trusses is ore-
vided for by a plane! bed pl;?te, but for long srane, rollers are u-
sual 1 y enip 1 oy e d ,
88, Dead Load .- Th^ dead load includes th=> weight of the follow-
ing iteir.F: (1) roof coverir:g; (?) purlins, rafters, and bracing;
(3) rfof trusBos; and (4) permanent loads supported by th'=i trusses.
(1) Pwoof Covsrin^,. . - The '^Toight of the roof covering varies great-
ly, depending upon the materials 8n:ploy«d, but may h^ closely esti-
mated if the materisls used in its construction are l:nomi. The ap-
proximate weights of Gor^e of the conron roof coverings are giv^=n in
the following tsble:
t
Slat ft, without sheatMng 6 to 10 lbs. per sq. ft.
Tiles, flat 15 to ?C lbs. per aq. ft.
Tiles, ccrrugfted 9 to 10 lbs. per sq. ft.
Tar and Grovel, -vithout sheathing ... f to 10 lbs. Der sq. ft.
Tin, without sheathing 1 to 1,Z lbs. per sq. ft.
Wooden shingles, without shoathing . . 2 to o lbs, per sq. ft.
Corrugated steol, without sheathing, , 1 to 3 lbs. per £q. ft.
Shesthing, 1 inch thick , 3 to 4 lbs. per sq. ft.
(?) Purlins , i\aftens , and Eracing. . - Wooden purlins will weigh
fr':Dm 1.5 to 3 pounds, a,nd steel purlins from 1.5 to 4 pounds per
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Bquar<^ foot of roof ourfac*^.
Rafters will woifh from 1,F to 3 pounds per square foot of roof
surfaao.
'Hia weight of ty-c brpci^:, is r. vari-pblo quantity, donendinr upon
the rigidity required. If hracinr; ie used in t^^ pleneB of both
the uppt^ir and lo'v^^r chords, its TOifht ^rill be from 0,5 to 1 pound
p*^r square foot of roof t-urface.
(3) Roof Tru p e s . - ' lY.. e roof trusses may be either of 'ivood or
of stoel. 3tp>el truecse eve no^^ comr-only used for spans of con-
siderable length althougl: wooden truases are stl.ll used for short
spans; but the rapidly increasing cost of v/ood, and the difficulty
'-'f framing th'^^ joints so as to develop the entire strength of the
members, has led to a general use of steel for trusses.
The wdiphts of wooclen trusses are given by the following formu-
la taken from I-^errinian ' s "Roofs and Bridges", which is bssed upon
data given in Ric'cor's "Construction of Trussed Roofs".
is; = 1 AL(1 + i^L)
, (1)
where, W = the total v^eight of one truss in pounds,
A = tho distance bet"'een ?d.ircent trusses in feet,
L = the span of the truss in feet.
The weights of steel roof trusses vary ^?ith the span, the pitch,
the distance between trus.-'"^s, ard the capacity or load carried, bv
the trusses. The following formula is given in Ketchur.'s "Steel
Kill Buildings", and is based upon the actual shipping weights of
trusses
:
W = AL(1 + ) (2)
45 5VA
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vrhf^r'^, vV = weipht of the eteol roof truss in pounde,
P = ca.DP.city of t.^e truss in pounds per squnre foot of
horizo'trl ore .Section of tie
A = diptence fror cQ'-it^v> to center of trusses in feet,
L = srto.n of ti-na.9 in feet.
These tru9Peei w>3r--^ d':^^'i^n'^-i for a tensile stress of 1-''0C0 11)6.
per pq. in. and a cor:pres3iY9 stress of 1-^000 - 55 ^ lbs. per sq.
r
in. ; where 1 = l^npth and r = radius of gyration of the member,
both in i"ch6e. The Tninimuro sized angle used was 2''x?"xi'', and T
In
Dividing equation {-.) by AL, we have
w = (1 + '^^) (3)45 ^VA
where w is th'^' -^'^i.-ht in IT-.v. ^<--'^ ?q, ft. of the horizontal projec-
tion of the roof.
Short PDan si'Tiple roof t">-us?'3s tt.py TreiJrh soire^.'hat less tha.n the
values given by t e r-^-nx-, forrulrp, ar-Decifillv if the irdnirriur. thicl^-
nese and rrini^'urr. ciZ'^ of ar.'^les ore reduced, but suc^' tru.s(^es ere
too liFht to i^iv-3 f^oo' sei^vice.
(4) Pg^rmanent Loads Supported b;/ the Trusses . - It is inoossible
to give figures ^hich will bo of much value for tl-e T^-eights of per-
manent loads sup-oorted by the trusses. If the roof supports a
plastered ceiling, its weirl-it ir.r'y be te'-'en as about 10 lbs. per sq.
ft. If oth':;r lo£ds are supported b^' the trusses, they should be
carefully considered ir eBti-S'^inc the ^'oifht of the truss.
/:rt. r.'. Snc"'' Lopd.
the
89. Snc^ Load . - rhe frnount of^ snc":^ load to be considered vg.ries
greatlv for different localities. The 7;eirh.t of the snovr which
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mUBt be tak«n into account is a fXinction of both the latitude and
thp huir.iciity, and those factors ehouli be carofully coneiderod in
determining, the weight to be ueed for anv pr.rticulBr locality. The
rnaximuir. ":vind load and the r^Bxiiiium snow load will probably never oc-
cur at the s8!TT-e tim^t and if the n^pxirrur wind Is taken, then a srr.el
lor sno^ lord s>c-jl.i ly^ used. v-'cr a latitude of about ^'r to 40 de-
grees, the au+hor ^ould reoo-^nend a minimuia snow load of 10 pounds,
and a msxiinuji! of 20 pounds per square foot of horizontal projection
of the roof; the former to be usr>d in connection with a maxim-um
wind load, and the letter when the wind load is not considered.
Art. 5. 7vind Load.
90. 7vind Pressure .- The pressure of the wind against a roof
surface depeiidF upon the velocity end direction of the wind, and
upon -the inclinsjtion of the roof. 'Hie wind is assumed to rcove hori
zontally, and the pressure against a flat surface normal to the di-
rection of the vind r?v be found bv the forr.iula
:
P = 0.004 V^', (4)
where P is the prersure in pounds per square foot on a flat normal
surface, and V is the velocity of the '^ind in miles Der hour.
The pressure on a flat vertical surface is usually taken at a-
bout 30 pounds per square foot, which is equivalent to a wind ve-
locity of 87 mile? per hour. This assumed pressure is sufficient
for all except the most exposed positions, as such a velocity is
seldom, exceeded.
91. Wind Pressure on Inclined Surfaces .- The normal wind pres-
sure upon an inclineJ surface vsries with the inclination of the
roof, and several formulc;s have been derived for findinr the norm.el

oomponent. The "byst kr.ctTn of th?ye p.re Duolerlr'a, Kutton'a, vrd
Ducht3r.iln ' b f'or' viln i
r = P .-S.2ic.,A-
,
(.)
^' 1 + Bin' A
whore, if the rinmal component of tho .ir.ci Lresrure,
P is the presisure per sq, ft. on s. vertical surface,
A ie the anglb which the roof surface makes v'i th the hcri
zontc.l in defr^Mp.
Hut ton ' s fo rru Ir- i
„ ^ .
.I.S4P. COB A - 1 .^sP = P Pin A (^.}
whero P
,
P, rn-l •' ? t>- • f)^ in Ducheni;' ' s forr.ul??
.
The Strairht Line fcr^ulp is
P = _£« A ('7>
n ~ ^
'
Tfhere P , P and A a^-.^ * •• '«~-r- •• r s in Duchamin * p- forriule...
n '
ruchor-in's forr"'la is based u'^on carefxilly conducted oyoerirerts
gives larger V'lue^"', rnd. is consid':;red more relintle tha>": lut ton's.
The Strairht Line forr:Ul9 ir- pr3ferr--^d rrTuy on c^ccount of its
ain^plicity , and givee results which agree quite closely with experi
mente
.
Fig. ^->^ givet^ values for t}-.? noriral vfind pressure, P^^, in pounds
per Bquare foot in teri^p of the pressure on a vertioel surface end
of the an.gle vhich tl-ie roof L^urface makes ^ith the horizontal. Th-,-
U9^ of thiy di?rr'-m "r^lll .-reatly lesser, the wcr:r ryoi.iired to find
the norn'^1 wind dt'^'. Bsure when t^'e pre3Sijre on e vert'isrl surfece
and th^ incline ti on cf "^.he roof ere kr.o"^n.

» 10 15 ?0 2^ 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
.\r.c-l-i, A, Reef L-akep wit?^ Horizontal in Degrees.
Fip-, ncriT'al Wind Loa I on Roof by Different Formulas.

ICHAPTER IX. RKACTinNP.
Th« r^actioriP th<= foroors which, if applied at the* c^nt-^^r )f
the b-^arin^Ti? of f truyr*, would holi in ^quilibriuir the weight ^^t'
the truBB and the loads supported by it. The reactions ar^^^ numeri-
cally ptqual to t'-e proBPureB exerted by the true? arainet its sup-
portB. Ab the ir.ethod of finding; the reaotion? for vertical loads
differs eomevrhet fron thet for inclined loads, the determination of
these reactionB vill be considered in separate crticles, the first
article treating of V-e rerctions for dead end sno'" loads, pnd the
second of th« reactions- for ^^-ind loads.
Art. 1, Reactions for Deed and Sno"^ Loads.
Ep»fore the reaction can be determined, it Is necessary to find
the loads that ar« supported by the truss. The purlins are usually
placed at the joints of th'^ upp^r chord, and th-'^ loads are consid-
ered to act at th^ panel points of the upper chord of the truss.
The method of finding the joint loads and the dead locd reactions
will nov.' shovn by the solution of the followinf probleir;.
92. Frcbl^rri . - It is required tr find tie dead load reactions
for the truss shCTi in i-iv". 4';*. Tho truths hcs a span of 4ir? f'-et, a
rise '^f 12 feet, and t^e distance apart centc-r to center of trusses
is 14 fe<=>t.' The roof is of L-lFte, laid on sh-;?? tMnp , which is sup-
ported by -vooden rafters. The ourlins and truss are of steel.
'Th^ solution will be divided into t'^o parts, the determination
of (a) the joint loads, «^'nd (b) the reactions.
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(a) Joint- Ijoado ,- Rei'errirr.
D to the tablo p,iven in 88 (l),
it i? »;-'=»n tb.ct the weif.-.ht of
nf
. tb'^ pl"t>^ covering may "b*^
tak'^n at li^ pouniB, and th^-^
- 4h'
welfl.t of the ehee.thing. at 3
Fig, 4
poundtf! per square foot of roof
purfec^. Fror ^'9 (2) , it is Beer, that the "'-^ight of the purlina
and hracin<r r.ay be taken at 3 pounds, end the weight of the raf'tere
at '?.r:" pounds p'^r square foot of roof surface. This gives a total
'^'elght of 18.? pounds per square foot of roof surface, exclusive of
the weight of the truss itself.
The length of ore hrlf of t'-e u^^e^ chord = Vp^^ + If?^ = p.«,83
feet. This length is divided into three equal ports by the v;-eb
bracing, making the length of e?ch panel of the upper chord equal
to 3 = 8.94 feet. Since th^ joint loads are taken at the
panel points, and th^ truss^B are spaced 1^ feet epart, f-^e Joint
lead supported by the truss, exclusive of "^h" ^'eight of the truss,
= B.94 X 14 X 18. r = "^..^jIF. pounds.
The weiehit of the roof truss per i^.quare foot of horizontal pro-
jection for F crpccit"'', P, of '^-O pounds per square foot of horizon-
tal projection (which is about right for the deed and snov/ lopds)
is given by forrr.ulp ("),
,
snd is about " pounds. This is equi-
valent to a joint lord of « x i^^: x = pound?:. The total joint
loF.d is therefore equal to P"'!^' + '^'^^ ~ 9.-C-^'\ pounds, or say ^^'^-0
pounds, r.eferring to Fir. -9, it is ?een thet the loads acting at
th« joints F, C, 2, Z, Pnd F full joints loeds, '^/hile those act-
ing at A and. G support but h£.lf the area, a,nd are half pan-^l loads.

The lopds acting b.t B, G, D, and F are equal to 8^50 poundp,
Khile thosH acting at A and G are equal to l''?f:- poundfl.
(b) Reaotlonp . - The protl'^n: is now to find the reactions at A
and G (Fig, ?C) for the truss loaded shown, or in other words,
it is required to find the two forc^^s acting at the end? of the
truss, ^v^ioh will ^-old in equi lil-riurc the given loads.
CcnBtruct the I'orce polygon AEODEFGR for the given loads on the
truss. In this c?se, the forco polygon is a straight line e.nd is
called the load line . Asi^urre any pole 0, construct th'= funicular
polygon, and draw the closing
PC 56 2650
string of the polygon. Then
the dividing raj?"- drawn through
the pole Dsrsllel to this
closing string will determine
the magnitudes of the two re-
actions, H?.' being the magni-
^ tude of the right reaction* R^,
and HA that of the left reac-
Hi
,
wion, The lines of
V action of the so reactions will
' be parallel to the load line,
which is vertical. Ey scaling
the lines HM and MA, it is
Scale of tnir.:-,, = 15'. ~ ^- y'
.i, found that these reactions are
Scale of Irads, 1" = 6000^-. H
"~
oqu8l to 7950 pounds.
Fig. ^C.
These reactions irirht have been found, s IgabT-aicallv, by taking
moments about the supports. Thus to find the value of the left re-
actir^n, take r.ornents about tho right support. Then the equation of
07
. i
= 0.
3c'. vin.w, tMs equatj >n givee R-j^ = V'.)50. Since th-:^ t.T^o reactiora
ir.MAt hold the ^ivor lo^dp in equi libriuir, the right rr^action is
equfl to the total load minus the left reaotion = 15900 - 79*^.0 —
79^^0 pounds.
If the loadp are ^vT^mft tri cal v;ith reepect to the center line cf
the tru^!?, it ip evident that the reactions are equal and that each
i8 equal to If 900 * 2 = V-^-^O pounds.
'^'^
* ^nov7 Load Reaction s . - The reactions and the stresswB for
snow loada are usually considered separately from thoee due to dead
loads. The method? that irav he used for finding the snc^ load re-
actions ar« th« seme as those explained for finding-, the dead load
reacticPB, e.nd ne?d no fi^rther expl^^n-''tlon.
^'^^ I^ffectlve ReactionB >> It is seen from Fir. -"^O that th© half
^oint loadfl at A a.nd G ar'=' transferred directly to th^ supDorte
without causing any stress in the roof truss. These half loads act
through the sar.e lin^s as the total reactions, and pubtrect from
thAse reactions. The resulting forces are called the effective re-
actions. If the effectiv'=^ reactions are used, th« half loads at
the ends of the truss are nefl^cted in computing the stresses in
the truss. The effective reactions for the truss loaded as sho'^Ti
in Fig. "^O are each equal to 79'=0 - loP.^. - pounds.
Art. 2, Reactions for '"^-ind Loads.
Th^ magnitudes and lines of aition of wind load reactions for
any given truss de"oend n.pon the condition of the ends of the truss.
88
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If t?iA Rppr. is sirall, or if tbe tniae it? mad'=» of voci, t^e er.dp. cro
upually "fixqd" to "-1-^ • .^unportp >y anchor bolt.B. For larre epane
th« o^anf^fts of temperature and tJ^^-' deflections dvie to the loeds
oaupn the tru^t? to ^^xpand or ccnti'-act to a conBlderable amount. If
th^ f^r.dp ar*^ flxei., th^ t ^n -^ -^ratur-^ cliange? and tbo lopde mry cause
large strsBBep in the tru.^e. The urfiual method of providing for the
change? in length is to plac^ one end of the truss upon a planed
haB» plate, or upon rollers.
95. Wind Load Reactiong The wind load reactions will be de-
teriT-ined for er.ch of the follorinp. assumptions: (1) that both ends
of thf> truF^s are fixed, and {2) that one end of the trues is sup-
ported upon rollers. In the exarnpleB that will be given, a triang-
ular forni cf trues ^ill he used although the methods employed are
applicable to any tvpe of sir-pie truss.
9*^. (1) Truss Fixed at Eoth Supports . - The problerr. of findin.fr
th'=* linoi'^ of action cf the v-ind load reactions for a truss fixed
at both ends is indeterrr:ine te, but assumptions may be made ^^hich
will giv(=* approximately C(^rrect results. The vertical components
of the reactions are independent of any as Burr.pt ions, but the hori-
zontal cnr-p-^nents depend upon the condition of the ends of the
truss. If the roof is comparatively flat, i.e. if the resultent
of the v;ind loads is nea,rly vertical, the reactions may be taken
parall'^1 t^ this resultpnt; at'- '^^aoh reaction T^ill then epproximate-
ly be vertical. Eut if th-^^ roof rr.ahes a larr.e angle with the hori-
zontal, th'^! sbove asfoarption gives erroneous results. The assump-
tion that the horizontal corponents of the reactions are equal more
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n^'^avly appr-^xirrat f^r- MCt^al oondi 1 1 r>rn ; ^ni Ujn ie partioulnrlv
tru*^ if the endp of f 't^ tru^i^* ei^e ["aetc^ned to the tAurrortt? in t]-"-
eame rcannor, and t}:^ Rupportv? ore equally elah'tic. The mothol of
finding tho reactinnp of a trut?:? with fix^ 1 ends will now be phov/n
ty a prcbl'^^m, appuminr {e) that the r'=;actions aro parallel, and (b)
that th^^ l^rrizcntal compcn'=^nts of th« r-'^actlona are equal.
97, (a) Rer'.ctionp P arcll--^! It is required to find the winl
load reactions f-^r tbe trusp B?own in Fig. 49, f- 92, ThiB truss
has a ?pan of '''8 ff^^-^t ?nd a ri:-" of IP feet, the distance betTreen
trussep being 14 feet. The '.vi nd pressure on a vertical surface
will be taken at 3C pounde per square foot, and Duchenin's formula
will be uped for finding its normal component. Referring to Fig.
4R, it is seen that for P = pounds and for a pitch of one fourth
the component nomal to the roof is a.bout 2? pounds. The length of
a panel of th'^^ upper chord ir- -'.9'^ f'^-et (see ^- 92, e) , Th'^ panel
load iP therefore equal to ^-.^4 x 14 x P2 - 2753, or say 2750 pound
The half panel load? at the ends of the truse and at the apex are
equal to 1?75 pounds.
The truBs with it? loads is shown in Fig. 51. To determine the
reaotionB, ccn.^truct the fo^c^* polygon or load line ABODE, and as-
suir.e a pol« and drav; the fu;iicular polygon. Th^ dividing ray OF
drawn through th'^^ r^cl*^ parallel to th.^ clewing line of the funicu-
lar polygon ?.'ili o-ive tt e ir;a£.ni tudes of the two rf=^8.cti ons , FA be-
ing the magnitude of the l-^ft. reaction and HF that of the rifrht re-
action. The lines of action of th-pe reactions are given by draw-
ing through the pur)T.ortn, lines parell'3l to the load line AS. Fy
ecaling the lines FA ervl F.F, it i^- eoen th?^ the left reaction it^

equal to 5<^70 pounds, sni tie rit^-it reeotlon to r^^&O pounds. The
values given for the reaction? '^ere aotuallv ta]?en fron a diagram
four times a? large as that pho^T, in Fig. •''^1, as the scale used
here 1p too snell to give accurate re^sultfl.
9P. (b) Horizontal Cotnponent? of Reactions ICqual ,~ The reactions
will be found for the same truss and loada ap in Pig. 51, assuming
that the horizontal components of the reactions are emial. First
find the reactions as in r 97, aesijining that their lines of action
are parallel. The vertical components of these reactions pr« cor-
rect, since t} ey are independent of the ^-inds of the truss. Kc^
draw a horizont?! line throufh the point F (Fig-* -1^, and make nm
equal to the horizontal cor.ponent of fll the losds on the tru?s.
This may he done by drarinf vertigrl lines through A and E inter-
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sooting, the) horizotiiel lin^' ft tl nointi! m erd n respscti voly
.
Eieeot nrr. making, mF' = F'n, pnd draw the llr.ot^ F'A ?rid EF*, which
will glv<^ thf=! ir.apni tud'^^s of the required r«actionH. Tie linv-ji of
action of tii'^s^ reacticnp tiro given ty drawing llnea through the
l'=>ft and alBo throuf-h th*^ right points of Lmpport of the truss pa-
rallel r«specti v^^l V to F*A and CF* . By scaling the linew F'A and
FF*, it ic- seon th^t the l^ft reaction i equal to 5400 pounds, and
th(=> right reaction to c9nO pounds.
99. (2) One End of Tru-y s I^urported on Rollerp . - If one end of the
trups ie supported on roller-i-:, then the roller -end can tr^^'e no ho-
rizontal compor.-^nt tl.t. •.•-Tr:i loc is (nef lectin^ the friction of
the rollers), for thsre would be & continued moveir.ent of the rol-
lers if a horizontal force >'.'-as applied et thi b end of the truss.
The reaction pt the roller end if. therefore vertical, and hence all
of the horizontal conponent of the wind loads must be taken up at
the fixed end of the truss. Since th*^ wind n^.ay come from either
of two opposite directions, the rollers may he under the leew?rd
side, or 'jnder the windward side of the building. The method for
finding th» reactions will now be shown by a problem, considering
first that the rollers are under the leeward end of the truss, and
second that the rollers ar^ urider the wind'-'ard end.
100. (a) Rollers Und-.-r Leerrard Snd of Truss.- It is required to
find the wind load reactions for the truss shown in Fig. 49, the
Ift'^ward end beinp- on rollers. The ?rind lopdf? sre the sB-me as those
shown in Fig. 51. In this problem, tha line of action of the re-
action at the roller eni is vertical, -Thile the line of action of

tj;o T-^aotion at tho fixoa
end ip unknown, its point
cf Lir.plicp.tl -jn, only, bein^
knov/n. To d.3t'--r'' in? the re-
aotiont'- for this caaft, ap-
ply the method explained in
Draw the force polygon
or load line AECDE (Fig. 52)
for the £-lven loa.ds, and
a.ssLurie any pole and draw
the funicular polygon (shown
by full llnea), sto.rtinjr
the polygon at the only
kncTi point on the left re-
action, its point of appli-
cation 8t the left end of
the trupf<. From the pole 0, draw the dividing ray OF parallel to
the closing string ?f th^ funicular polygon, to meet a vertical
line drav;n through K parallel to the known direction of the right
reaction. Connect the pointB A and F; then EF represents the mag-
nitude of the righ^" reaction, and FA that of the left reaction.
The lines of action of these reactione are given by draTYing lines
through the ends of the tru.3s parallel ret^pecti vely to EF and FA
(#44). Fy scaling the linec* EF and FA, it ie seen that the right
reaction is equal to 2310 pounds, and the left reaction to 6P70
pounds
.
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Th« reactions mifbt aleo have been found by a alip-btly different
rcethod, ae follows. Find the roactionp for tbe tn^se fixed g.t both
'snds, assuminr thnt tlv/j liiVeF cV action are parallel (see # 97,
and Fig. '^l), EF and FA represent the no^nitudes of these reac-
tions, their vertiopl corponenlB leinp ind^^pendent of the condi-
tions of th^ end? of the tru'^B. Now since the right reaction can
have no vertical component, draw the line En through E to meet a
horizontal line through F; then En represents the coagnitude of this
reaction. ITow all the horizontal component of th« wind loads muBt
be taken up at the left end of the truep, this horizontal component
being represented by th^ lin^^ nra. The v^^rtical component of the
left reaction is represented by th'=^ line iiiA; therefore the result-
ant of these two components or the line nA (not drawn) represents
the magnitude of the left reaction.
101. (b) Rollers Under rrindward End of Truss.- If the rollers
are under the windward instead of the leeward side of the truss,
then the left reaction is vertical and the right is inclined, the
only known point on the right reaction being its point of applica-
tion at the right support. For this case, the funicular polygon
must start at the right support ^ the remainder of the solution be-
ing similar to that explained in #100. The construction for this
solution is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 52, EF' and F'A re-
presenting the magnitudes of the two reactions, their lines of
action being through the right point of support and the left point,
respectively. Ey seeling the lines EF' and F\A, it is seen that
the right reaction is equal to 4350 pounds, and the left reaction
to F507C -ocujids.
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'7h^ reo.cjtioriLj nu-i^t also have Doen found by the i;i9thod (^irvilsr
tr that ercplelned in tho l^'^t peraicraph of 100, mA and S>: (not
Tra-.TTi) r«prep««nt ] nr, tl'.c3i3ij rej^ ct iont.^ ( i?eu xi;~. Tl).
102. fit-. - J shoT^'p to eoale the -'Viria load a and the wind load
reactions for dif-f'srert ?36unptionB as to th'=^ condition cf t>ie ends
of th^ trupp. It l8 pc^en from the figure that tho vertical corr.po-
nents of the react ionp are independent of, and that the horizontal
2750
Ecth endp fix?rd, reactions parallel, shown "by —;—— —
_
I;cth p>ndp fix:^d, bor. comp's. equal, shown by —
Vindz/r-i'd end of ti'usp on r-cllers, shown "by
Leeward end of tru^s on rollere, shown hy
Fig. 53, i7in:. Lead Reactions for Different Aesuinptions as
to Cjnditionp of En is of Truss.
componentp ars dependent upon, Ih/^ aBsuir.ptions as to the condition
of the env'is of th truss. If the roof had made a greater angle
with the horizcnt?! than tt?t shown, in th'" figure, then the differ-
ence in the r'^srtione du^-' to the assumptions &.b to the conditions
of the ends of the trues, v?ould have been more apparent.
9F.

1<^7)
. Tr: dnt c rr lnir.>- t V--. r^-r Qtione for a tinint^, preat ca'*";^ ••
phouli be exercip^.'J in ira'vin^ the truss, and in locating the pan-
si point 8 accurately. The truss and diagrams Bhould bo dra'Ti to a
larg-^* scalp* to InBurf^ good results , Care should "b*^ talren in lay-
ing nut the loo.d lin^, and the pol'- should be phoBen in such a po-
siticn that acute intersectionp are avoided.
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CHAPTER X.- STRESSES IN ROOF TRUSS.^S.
Tho deterirination of the externa-l forcep acting UDon a truoB
hap Ye^n tak^n up in Chaptf^r VIII and in Chapter IX. The dead and
wind loadp acting upon th« rr>nf are transferred to the supports
through th« merabera of the trues, and this chapter will be devoted
to the determination of the etresaeB in the raamberB due to these
external forces.
Art. 1. Eefinitions and General J.iethods for Determining Stressee.
104. D^'finitions . - Th^. external load? tend to distort the
trusB, i. to ehorten some of the members and to lengthen
others; and since the materials used in the construction of the
truss are not entirely elastic, the m.em.bera are actually distorted.
The defcrm.ation in any member caused by these loadn is called
strain . and the internal force which is developed in the member,
and which tends to resist the deformation or strain, is called
stress . This distinction between strain and stress is the one
that is made by most of the later writers. There are three kinds
of stress which may be developed "by the external forces, viz.:
(a) tensile stress, (b) compressive stress, and (c) shearing
stress.
(a) Tension . - A member is subjected to e tensile stress, or is
in tension, if there is a tendency for the particles of the mem.ber
to be pull'^d apart in a direction normal to the surface of sepa-
ration. In this case, the externa.l forces causing the tension
97 .

act In a direction from thp> center toward the endh=>, and tl^ere-
foro the internal force?, or Btrestiee, act from the endn tov^ora
the center.
(b) Corr.pre3?lon .
- A rrenber is ei.ih.lectod to p conpreGGive dtresS;
rr is in corpression, if there is e. tendency for the particles
cf the meir.hor to m^^ve toward each other. If the member is in com-
pression, th-^ external forces causing the compression act in a di-
rection from the ends toward the center, a,nd therefore the inter-
nal forces, or stresses, act from the center toward the ends.
(o) Shear.- A member is subjected to a shearing stresB, or is
in shear, if there is a tendency for the particles of the merriber
to slide past each other.
Since the loads, are generally applied at the joints, the mem-
bers are usually subjected to e longitudinal stress only, and are
either in tension or in coL^procsior. ; althoufxh 8 shearing stress
is developed at the connec tio"" n of the tnenbers.
lOP. G-eneral Methods fo r Deterrriining Stresses .- It has been
shown in the preceding chapter that the reactions of a truss may
be determined graphically by means of the force and the Canicular
polygons. They may also be dt#termined algebraically by the three
fundamental 'Equations of equilibrium:
E horizontal components of forces =0. (1)
E vertical components of forces =0. (8)
E moments of forces about any point =0. (3)
Having found the resctions (see Chapter IX), the stresses r.ay
be determined either by ecuo tions (I) and {2), or by equation (3).
Th.c> fJ.rct tvo equations involve the resolution of forces, and the/

Momenta of ForceB
ReBolution of Forces
may be polvod either aleebraicrll.y or rrrpMcFlly. The third e-
quatlon involves thn no" ^nto of forceo, ?n*l It rrav ^tleo be aolvt-id
either alpebraicplly or franhicpllv. There are, therefore, four
meth'^dp for deterrnining; the streBsee in p trups.
Algebraic Method. (a)
Graphic Method. (b)
Algebraic Method. (c)
Graphic Kethod. (d)
It is possible to solve the str^saes in any simple truss by
using any one of the above four methods, but all are not equally
well suited to any particular casf^. It is usually the case that
a certain one of the four methods is better suited to a perticular
problem than are any of the other thre'=); and in solving stresses,
the problem should be studied in order that the simplest solution
may be found
.
106, Notation.- The notation that v-rill be usr-d to designate the
members of a truss is knov?n
as Bow's notation, and is
shovTn in Fig. 54, Referring
to this figure, it is seen
that the upper chord members,
beginning at the left end of
the truss, may be designated
by X-l, X-4, X-4', X-2',
X
y V*
y
Fig, 54
and X-1'; the lower members by Y-1, Y-?, Y-F, Y-5', Y-3', and
Y-1'; and the web members by 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-F., 5-5', 5'-4',
4'-3', 3'-'^' and r?'-l'. Th.e numei^ical value of the stress will
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gp-n-n'aliy be written directly on the noriber.
A tensile stress v,'ill be darotod by profixlnp a rrlnuc (-) sign,
a.rA a coopressi v^t Btress by pr^fixinr a Tjositiv-:' ( + ) Bi^^-n before
the number representing tbe stress. This use of these ai^s iB
not universal, but the a.bov9 desi^.nation v.-as adopted as - se©ini=i
to sugg^c't a pull or tension, and + to suggest compreseion,
107. It is th*^ object of this work to deal with graphic rather
than with algebraic nethods; and since the method of graphic mo-
ments is not well suited to the determination of the stresses in
a truss, f=ixcept to explain other methods, the first three methods
will be treated only briefly, while this T^ork will deal chiefly
with the determination of stresses by the fourth method - graphic
resolution. These four methods VTill now be taken up in the order
shown in # IC-
.
Art, 8. Stresses by Algebraic Moments.
The m.ethod of algebraic momoints furnishes a convenient laeans
rf finding stresses, ©specially when the upper and lower chords
of the truss, whose stresses are required, are not parallel.
108. Method of Com.putin^ Stresses by Algebrai o Moments .- To
obtain the stresses in any particular member, cut the truss by a
section, and replace the stresses in the members cut, by external
forces. These forces are equal to the stresses in the members
cut, but dCt in an opposite direction. The section should be so
taken that the member whose stress is required is cut by it; and
if possible, so that the other members cut by the section pass
100.

through a common point, vhicli point le ti°,ken fa the conter of no-
mente. To determine tb'=i Rirn of tho niOT.onts end the roL'ultin^.
etresBee, aeaume the unknown external force, to act fro'r» the out-
elda toward the cut section, i.e., to cause co^preBslo?*; . ^'rit^^
the equation of T'.onients, considerlnr the external forces '^hich
replace the peirbere cut, and thcpe for one aide of the section
only; equate to zero (see 105, formula 3), and aolve for the un-
known etreee. The sign of the result will then indicate the kind
of BtreBS. If it is positive, the assumed direction of the un-
known foroe is correct, and the etress is compression. If the
result Ib pegp.tive, the p^sumed direction is incorrect, end the
stress is tenetor., i.e., the equation of r.oirente is not equal to
zero unleoB the e.ss'onied direction of the exterrial foroe is re-
versed.
The appllce'tion of the nethod of nl^ehrc-ic a'oments to the de-
termination of the st'-es^^es ir e t"'r'UC3 xili no^^ he shovm.
109. Problem .- It ie required to find the atrecFes due to
the dead lo?*.d in the Ten-^h-jrB of the truss &ho'-m in Vif, '=.5.
To deternine the strena in the merher X-1, cut th<2 members X-1
and Y-1 by the section m-m (see Fig. 55, a), replace these menbers
by external forces, and assume that the unknown external force
replacing the required stress act toward the cut section (see Fig,.
55, b), atr.d take moments about the point L-^^ (Pig. 55, a). Then
-R^ X d > X-1 X a. =
'
R-i X d
nr X-1 = + ( cor^precsion) . (l)
a
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Pig. 55.
To find the stress in the mer.bsr Y-1, use the same section and
tak-^? moments about U-^ , asBuming that the external force replacing
the stress in Y-1 acts toward the cut section. Then
- X d - Y-1 X e =
Y^l = - -i-?-? (tension).
e
Since the result ie negative, the equation shorrs that the ex-
ternal force sets in an opposite direction to that assuTred, i.e.,
3 02.
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that it acta in the direction ehcTn in Fig, 5r , b.
To find the Btrese in the membor 1-?, cut the morberc X-:-', l-'?,
amd Y-1 by the section b-b (see Fig. 55,c), and take morientt; about
,
aBsuming; that the external force which replaces the stress
In 1-2 acts toward the cut section. Then
- P X d + 1-2 X d =
p X d
or 1-2 = + — -— = + p (compression). (3)d
To find the stress in X-8, cut the members X-2, 2-3, and Y-5
hy the section n-n (see Fig. f^', a and Fig. 55, d), and taire mo-
ments about , the intersection of 2-3 and Y-3. Then
- R, X d + X-2 X a =
R X d
or X-2 = 4- t- ( oompresaion) • (4)
Tq determine the stresp in 2-3, cut the members by the section
n-n, assume the external force replacing- the stress in 2-3 to act
toward the cut section, and take moment e about L^^, Then
- P X d - 2-3 X o =
or. 8-3 = - --5-- (tension). (5)
This equation shows that the assumed direction of the external
force replacing 2-3 was incorrect, i.e., that his force acts away
from the out section as shown in Fig. 55, d.
For the stress in Y-3, cut the members by the section n-n, and
take moments about U^, Then
- R^^ X 2d + P X d - Y-3 X f =
-R-i X 2d + P X d , , , .
cr Y-3 = — i (tension). (6)
For the stress in 3-4, take a section (not sho^vn in the figure)
cutting X-4, 3-4, end Y-3, 'and take moments about L^. Then

-Pxrl_px2d-f :^-4 X 2d =
or ?-4 = = I P (compression). (7>2d
For the stresB in X-4, take tho section p-p, and the center of
moments at . Than
- X pd + P X d + X"-4 X "b =
+ R-l X ed - P X d
or X-4 = (compression). (8)
b
For the stress in 4-5, take the section p-p, and the center of
moments at L . Then
o
-Pxd-Px2d- 4-fS X g =
- P X d - P X - -^Pd ,^ . . - .
or 4-5 = = (tension). (9)
g S
For the stress in Y-5, ts>e the section p-p, and take the cen-
ter of moments at U_. Then
- R^x 3d+Px2d+Pxd- 1-5 x h =
^ - H X 3d + P X 2d + p X d -3d(R', - p)
or y-5 = = (tension)
^ ^ (10)
The stress in the member 5-5' = (since there is no load at
L.,).
Since the truss end the loads eve symmetrical about the center
line, it is evider.t that it is necessary to finr? the stresses for
only ane half of the truss, as those in the other half ere equal
to the stresses in the corresponding members which have been de-
termined .
If the moment errrs for the forces are commuted algebraically,
considerable Tvorl' is reqiiire.i, and these arm.e may generally be
most easily fourd by drawing, the truss to a large scale end scal-
ing the momert arm.s from the diagram.

Ono <^f the most ir.portant advantages, ol' the mothod of momentc
If that the ptro^p in any particular m«m^pr may be found Indepbn-
dently of that in any oth^r rnombRr.
110. By noting, the r«^sultB obtal-ned for the stresses in the
preceding problem, several concluaions may be drawn ae to the na-
ture of the ptreeeee in th« different members of the truss. Re-
f earring to equations (l) and (4), #109, if^ is se^n that the stress
in X-1 is equal to that in X-2; and referring tr^ equation (3), it
1p seen that 1-2 is an auxiliary member whose function is to trans-
fer th« load P to the joint (by compression). Further, if
there is no load at U-j^, the stress in 1-2 is zero. Since the load
is transferroi to by thfi mem.ber 1-2, the stress in X-1 must be
equal to that in X-2; as the I'-^ad has no horizontal component and
all of its vortical component is tak^n up by the memb<^r 1-2, There
can b« no stress in the memb-^^r 5-5' unless there is a load at L^J
and if there is a load at that point, the stress in 5—5' Is ten-
sion, and is ^^qual to the load. It is se*n that this must be true
because if th^re was a stress in 5-5' and no load at L„, the for-
6
oes acting at Could not be in equilibrium. The member
usually put in, its function being merely tn support the lower
chord and keep it from deflecting.
105.

Art, 3. StroBBoa by Graphic Mc^ents.
The atroBBee In the members of a trues may be found by graphic
momentB, although this method ia not generally the pimplest that
©an be used.
111. Str^ngeB by Graph i c Moments This method is Bom^what
similar to that of algebraic moments, ap explained in Art. ox-
ospt that in thiB method th^ moment of the external forces is
found graphically instead of algebraically. Since the structure
Ib in equilibrium, the moment of the knov/n external forces must
be equal to the moment of the forces which r^plac° the stresses
In the members cut by the s^iction. If all the members cut, exoeD
.
one^ pass through the center of miorr.ents, tb-^n the moment of the
external force replacing the stress in this member must be equal
to the moment of the tno7?n external forces. To determine the
stress in any particular member, cut the member by a section, and
take moments about th** int'^r section of the other members cut. To
find the mom.ent of the knovTn external forces, construct the force
and the funicular polygons for these forces. Then the mom.ent is
equal to the pole distence mnltiplied by the intercept. This
intercept is measured on a lino dra^vn through the center of mo-
m.ents parallel to the resultant of the external forces on one
side of the section; and is the distencs on this line cut off by
the strings which are dravm parallel to the rays meeting on the
Axtremities of the line representing the magnitude of the result-
anC- in the force polygon. If all the members out by the section,
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except thA onn whofl« Btref5fl \b r^^^quir'^J, pasB through the contei'
rf moment p, the algftbreic !?um of the TDoment of the unknov/n forco
replacing thn Gtrese in thiP irember, and the moment of the knovn^.
external forcoB nn one side of the pectlon must be eqvial to zero.
The eolution of the following problem shows the application of
the above rr.ethod to the dp-»- «rniinat ion of the atressesin the mera-
b«r8 of a truae.
the mem-
Fig. 56

To determine the Ptreea in th« n!«»mber X-1, cut th« member "by the
•eotlon m-m, and take th« center of momente at . ni«n the moment of
the l<^ft reaction it? »qual to -H x y^, and the equation of moraentp
(agpiur.ing the unknown external force to act toward the cut eection) id
- H X y^ + X-1 X a =
H X y.;^
or X-1 = + . (1)
a
A plus sign placed before the streee indicates compreseion, and n
minus eign indicates tension.
Tc find the stress in Y-1, out the member by the eection m-m, and
take the center of rotnents at U-j^. Then
- H X - Y-1 X e =
or Y-1 = - 2---^3 . (5?)
e
To find th® etreee in 1-2, take a sdctlon (not shown in the fi.gurt
cutting X-8, 1-2, and Y-1, and the c?)nter of momenta at L^. Ttif^n
- H X y^ + 1-2 X d =
H X y
cr 1-2 = + ---.il . (3)
d
To find the atrees in X-2, take the section n-n, and the center of
momenta at L^^ Then
- H X + X-2 X a =
or X-2 = + . (4)
a
To find the etrees In 2-3, take the section n-n, and the center of
moments at L . Then
o
- H X y^ - 2-3 X =
or 2-3 = - . (5)
c
loe , .

T*^ find the streps in Y-."^, tale the paction n-n, pnd the cen-
t'^r of mcF(P»nto at U . Th.en
p
- H X ^ Y-3 X f =
or Y-3 = - 5-^.^4 ,
^
(6)
To find the ptreae In 3-4, take a section (not shown in the
figure), and the center of moments at L . Then
o
- H X + 3-4 X gd =
H X y^
or 3-4 = -2
. (7)
2d
To find th« stress in X-4, take the section p-p, and the center
'^f moments at L . Then
- H X + X-4 X b =
H X V
or X-4 = + —'--4
. (8)
To find the etresB in 4-5, take the section p-p, and the cente-'-
of moments at L . Then
- H X yg - 4-5 X g =
or 4-5 = - S-^-Is . . (9)
g
To find the Btrboe in Y-5, take the section p-p, and the center
of moments at 11 . Then
- H X y - Y-5 X h =
5
or Y-5 = - ^---^^ . (10)
113. Referring to the equation of moments given in #112, it
Ip seen that the sign of the moment of the external forces to the
left of any section is always negative. Keeping thie in mind, it
is possible to write the value for the stress in any member,
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tog«thar with Its pr'^p^r^Blgn, without first writing thn oquation
of mom«ntB. The Btrsea in any particular meober - IrreBpactive
of whether it le tension nr compreeBlon - 1^ equal to the moment
of the external forces to the left of the aection cutting the
member, divided by the arp. of the force which replacep the unknown
etrees In the mor.ber. The sign of this stre^e is the aare as the
Blgn of the moment of tha unkno^rr external force replacing the
Btreas in the member, aseumlng this Btreaa to act toward the cut
section, if the sign of the cnoir.ent of this external force
le negative, the stress is tension^ and if the sign le poeitive,
th« stress is coirpreseion . It is seen that !bhie follows dlrectlv
from the eq.uations of moments (see # 112).
110.

Art. StresBos by Algebraic R^^^Bclution
,
114. Gtr^sae^i? by i^ltrabraic Resolutl on . - The HtreRPes in the
raemberB of e tn.iss niey b« found by tho applicrtion of equations
(1) and -^^ inn, wbioh are
E horizontal corponents of forces =0 (1)
E vertical components of forces -'0. (?)
The above equations ^r^ay be applied either to the forcee at a
joint, or to the force? on ono side of a section Including thoso
replacinr the stre?5seB in the meinberB cut Ip^ tho eection. The
.,
method of algebraic resolution ip not applicable If more than two
(f the forces at a joint or at a section are unknown; since there
are hut two fundamental equations of rosnlutinn. As it is nac®8-
eary to find the stresBet: in Bor.e of the members before those in
other m^r'^er? 3R,r Vo four.d, this nethod can be most easily ex-
plained by solving: a particular problem rather than a general one.
Forces at Joint . - To find th-i stresses in the members
meeting at a ;5oint, apply equations (1) and (2), ^^114, asBuminf
that the unJcnown force? r m lacing the stresses act toward the
joint, i.e., that tr ev CBurs compression. If all the forces are
• kno^m except two, the^-e may be found by eolving the above equa-
tions. The sign of the r-^isults will determine the kind of stress;
a plus sign indicates that the assiomed direction is correct and
that the stress is compression, while a m.inus sign indicates that
the assumed direction is incorrect and that the stress is tension
Frohler.- It is required to find the stresses in the m.emberB
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rf thffl truss loj'-l'^l st^ f^^-iv.t' in Fir. ^''^ , el.1 loads "bein^: f\r-r< In
pound B
.
Sin ("0 - 0.^^-=^-, Cos ^0 =
To find th'=^ ptreaBen in
X-1 and Y-1, apply equetionpi
(1) and {'?) to the forces at
the joint L^, assuming that
these forces aot towards the
joint. Then
+ X-1 sin + Y-1 =
and
+ X-1 cos ^0 - 5000 = 0.
Suhsti tut ing the ve.luea
of sin 60 {O.B<^--) and oos^O
(0.500), and solving the equations for X-1 and Y-1, we have
X-1 = + COOO ( compreoGion) , and Y-1 = - 5196 (t'^^nsion).
Tc find the stresse in and 1-2, apply equations (1) and (2)
to the fcrces at the joint U. , Then
1
- X-1 sin 60 + X-? sin 60 + 1-S cos 60 =
and - X-1 C08 60 + X-? cos 60 - 1-R sin -0 + 8000 = 0.
Subs ti tut inr the valus-e of sin 60 end cos 60, also the value
a.lready found for X-1, and solvinc- thev^^o equations for 1-? and
X-?, we have
1-2 = + 17:52 j and X-? = 5000.
T® find the stresses in '^-T- sncl Y-", er.Dly equations (l) 8nd
(2) to the forces at th-^ jcint . Then
+ Y-1 - 1-2 cos -0 + ••^'-'3 cos ^0 + Y-3 =
and + 1-2 sin 60 + 2-3 sin ^0 = 0.
Sutstituting the values of sin 60 and Cos 60, also the values
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cf Y-1 ar.i l-^"^, ani polvi^ g- th».-^fl «quaticnF I'or P-^? and Y-.'', we
hav?
-
_ 17:52, and Y-:'. = - 7^4(<4.
If the kini of etrea? in the T'errbor can be deternineci by in-
ppection, the rorc^!-' n^'?d not l-^^ ^HH^oined +o act toward the joint
but mav be tal-'en to act in thtiir true dir-)ctions, and the equa-
tions may t'ren be writt^jr and Bolved for the magnitudes of the
s tress.?f.
.
Bin 60 - 0.B66 cot? 60 = 0.500
Fig. 58.
Fir,. 58 shove thf- truBs just solved to£;-,ether with it? lor-is
and stresses.. Tr.ia figure sho\'''c? the method of v.^ritih^ the stres-
ses on the m:irrbers of the truss.
116. Fcrc^g on One Pide of a Section . - The method ,^of alf-ebraic
res'^lutinn Key also be applied to the forces on one side of e. t='=^c-
tion includinr f^iose "^er-lPcinf. th*^^ strosses in the me'"'''"'ers cut by
the section. ^lino:- the forces r-'-^T" 1^ -iv.,- fv,.-' stresses in the 'r.em-
bers cut, ani the external forces on or:e siie of y section r.ust "^^
in equilibrium, ?;e may apply the two fundamental equations (l)
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ari'i {?) f # lOr, and flnJ the unkiiOT^^n ytrf^st^ep, provi linr not nio--
than two of th^ atr'=>f!ae:^ ar-t unknov.Ti. Th« kind of Mt^'^PB ?jB.y
d^terrrlned by e.ssurr'inr the external forcef replficinf th^ ptre3f?oB
in th-^ neTn'b'='rR cut to >='.ct toward th«^ pection. A plur. ?i^r. for
th« r^Bul"^ indicat'-.^s corpr'^?^ ^'i on, and a minus 6i,^n tension,
ProM'^^ir. . -• It ip r-^quirod to find the Btr'=^p(Ap,p in the roemhers
of the truBP loaied ap ahovm in Fig. 59, all loadfs bein^; given in
pounds. T® find the stresse?* in
the memberp X-1 and Y-l,
take the eection in-m (Fig.
59), and apsur^e that the
unknown forces replecin?:
the ptreppep in X-1 and
Y-l act tovard the cut
section. Then
+ X-1 Pin ?0 + Y-l =
+ X-1 COP oO - 6000 = 0.
(0.R6',-) and coe P0(C.500) in
these equation? and polving for X-1 s.nd Y-l, wo have
X-1 = + 12000, and Y-l = - 10392.
To find the strepreB in X--^ and 1-2, take the section n-n, and
assume that th-^ unkno'^ni external forcep replacing the strepses in
X-2 and 1-2 act toward the section (the direction of the force re-
placing, the str(=pp in i^'-l has been a.lready found to act away fror.
the section) . Then
+ X-2 sin 60 + 1-2 cop 60 - Y-l =
and + X-1? c^p ^0 - 1-2 sin 60 - 6000 + 4000 = 0.
Bin 60 = O.-^ - cos •~'.)0
Sutstitutinr the valuer- of ein
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SuhRtl tutin?- th- vaiuf^p 'vf Bin (^0 and aod 60, also th« valu ;-
fl.lr'^a'iv foiiril I'or "^'-1, ^rA ;"-^lv1r;r t}' -*B'^ '^.mui t i on?-' fni* 1-2 anl
1-;:" = + :^464, ;^nd X-'- = + lO^^n
To fini --^t r'-^BPe?< In ?-7^ and Y-3, tak^ th-- ««ctior p-p, and
assurcp that tho unknown external forces rpplaciiiF; tue Ptr^cet-iP, in
l?-3 and a'^t toward thp cut section (th» fcrc^* replacing the
tA|.r'=».^B in X-2 has already "bHen fcund to act toward the section)
.
T>T=>n
+ X-'^ Pin 60 + COP 60 + Y-S =
and + X-^. CO? 60 + pin 60 - 600C + 400^' = 0.
Subir'ti tutin/T th^ valu*-? fnr Bin 60 and cqp 60, also the value
already found for X-P, and solving for S-3 and Y-3, we have
2._:^, = _ 3464, and Y-5 = - 6928.

Art, 4. Str=^pnep by Grfifhic Rosoluti )n.
117, Th<5 TT-^thol of graphic resolution ip usually th--^* .-ncpt
oonvp-nl -^rit for finlinp th;^ Btresi^ff in rcof trupppiB, since it ia
re.ri:! a.n:l he? t^', n-ivantaj;? of turniohing a obeck on the work.
It oonsi?tB of the aT^piics tl on of thf* principle of th=* force poly-
gon to tho extf^rnal forces ?.nd HtreBses acting at esch joint of
the truGP. Sincn th^ t^xt-^rnal fcrcaB and. ptrer>8eB at each joint
ar^:* in equili'briurri, th? force polygon rruFt clos*^, s.nA the forces
rr.ur^t act ir. the s-.tp direction around the polygon (ses Art.
Chap. II ). Ap th-^ lin'.-;9 of ecticn of all the force? e.re knc^n,
it fcllcv's that if s puf T 1 (:ier: t number of th^ forces at a joint
arc complet '-jly Irnov.Ti t^ p-rr,it of the drawing, of a closed polygon,
th'=) ragnitudeB and direotiont cf the unl^nown stresses iray be de-
t-^rmined.
The reaotionp may be found by means of the force and funicular
polygons as explained in Chap* II. As poon as theae resctiona
aT'=^ det«^rraixied, all th^ ext enhal''-forces acting on the truss are
knovm, and th'^ ptresses may then b^ found.
118, Stresses by Qraphi c R'=>soluti on . - Problem . - It is re-
quiri^^d to find th'^ stressr-^ri in tho truss loaded as shown in Fiff.
The reactions and are first found by constructing the
force polygon (Fig. PO, b; for th- givHn loads (see ^ 9?, b). The
stresses may then be determined by applying the principle of tho
force polygon to pach joint of the truss. Beginning at the joint
116,



L^(Fjp. f^O, a), '^f th« thr'^.T forc'=ir? acting at this ,1oint, it ip
sep^n tliat the reaction R-^ Ir c.oraplet«ly known wh:. J.p tbo IntArnal
for»'^5? or Ptr>=<sses X-1 and Y-1 are unkriovir: in magnitude anl direc-
tion. Th'^p'^ forceB are shovm in Kig» 60, r.. The fcrcn poly>^-on
for ^.h'^p--' forces' 1 constructed by drawing R- (Fig. 60, o), acting
up-ward, equal and par??llftl to the known left reaction; anl from
the -^xtremiticr X and Y of thic- line drawing the line^ X-1 and Y-1
parallel r pp^r' tively to tli'^ pen-berp of th.o trut?B X-1 and Y-1,
me^tln.F at the point 1. Th-rjn X-l and Y-1 represent to ccale the
icagnitudes of th--^ f^tres^^rt:- in the -".errber^^ X-1 and Y-1. Theae
forces are in -->qui libriu-^ r-o *h--y ?^upt act around the pclvgon in
the F,8r.e direction, and prplyine: the forcer- t(; the joint L
,
it is
o
eeen that the ptr'^^si? X-1 acts tcwari th'=» joint and is cor.preBsion,
whil- the i^t^--B£^ Y-1 ac+e a^?«-ay fr'jir. the joint and is t-ns^i jii.
The fcreep at the jcint U-j^ are tak^r next instead of those at
L]_, iriiroB at the fornier thor« are but two unkno^.'m forces, while
at the lattyr ther^ ar^ three. Th<=-- fcrcef at U-i are phov.ri in Fig.
60, d. rdnce the strec-'B X-1 has been found to be oompreF sion, it
must act toward the joint U^^.. The ferc" P ia al?o kno-prn, while
the internal forces X-P and 1-;? are kno'ni in lineB of action only.
The fcroe polygon for thes'- forcer^ (Fig. ?C, d) is conBtructed by
drawing X-1, actirig up^/ard 8nd to th^ right, equal and parallel to
th^ known force X-1; and the force l\ acting downward, equal a.nvd
parall'=^l to the kno^n load P, The force polygon is then closed
by drawing fron th^ point X the line X-2 parallel to the member
X-S, and frcrr the point 1 by drawing 1-2 parallel to the rrember
1-g. Then X-2 and 1-2 repreBent the magnitudes uf the urJs;nown
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forcop, X-r? actiiiip; drwnwari airi to the i'^ft, ani ftctltip- upwai .(
.
Both X-i3 and 1-2 ar« cocipr<^pRi on aw can be t^-^'on hy applying the.-^fs
fcreep to the joint U-j^ (Fig. 60, d).
The forces acting at the Joint are riext ooneidered. Tlieae
forces are shovTri In Fip. *^0, e, the forc^P P-S and Y-3 hein^^ un-
kncvm. The unknowii foroet^ e'^e found by conetructin^ the force
polygon ae shoviii In Fie. 60, e. Applying the forces in this poly-
gon tc the jcii:* I.^, it i? seen that both i?-'? end Y-3 act away
from the Joint, and th^ref cr-^* the Ptresaes are t«^nFion.
The forces acting at th'--' Joint are shown in Fig. 60, f. Of
theae, the forcee P, X-? and are knovm, while end X-4 arn
unkno^vn. The lonVnown forces ar'=» found by cona true ting the force
polygon BhovT! in Fig. 60, f. Applying th-^ unknown force 8 to the
Joint Uv-,, it it3 seen that both 3-4 and X-4 ar*^ compresBlon
.
The fcrcep acting at Lg are »hoA^Tl in Fig* 6^, g. The unknown
fcrces 4-5 and Y-5 are found by conetructing the force polygon
Bhown In Fig* 60, g. Foth forces act away from the Joint and the
fltreeseB ar'=' therefore tension.
The forces actinr. at U3 together with their force polyeon ar*?
shown in Fig* 60, h. The £?tress in X'-4' is ccrapreesion ^Thile that
in 4 '-5' is tension.
Since the truBs and loads are Bymir.ot rical about the center line,
the force polygons for the Joints to the rirht of the center need
not be drawn, as thev are the "sar.e as those for the left.
i^eferring to the separate force polygons shown in Fig- 60, it
Is seen that some of the forces in one polvgon are repeat^^d In
another polygon, i.e., it is necessary to find some of the stresir-
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in on^ polygon and use thetrH strePP^B in drawing th^^ next poly/;j;ori.
It i IT thup P^fln tbRt th'^Ro 8<^parate force pclygon?^ may b« group ^d.
together ill such a manner t^at non»^ of the lineB &.ro drawn twice.
Again, rnferrinr. to the separate polygons, it is peen that the
t^trPBff in an^' ireirber ^ctj--; in one direction in a particular polygon,
and in an oppos-ite dirGotion
-i^h^ii repeat'-^d in another polyt-^^ori . If
thef?'^ force polygons ar^ combined, the lino representing the BtresR
will therefore have tv/o arro'^'^s Dointing in onpoBita directions.
The fcrc" poly^one fop all tb'^ Joints of the truae are grouped to-
gether into th3 gtrese dis^rp?:
. ahcsm in Fig. 60, i. If the di-
agram is drpwn for the forcee at all the joint? ap in this figure,
the last polygon in th--^ ^^tret^c diagram mu?t check with one Bide
on. the line repreBenting th=< known right reaction.
Af the Btres? diagram ia being drawn, it is usually moat con-
venient to put th" grro^'^s r'^^rnpenting th-^ dir'^'Ction of the stres-
ses at any joint dir.^ctly upon the diagram of the trups, a? shown
in Fig. 60, a. If thit: dobe, they may be omitted in the streBs
diagram
.
The student should follow; through the separate forc«^ polygons
in the stress diagram. shc\"m in Fig. 60, i, paying particular at-
tention t*^ the fact thr,t the forcer- at a joint whose T.agnitudes
are represented by a closed polygon in the stress diagram, m.ust
act in thf^ s?.me direction around the polygon. Great care should
be used in drawing, th^ truss, and in transferring the lines fromi
the truss to the corresponding lines in the stress diagrami to
secure accuracy.
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CHAPTra XI . flllD LOAD STRSS3ES.
This chapter will treat of the streppes in roof trueseB du-? to
wind loads for different conditions of the ends of the trusses.
The method for finding the v^ind locd ptrenses in roof trusces by
graphic reeolution will t.'e shovm for the four follo'Ting ccsos:
(a) Both Ends of Truss Fixed - Reactions Parallel; (b) Both rinds
of Trues Fixed - Horizontpl Component e of Reectione Equal; (o) Lee-
ward End of TrusG on Rollers; (d) Windward End of Truss on Rollere.
Art. 1. Both Ends of Truse Fixed - Reactions Pp.rallel.
Wti^Ti the roof truss ia comparatively flat, it 1b usually cust-
omary to asBume that "both reactions are parallel to the resultant
of the wind loads. The wind load stresses in the members of a
roof truss will be found by the method of graphic resolution, ae-
Buming that the reactions are parallel.
119. Problem . > It is required to find the wind load stresses
in all the members of the trusc Gho'-^x in P'ig. 61. The truss has
a span of 60 feet, a ris-^ of 15 feet, and the trusses are spaced
15 feet apart, center to center. The lower chord has a camber of
2 feet, and the normal component of the wind is taken at 27j lbs.
per sq. ft. {if-91 )
.
The reactions are first found by means of the force and the
funicular polygons (see ••97, a). The left reaction is represented
by R^ and the right reaction by Rg (Fig. 61).
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The btrens ciiepmri i« atE.rted drav/ing the force polyg-on for
the forcoi^ at ttJ Joint L^, (Fip. 61). Tho rtreasee in the memy.avB
X-1 and Y-1 are unknowri, while the wind load at and the loft
reaction are known. The unknown stressea are determined by drawing
the forco poly^.on X,X,1^Y,X, noting particularly that tho polygon
olor.e3, and that th'^ forces act in the Barr.o direction around the
polygon. The lines X-1 and Y-1 in the force polygon represent the
Btrecses in the members X-1 and Y-1. By placing the arrov/a on the
aienbers at the joint L^, corresponding to the direction of the
forces in the force polygon, it is seen that X-1 is corrpreasion
and that Y-1 is tension. p
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The force Doiy.eon or :?trop8 di prrcr, for th« forcer pt *ho ,ioint
U'j_ l9 X,X,2,1,X, ty e cequanca of the letterB pnd figures d'.^notinp
the directions of the forces. The kind of Btr©i?s in tha unknown
inerpberp X-2 and 1-P Ib determined by placing arrows on tho meirbera
meeting at tbe Joint U^. Th*^ etresaee in both these raembere are
oompreseion.
The strnso diagram for the forces at the joint is Y>1,2,3,Y,
the sequence of the letters and figures denoting the direction of
the forces, which directions are shovm by arrows placed on the
members at the joint L;j^. The stresses in both P-^ abd Y-.3 are
thus found to be tension.
The unknoTO stresses at the joint are X-4 and 3-4, and the
stress diagram for the force;: et IJo is X,>'",4,5,P,X.
Tho unlrpown '^trec-^ee et the joint Lp are ^--f and Y-'=, and the
stress diagram for the forces at Lp is Y,3,4,5,Y.
The unloio^m forces at U„ are X-", and f"— 6, and the stress dia-
gram for tXie. forces at this Joint is X,X,6,5|4,X.
At the joint L^, the unknown stresses are ^^-7 and Y«-7, and the
stress diagram for the forces at this joint Is Y,5,6,7,Y.
At the joint U^^, the unkno^^ stresses ere and f^'-7, and
^ <s'-/'
the stress diagram for the forces et this joint is X,X, . ,7,6,X.
The unknovTn r-tress at the joint L^^ is "-(^'-l'), and the stress
diagram for th.e forces at this joint is Y, 7
,
( '-1
' ;
, Y.
The stress diagram for the forces at the joint is
Y,(6'-1'),X,Y.
The numerical values for the stresses in the meTabers of the
truss may be found bv scr.lirf the corresDondine lines in the stress
,1^3.

rliftgram to the giv«)n Boal«, 1" = 4000#.
It is B^en fron the atresr. diafrB.n thct thore am no etreseoB
In the membara 6'-5', 5'-4', 4'-3', 3'-2', and a'-l'. Thia fol-
lows sine© there are no Intenredlate loads between the Jolnta
and L^, and the membere X-(6'-l'), 7'-6', and y-(5'-l') form a
trlajQgle. It is further seen that It la naceeeary to draw the
stress diagreiiD for the complete trues, and that the members
X-(6*-l*) and Y-(5'-l') must farm a triangle, one side of which
Is the known reaction R^, which furnishes a check ©n the werk.
Art. 2. Eoth Ends sjf Truss Fixed - Horicontal
Components of Reactions Equal.
When the horizontal component of the wind loedg is large and
the supports are equally elastic, actual conditions are most near-
ly approximated by taking the horizontal compononts of the reac-
tions equal. The horizontal components of the winfl loadB may be
large if the roof is steep, or if a ventilator such as sho'wii in
Fig* ^2 is us.ed, The wind load Rtreeses in a roof truss having a
"monitor" ventilator will now bo found, aasuming that the reac-
ticne have equal horizontal components.
120. Problem . - It is required to find the wind load stresses
in all the members of the truss ehcTO in Fig. 62. The truss has
a span of 50 foet, a pitch of one-fourth, and has a monitor ven-
tilator as shown in Fig. 62. The trusses are spaced 16 feet apart,
oa^ber to center. The vrjni loed on the vertical surface of the
ventilator is takan at :5G lbs. per sq. ft., and the component of
the wind normal to the roof surface is taken at 23 lbs. per sq.ft.
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Fig. (^9., Snd«? Fixed- Her. Comp. of Reactions 'Iqual.
The wind loads at the joints and are found "by taking the
resultants n>f the horizontal and inclined loads acting et these
Joints (flee Fig. 62). Thd reactions and Rp are determined by
the method explained in 98, h, assuming first that th'^ reactions
are parallel and finding these reactions "by means of the force and
the funicular polygons; and then iral^ing their horizontal compo-
nents equal.
The stresses in the raembers of the tr^ass are found by drawing
125,
^4
the force polygon? for the forcoo et eoc]i joint and coDbinln.'";
these polygons, taking the Jointe in the I'ollov/inr order: L^^, !J
,
Ll, Ug, h2» ^3' ^3' "4'
"f?' ^4' "m' "v ^» ^^'''^ '
pleted stress diagren ie showr In Fig. 6?. Tihen tho streaa din-
gram hsB "been dre^m for the forces up to those pcting et n_, i^, ip
Been that there are apparent Iv throe unknown Btret:seG p.t thif
Joint, viz.: 5-6, 6-7, and X-7. The etreoe in X-7 ho^vever is zoro,
as the lofid acting at la held in equilibrium by the k^treBB in
the two members X-8 and 7-8. There are no etresBea in the members
5'-4.«, 3'-P', and 2'-l*. The numerical vaXuH of the strep-
ses in the members may b*^ found by scaling the corresponding
lines in the stress diagram to the known scale, 1" = '50C'0#. The
kind of stress, v^hether tension or compre3t?ion, ie £iv'=^n by the
arrows pieced on the member p of the trui^o ae shown in Fig.
If the arrows act away from the center of t'r.r. per-'her, i.e., tov/ard
the Joints, the etrepo If- compression; and if they act toward the
center of the m.ember, i.e.<a'-ay fror:^. the ioints, the stress is
tension,
Tho student chould cprefullv follow through the conptruction
of the etresB diagram, placing the arrows, which show the diroc*.^.
tions of the forces at a joint, on the members ; ae the force
polyg n for that Joint is drawn.
Art. !5. Leewe^rd End of Truss on Roll«rfi.
If the ^jpan of the truss ie large, the change in its lenr.t};
due to th-^* loadiv and to the temperature varis tior: s is UBuelly ts-
ken up by placing one end of th'^.' tnise on rollers. The stressey
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In a roof trupa with its leoward end supported on rollora will
now b© detormined.
Probl_2rri.- It required to find tl^e wind load streBOOs
in all the merbere of tbe "Fink" trufB shown in Fig. the lee-
vard end of the truss being supported on rollers.
Fig. 63. Leoward End of Truss on Rollers.

The span of the truss is f^O I'oet, the rise ?0 fe«t, end tho ] ovv-
9>r chord is cambered "5 feet. The trusoes are spaced 1'^ feet apart,
and the normal coraponent rf the vrind is takhin at P6 lbs. per sq.
ft.
Th^ reactions and Rg (Fig, 63) are first found by meana of
the force and funicular polygons, the funicular polygon being
started at the left hand point of support of the truss (see 4l00,
a). The stresses in the members intersecting at the joints L^,
U^, and are found by drawing the stret-.s diagram for these for-
ces as in th3 preceding articles. Referring to tha forces at the
Joint Ug, it ie seen that there are three unknot stresses at this
Joint, viz.: X-5, 4-5, end 3-4."; and therefore the stress diagram
cannot be drawn for the forces at this joint. There are also
three unknown stresses Pt Lg* The unknovm stresses at may be
found a a follows: Repl^'ce th^- nienbers 4-5 and 5-<^ by the auxili-
ary dotted member connecting tbe joints Lg and Ur^ (Fig. 63). Dra^;
the stress diagrsrr. for tb? forces at the jnint U^, this diagram
being XjX,4%3,2,X. Next draw the stress diagram for the forces
at Uj, which Is X,X,^^,4',X. New the line X-6 in the i^tresc dia-
gram represents the true stress in the member X-6, After this
stress is determined, remove the dotted auxiliary member, end re-
placo it by the original members 4-5 and 5-6. Two of the forces
(P, and X-6) at are now kno?/n and thfr stress diagram may be
drawn for this ,^oint, thiB diagram being X,X,6,5,X, Four of the
forces at Ug are now kno^^, the unknown forces boing 3-4 and 4-5.
The stress diagram, for the forces at thie joint is X,X, 5 ,4, 3, ?;,7.
The stress diagrams for the forcec^ at the remaining joints may be
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drawn in tho fGllowinp. order: Lr,, V, U4, LX, on.i L^I,. There are
nc Btr«8B96 in the menihere 5'_4', a»«'»'^ and {?•-!'.
The completed strwtse diagram for all th? members of the truBe ia
flh'^wn in Pig.. 63. The kind of atresB, whether teneion or corpres
aion, iB denoted "by the arrows placed on th^ membere of the truss
and the numerioal values ft the ntressea may be found by soeling
the lines in the stres* diagram to the given scale, 1" = 5000#.
Art. 4. Windward End of Trups on Rollers.
Since the wind may act from either of tvro opposite directions,
it is necessary to find the streesAs in the iremborp. of the truss
when the rollers are under the leeward end of the truee, and also
when the rollers are under the windvard end. The streesea in a
roof trues with its 'vind^^ard end on rollers will now be found.
12?,, Problem . - It ie required to find the wind load streebes
in all the members of the" Camels E8ck" trues sho^ in Fig. ^4,
the windward end of the truss being supported on rollers. The
span cf the truss is 60 feet, the rise 14 feet, and the trusses
are spaced 16 feet apart. The othdr dimensions are shown on the
truss (Fig. 64).
Th^ normal components of the wind load are found from the 4ia-
gram based on Deuchemin's formiula (see Fi?;. 48), assuming that P
equals 30 lbs. per sq. ft. The reections and R^^ (Fig. 64) are
found by remans of the force and funicul?5.r polygons (see #101, b).
The completed stress diagram for all the mem.bors of the truss
is shown in Fig. '^4. The numerical values of the stresses may be
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V/ird Load Streps Diagram.
Fig. 64. V.'indv/ard End of Trues on Rollers,
found by scaling the lines in the etresB diapran, to the given scale
1"=?00CV'-''
. The kind of stresc in er-ch meircber, whether tension or
corpression, is c^^owi by t}:e arrov/s placed on the mo^r'h'^r3 of the
truBB. Referrirg to the arrovjg on the trups, it is seen that the
left half of the lower chord is in tension, while the right half is
in compression'. It is al.-n j;^en that the membere 1-2,3-4, and 5-5'
are in tension, ^7hile the corresponding members 1*~?. 'and 5 '-4' are
in compression; and further that the members 2-3 and 4-5 are in com-
pression, while 2 '-5' and 4'-5* are In tension. Since the wind m.ay
act from either direction, it iB seen tlnat these members will be
subjected to a reversal of stress.
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OEAPTER XII.
STRESSES IF CA!TTILEVER AND UNSYliilETRICAL TRUSSES - MAXILIUM SREGSr:S.
This chapter will be divided into two artlclee. The first
article will treat of the application of the method of graphic
resolution to the eolutlon of BtressoB in cantilever and unsymmet-
rioal truBBes, and the second will treat of the determination of
the mpxinun stresses in trusses.
Art, 1. Stresses in Cantilever and UnsyroTnetrical Trusses.
A cantilever truss is one Thich is supported at one end only,
the other end "being entirely free. Such a truss is often used to
project over plrtforns and entrances to buildings. The cantilever
trusses may be fastened to the ^rells of the building, or to the
colunns supporting the ^^ain trusses.
1^3. itropgos in ei Cantilever Truss - Problem .- It is re-
quired to find the dead load stresses in the cantilever truss
shown in Fig. fi*^. The span of the truss is 24 feet. The trusses
are spaced Id feet apart, center to center, and support a dead
load of 12 lbs. per sq. ft. of horizontal projection of the roof.
The point of application A (Fig. 65), and the line of action of
the reaction, Rg* are known, ^^^hile the point of application only
of the reaction, R^, is kno'pm. The line of action of Rj may be
found by applying the principle that, if a body is in equilibrium
under the action of three external forces, these forces must all
intersect at a conmon point., One of these three forces is the
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resultant of the loada f.otinj on the truso, t^e other t:7o being h
the two rAactionf*.
Fig, 65. Stresses in a Cantilever Trues.
The resultant, R, of the loads acting, on the truss is found by
drawing the force and funicular polygons for these locds, as
shown in Fig. 6f . Now produce the lines of action of R and Rp
until they intersect at the point C. Then the line of action of
1?2.

muBt trirouj^j-n o»-.c points B and C. Hie magnitudes of theeo
reaotioriB are found by drawing: tho force triangle for the Icpda
and the two reactions (see Fi^s;. 6Iv ) . Then Y-7 represents the mag-
nitude of the reectlon Rg, and X-7 that of R]_.
The stresses in the members of the trues are found by drawing
the stress dla£.:ra!a, starting the diagram with the forces aotine at
the point P. The forces acting at D are taken next, noting that
the stress in the merber Y-7 is equal to the Imovm reaction R .
The complete stress diagram is shomi in Fig. 65. The numerical
values of the stresses nay be found by scaling the lines in the
stress diagram to the given scale, 1" = 1500 #.
The stress diagram might also have been drawn without first
finding the reactions "by starting the diagram with the forces act-
ing at S, the left end of the truss
.
Referring to thf^ tr^j.ss and to the stress diagram (Fip;. 65), it
is seen that the stress in the member 6-7 would be zero if the in-
clination of the member Y-7 was changed so that the lines of action
of R and Rg would intersect on the member X-2; and further that
the stress in 6-7 would be compression if the lines of action of
R and Rg intersected ?bove X-2.
124, Uns^mr.etrical Truss - Combined Stress Diagram . - In the
problems that have been given, the loads have all been applied at
the panel points of the upper chord of the truss, and separate
stress diagrar.s have been drawn for the dead and for the wind
loads. This sebtion t^'IH treat of the loads on both the upper
and the lower chords; and the stresses due to the deed loads and
to the wind loads v/ill be found by drawing a single diagram. Ttie
X 1.1 •

method for arawln, tha combine,
.trees diagram, will now be «ho™
by the following problec.
125. Eroblaa- It i= requlrod to
find tbe streeseB In the me™-
aa -tvio iF-eward end of the trusa
hers of the tniRS shown In Fig-
*-he l^ewa a o
being Bupported upon rollers. The
span of the truss is 50 feet,
the rise leS feet, and the
edj.oent truesos are spaoed 14 feet a-
part, center to canter. The
deed load is ta.en at 12 lbs. per s^.
ft. of horizontal projection, the ceiling,
load at 10 lbs. per sq.
foot of horizontal projection, and the
wind load at 2e lbs. per B
eq* ft. of roof surface.
Trues: 1"=10'
Stre88eBJl"=6000#
Fig. 66. Uns^netrioa!
Truss-oombined Streos DiaeraT.

The resultants of the dead and th© wind loade at oach panel
point of the upper chord are first found. Theee re^ultantH are
shown on the tn.ips diagram (Fig. 66). The reactlonfl R^^ and Rg,
considering the right end of the truss on rollers, are found for
these loads by means of the force and funicular polygons. These
reactions are shown in the force polygon, "but are not shown on
the diagram of the truss. The reactions due to the loads on the
lower chord are then found. These reactions are each numerically
equal to two lo-^er chord panel loads.
The left reaction due to all th<5 loads is then determined ty
finding the resultant of the reactions due to the dead and wind
loads on the upper chord, and to the ceiling loads on the lower
chord. This reaction is represented by (Fig. 66). The right
reaction is determined in the same manner and is represented by R
The stresses in the members of the truss are now found by
drawing the stress diagram, as shown in Fig. 66. The numerical
values of the stresses may be found by scaling the lines in the
stress diagram to the given scale 1" = 6000#.
To determine whioh condition gives the largest stresses, it
is necessary to take the ?rind as acting both from the right and
from the left; and further, to a'^'sume that the rollers may be
under either end of the truss.
Art. 2. Maximum Stresses.
«^86. Maximum Stresses In the preceding articles, there has
been given methods for finding the stresses in various types of
trusses due separately to the dead load, to the snow load, and
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t-* the winci loaa. in this articlo, the maxlnum stroeeos that mav
occur in the membera of a trues duo to the combined effect of the
different loadings will be found. The strestjeB will first found
separately for the different loadings, and then conbined to deter-
mine the maximum stresses.
If the truss and also the loads are Bymmetrical about the cen-
ter line, each reaction is equal to one-half of the total load on •
the truss (neglecting the half loads at the ends). In this case it
Is unnecessary to draw the funicular polygon to determine the re-
actions. The dead load stresses may then be found by drawing the
stress diagram for the dead loads.
Since thiB snow load is always taken at bo much per square foot
of horizontal prelection of the roof, it is seen that it is urine-
oessary to draw a stress diagram for the snow loads j but that the
snow load stresses may be determined directly by proportion from
the known dead load stresses. The miniTiiUm snow load in this work
will be taken at 10 pounds, and the maximum snow load at 20 pounds
per square foot of horizontal projection of the roof.
If the truss is symr^etrical and is fixed at both ends, the wind
need only be taken as acting from one side; since the stresses in
the corresponding members would be the same as if the wind was
taken from the other side. If the truss has rollers under one end,
the wind must be taken as acting both from the roller side, and
from, the fixed side of the truss. The case which gives the larger
stresses is then used in raaVing the combination for m.aximum stres-
ses.
The dead load is always acting upon the truss, and therefore it
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must bf^ ueed in all tho corblnationi.^ for n-^xlmun Btrooir.ea. If the
maximum enov; lof-d is tak.^n, then the vind load 'vill bo h- lected;
ae it is improbPble that the mnximun wind and tha maxlmuin enow vrill
ever occur at the same tiir.e. If tho Traxin^uin wind is conpidered,
then ths minimuir snow loF.d -"ill be u^er:
.
From the above dlFcussion, it is seen that the following- corrbi-
natione muat be made to obt8.in the maxiGium etretises in the merabere
of a truss:
(a) Dead load" atress, plus maximum snow load stress,
(b) Dead load stress, plus minimum snow load stress, plus wind
load stress (rollers under leeward end nf trusi).
(c) Dead load stress, plus minimum snow load stress, plus wind
load stress (rollers under windward end of truss).
The method for finding; the mpxirum stresses in the members of a
truss will now be ehoT^Ti by the '^olutiorx of problem.
127. Problem .- It ie required to find the maximum stresses in
the members of the Fink trues ehoi'T! in Fig. '^'7. The dimensions of
the truss, together ^ith the loadinfrs taken pre sho^Ti ir. th;? fol-
lowing tab;j.8:
Span of truGs = SO feet.
Rise of truss = 20 feet.
Distance between trusses = 16 feet*
Dead load taken at 18 lbs, per sq. ft. hor. pro J.
Minimum, snow load taken at 10 lbs. per sq. ft. hor. proj.
iiaxiniun snow load taken at 20 lbs. Der sq. ft. hor. proj.
VTind losd taken at 2'5 Ibe. per sq. ft. of roof surface.
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Since one-haiT of the upner chord 1b divided "b" the wob members
Into elfht equel parts, prolirin?>ry compiitr.ti or>5' f iv^ tbp follow-
ing panel loads:
Dead panel loed 9*^0 lbs.
^?lni''•um Bno"? panel load 800 lbs.
Maxlfnuin snov penel load I'^OO Ibp.
PJlnd panel load 20^>0 Ibe.
livind loads at end end apex 1030 lbs.
Since the de«d loadp pro oymr.etricp.l about the center line, the
effective dead ioad reactions are each equal to one-half of the
total dead load (neglecting the half loads at the ends of the
truoc). The dead load stresses are found by drawing the stress
diagran: as shovm in Fig:. 67, b. 'Phis diagrarri is drawn to a scale
of 4000 pounds to the inch.
The ninimuin and maxiir.ujTi snov-r.load streasos are obtained from
the dead load stresses vdthout drrv;inf; mother stress diagram. The
ratio of the ninimur. snov? load to the dead load is as is to 6,
and and that of the maxir-um sno'^ load to the deed load is as is
to 5. The minimum and maximum anov lor.d stresses are obtained by
multiplying the corresponding deed loc'd stresses by these ratios.
The wind load reBotior.s, considering the leeward end of the
truss on rollers, are found by meo.ns of the force and the funicu-
lar polygons. These reactions ere represented by and (Fig.
67, o). The wind load stress diagram is sho^Tv in Fig* ''•7, c. The
apparent ambiguity at some of the joints Is overcome by substitu-
ting the dotted rembers in the truss diagram and the correeponding
ones in the stress diagram, as is shorn in Fig. 67, a, and Fig.
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67, (see # l?l). The PtresB diagram is dravm to a scale of
4000 pounds to the inch.
The wind locd reactions, conBidorlng the windward end of the
truofci on rollers, aro ropresanted by and (Fig.. 67, c). The
wind load strero diafram for thir. cese is also shovm. in Fig. 67, c.
It is seen that the strer:'se3 in all the upper chord and wob mem-
bers for this cPF-e are the same, and that the stresses in tl:e low-
er chord members are smaller than tlr^ey were when the rollers were
considered under the lee^'ard end.
The stresses in the members of this truss due to the different
loadings, together with the maximuir stresses are shown in tabular
form in the u^^per half of the table given in Fig. 69. It is seen
that, for this particular truss, there are no reversals of stres-
ses in any of the members.
126. Problem .- It is required to find the maximum stresses in
the members of the truss sho"n:i in Fig. '=^8, the lo^er chord being
cambered two feet. The otl'or dimensions of the truss, together
with the dead, snow, end wind loa.ds are the srms as for the prob-
li9iD given Xn the preceding section.
The dead loed stress diagram is shown in Fig. 68, b. This di-
agram is drawn to a scale of r:000 pounds to th-3 inch.
The minim-um and the najrimum sno?r load stresses are obtained by
ratio, fror the derd load stresses (aoe -/^ lf?7).
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STRESSES IN FINK TRUS^-:.
(No Camber)
.
Dend Load
Stress
Snow Load
.Stress
Wind Load Strep b| V 1 m ITT1^ iJ- VtiJl
f T*ft PI' J. ~ D nno i X 6 r B
Leevrard
aoiiers 1
'7indv;ardjMin
.
Max
.
A— 1. T XOlUU 1 1 Hi A r\r\+xc><^00 +20600 + 20600
1
V QA-"<C 1 1 r\r\ +13100 1 r\ ^ r\ r\ r\+26200 +20600 + 20600 AQAnn
A—
O
xcouu J.1 o*7nn+ X'^ / UU J.O c^nn +2O0OO + 20600 4.
A'-O 1 ^ QAnX -CJUU +r:*t ^UU + 2O0OO I A77nn
Y_QA—y 1 Ann J.T onnn I cyA r\nn + <:OoOO 4.
A— xu 1 Anon o-T T Tnn J.O T Tnn +£(;• '00 1
T 1 '^ffnnxor^uu 4.1 1 '^nn iXOOTnn^(ztz. f UU j-onfinn + (dUnUU + 4.6600
Y_n AA—X* 1 "^i nn Txuyuu ^01 QnnxoUU j.on/?nn jL. on^?nn f- AAf~00
Y- M A • n'?nn"T-xUoUU ^ 1 n'xnn
I " X 1 AAnn T onnn — <:;^UUU K/i nn 1 onnn—..loOOO 51800
V"1 —
o
— XXOU'w' — ci^OUU nnn 1 R^nn— xC /'JU 47800
YX— / iloUU - 9700 -19300 -18400 Til nn 39700
1—xO rronnf oUU - 6500 -13000 nonn T nnn 23500
Y- ( 15-IM - 9300 - 1900
1-2,5-6,9- 10, 13-114 800 + 700 + 1300 + <3l00 1 T nn 4-
O "TC, A.d—O f *t—5,10-11 — X 900 - 800 - 1500 - 2300 - 2300 4000
O — 1 XX-1? 1700 + 1400 + 2800 + 4100 + 4100 + 7200
A 7 Qft— f
, o— 11 1400 - 1200 - 2300 ^ nn /I cnn — 7200
A '7 QD— f f O— g 8800 - 2300 - 4700 — oyuu — oyuu 12000
'7 Qf—O + 3400 + 28001 + 5700 J. Q onn j_ Qonn+ bcUU 'lAAr)r\
u— Xv? 3800 - 3200 - 6300 onn— y <cuu oonn 16200
X O— Xw 5700 - 4800 - 9500 1 "^Q nn-xooUU T T Q nn— xooUU PA-^00
1 4.-1Xt:"* XO 6700 - 5600 -11200 1 (x^ nn— 10 JLUU 1 <^ 1 nn— XOXUU 28400
STR3S3:: S IK FI ^[K TRU3 b
ith Cair r^er)
Y_1A—
X
+ 19300 +16100 +32200 i> oA^nn + 61600
Y-.PA— O + 18800 +1P70C +31400 *-p/! *^nn + 60700
+ 18400 +1.'=^?00 +30700 4«oAonn ~o^tt UU + 59900
-Ti— + 18000 +15000 +30000 +26200 +2-^500 +.,59200
Y_QA—
y
+ 17600 +14700 +29300 +26200 +246.00 -(• 58500
Y_1 OA—XU + 17200 +14300 +28600 +26200 +24500 4- 57700
Y—lA X O + 16700 +13900 +27800 +2^200 +24500 + 56800
Y— 1 AA Xt + 16300 +13600 +2720C +2^200 +24^00 56100
A— ^ X*X ) +12300 +10700
I — X 17300 -14400 -2880C -30400 -21600 62100
X— o 16200 -13500 -2700C -27700 t -18800 57400
X — f 13900 -11600 -2320C -r.r^2oo -13300 o7700
V 1 RI'^XD 8600 - 7200 -14300 -10200 - 2000 26000
V / 7 t1 - I, / - iM -11100 - 2200
1-2,5- 6,9-10, 13- 14 + 800 + 700 + 130C + 2100 + 2100 + 3600
5'. 10-11 ,12-13 1100 - 900 - I8O: - 2800 - 2800 4800
3-4
- a -12 + 1700 + 1400 + 28 OC + 4100 + 4100 + 7200
4-7.8- 11 2300 - 1900 - 33OC •- 5500 - 5500 i _1 — 9700
6 /"^S- 9 3400 - 2800 - 570C - 8300 - 8300 i- 14500
7 -9 3400 + 2800 + 57 OC + 8200 + 8200 14400
8-15 5600 - 4700 - 93OC -12300 -11300
j
+
22600
IS- 15 7900 - 6300 -13P0C -17800 -16800 32300
14-15 9000 - 7500 -1500C -20600 -19600 1- 37100
15-(14-»-8' ) - 1200 - 200 1
Fig. 69. Table of UaxiimAin Streseee.
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'The '-Vinci lord etrees dinKrH.:., conaidoriiit, tho laewurd end of
the trues on rollers, Ip shovm by full linoB in Plf:. 60, c. The
wind load etrees diagram, oonelderin^r the windv^ard end of the truss
on rollers, Is shovm by broken lines in Fi^. . 68, c. Both diagrams
are drawn to e scale of 5000 poundp to the inch.
The s tree see in the members of the truss due to the different
loadings, together with the maximum stresses are shown in the low-
er half of the table given in Fig. 69. It is also seen that, for
this truss, there are no reverr-sls of stresses in any of the mem-
bers .
By ooroparing the maxlmiira stresses given in Fig. 69, it is seen
that even a sir.all caiiiber in th?) lc"er chord increases the stresses
in most of the members to a conside-mble extent. A small ca-mber,
however, improves the appepran:e of the truss, and rlso increases
the clearance in the building. If no camber is used, and the span
la long, th© lower chord has the appearance of sagging.
129. Maximum and winim.um Stresses .- By the terms "maximum and
minimum" stresses are meent the greatest range of stresses that
may occur in any merobor du9«. to the different loadings. If there is
no reversal of stress in any member, the maximum stress is the
greatest numerical stress, and the m.inimum is the smallest numeri-
cal stress that may ever occur in eny member. If there is a rever-
sal of stress, the maximum Is the greatest numerical stress, Fi.nd
the minimum is the greatest numerical etrees of an opposite kind
that may ever occur.
In finding maximum end minimum stresses, it must be borne in
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In r.lnd thrt ti'e derd 10i--d i'^ aiwc.yu acting;., and that, thore 1p no
reversal of stresB In any Tnembjr unlene the vrlnd loa-l t tronf-" In
that menher Is frreater In amount, and Is of ooponito kind to that
caused ty the dead load.
In deolgnln?, there is no need of finding rrinimura stresses,
unless there ere reversals of stresBee; since if there are no re-
versals, the meirbers must be designed for their maxinuir. stresses,
while if there ore reversals, thej' niust be designed for oFch kind
of stress.
If both the maximir and riinimum etrosfc-es ?re desired, the fol-
lowing oombinations must be rripde:
(a) Dead load e tree p., only.
(b) Dead lord F-tresp, nlue • rnd lr?».d streGo (rollers leewrrd).
(c) DeL^d lo^d strer.E, plus Trlr/J load stress (rollers "^Ind^ard),
'(d) Dep.d lord stress, plus rrexir'ur; sno^T load strocs.
(e) Dead lord stress, plus minimum snow lo;^d stress, plus v/ind
load stress (rollers leeward).
(f) Deed load stress, plus rdnirum snow load stress, plus y;ind
load stress (rollers wind-vard).
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CHAPTER XIII. THR'r^lE-KINGED ARCH.
130 pQf Inl tl on .- An arch is a Btructuro which has inclined re-
actiona for vertical loade. The only type of arch which will be
ooneidered here, and the on© commonly used for long span roof trup-
Bec, is the three-hinged arch. A three-hinF.eci arch is coinposed of
two simple beams or truesee, hinged together at the crown, and eacK
hinged at its point of support. This Ib the only forr. of arch oon-
• truotion which is statically' determinate. ;vn exarrple of a three-
hinged arch is shown in Fig.. 70 a. This structure is coirposed of
two simple trusses hine-^d together et the crc^"n C, and pIso at
their supports A and E.
The reactions mav he obtained by applying the princirdes Vvhich
have already been explained. The method of finding these reactions
may best be explained by first determining the reactions due to a
single load.
131. ^^eactiona Due to f_ Single Load It is required to find
the reactions in the three-hincred arch sho^m in Fig. 70, a, due to
th© single loed P.
This arch i^ compose^i of the two segments AC and EG, and is
hinged at the points A, 5, and C. The load P is supported by the
segment AC, the other segnent beinf; 'onloaded. The only forces act-
ing upon the serrent BC sr-e the force exerted by the serrment AC
against the eez^'.OTtt EC ( -^otin-- dov7nw?.rd) , and the reaction Rp, of
the eegrent BO agpinst its support. Since this segment is held
in equilibrium by these two forces, they must have the same lin-b
IfiS.

of action, and rust act in opposite direction.?.. Coneidor next the
segment AC. This segment is held in eqviilibriiiE?. by three foroee,
viz: the reaction, R^^, at A, the load, P, and the force (acting
upward) exerted by the se.<Tnent EC against the segment AC. This
last force is equal in magnitude, and acts in an opposite direc-
tion to the force exerted by the segment AC against the segment BC
and is also equal to the reaction, 4 Since the segment is held
in equilibriuir^ by these forces, they must intersect at a oommon
point. This point is determined by Drolon^-inr the line of action
of the reaction acting throuj^h the points E and C until it inter-
sects the line of action of the force, P, at D (Fig. 70, a). The
reactions at C will neutralize each other, and the three-hinged
arch taken as a whole is in eeiuilibriuir. under the action of the
thre© forces, R,
,
P, and ?.o» The lines of action of the two re-
actions, and R^, beinn: Vmo'Tn, the magnitudeG of these reactions
may be determined by drawing: their force polygon. This polygon,
is shown in Fig. 70, b, the reactions being reprosented by and

Tl:e reactione at thither oupport duo to eny nu/r^Mr of ior-dd Tijay
be found "by detemininf the rerctionL? duo to each load separately.
The reBultant, at either support, of -mil thoBe parUr\ rerctione
will be the reaction at th.?t support 'lue to all the loads.
A slightly di:f'ferent explanation of the irethod for determining
the line of action of Rg ie the following. Referring to Fig. 70, a,
it is seen that the hin^^e at the croAvn la free to turn, and there-
fore can resist no moment. If the moments of the forces acting
upon the segment BC are taken about C, it is seen that R must pass
through .the point C, in order that the moment be zero.
The method for finding the reactions and stresses due to a num-
ber of vertical loads v/ill nov; be shown.
132. Reactions p.nd Gtr 3sge3 for Dead Load.- It is required to
find the dead load reactions and str^esos for the truss loaded as
shown in Fig. 71, a. Both segments AC and BC are alike, and are
Byminetrically loaded.
To find the reactions, ley off the load line as shown in Fig.
71, b^ choose any pole 0, and draw the funicular polygons, one for
each segment, as shown in the figure. The vertical reactions at
the supports A and E and at the hinge <v are fouiid by drawing the
rays from the pole parallel to the closing strings of these funicu-
lar polygons. These reactions are represented by R^, R^, and
(R + R'), respectively. Since the truss and the loads are symme-
trical about the center line, he.lf of the load a.t the crown, or R^,
c
will be transferred to the left supoort, and the other half, or
,
will be transferred to the ripht support. To deterriine the react W."
at A caused by all the loads, consider first the reaction at this
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point due to the ^ inf:!.? lop.d ri acting-' at i; . oince there can ht,
c
no resiating nomsnt at the hlnf,6 C, it followo that tho reaction
at A oaused bv this IopcI muct nlco ppce throurh the hinge C, whlci-
gives Its llns of ectl or. . !yo7i thf-; vertical cor.ponert of tbie re-
action ie equel to R^, and itf? line of action Is AC; therefore ite
magnitude Is giv.3n by the line R* .(Fig. 71, b) drewn from the
point E parallel to the line Joining the points A and C. The
total reaction at A oaueed by all the loads is now determined by
combining the vertical reaction R , with the reactivon R ' . Thlaa 1
total reaction is represented by R^(Plg. 71, a and Fig. 71, b).
The reaction at 3 is determined in like manner, end is represented
by R . Talring the equilibrant of th-3 reaction and of the re-
fiultant of the loads actin;? upon the segment AC, it is eeen that
the reaction at C is horizontal and actc toward tho left. This
reaction Is represented by FY (Fi^:. 71, b). In li-:ce mennor it may
be shown that the resction et C, oaused by the loede on the seg-
ment BC, is horizontal and ccts to«rard the right, and is also re-
presented by FY,
The reactions having, been deterrainod, the streBses in the mein-
bere of the three-hinged arch may be found by drawing the stress
diagram, starting the diagram with the forces acting at A. Since
the truBB and the loads are syminetrical about the center hinge, it
is only necessary to draw the streea diagram for one segment. The
diagram for the serrnent AC ie .-.hovrn in Fig. 71, b. The magnitudes
of the stresses may be deterrined fro.'n the streets diagram, and the
kind of stress ia indicated by the arrows placed on the membera of
the truss, as sho-m in Fig. 71, a.
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1 1:^3. V/lnd Lon.d S t I? rig ^ for- I'^inrivc'
r
d S_1J.;^.- It i?, requlrr;d to
find the 7/ind load ^^trotJGop in the v in'3.\?-e.rd i^i :Je ol' tl\3 throo
hinged arch, loaded bp nhovn in Fir. 7C, ?.
To find the reactions for thiB sec.r^rt, consider it ae a simple
truBB supported at th<? Mnff;e£?. Construct the- force polv:~-,on (Fip-.
72, b) for the wind loads, choose anv pole C, ?nd dravr the funicu-
lar polygon as shown in Fig. 72, "b. ITie reactions are then de-
termined by drawing the ray through the pole parallel to the clo-
sing string of the funicular polygon. These reactions are paral-
lel to the resultant of the wind loads, and are repres3nted by R
a
and (Fig. 7P., b). Now consider the three-hinged arch as a
whole. Since there are no lords on tlie sefment BO, for equilibri-
um, the right reaction R^, acting at B must also pass through the
center hinge C. Thie reaction R^, which was found by considering
the segment AC as a simple truss, will now be resolvsd into the
two reactions, and R^ (Fig. 7^?, b) drawn parallel to R^and RJ^
(Fig. 72 f a), respectively. The reacti9n R^ is found by drawing
the closing line of the force polygon. The arch is held in equi-
librium by the following' three forces: the resultant R of all the
wind loads, anvd the two reaction R and R , These three forces12.
mUst therefore intersect at e common point. In this case the point
of intersection lies outside of the limits of the drawing.
The reactions having been determined, the stresses in the wind-
ward segment may be found by drawing the stress diagram, starting
the diagram with the forces acting at A. This diagram is shovnri in
Fig. 7?., b. The magnitudes of these reactions may be determiinod
from the stress diagram, and th-^ kind of stress is indicated by
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t}v> arrov7H plpcod on t}'.o rnflTnb'=(r3 of tl-.e aogmont AC.
Td 'i«t':^rminQ the iraximiiC' ^nd r.inimun! atre^raes, it io ?loo ne-
coBsary to find the HtreoBot? in tho neRiber:-- of tl.e le-'v/rard eogCTont
BC, and these Btrossr^s will be detor^innd in the following section.
134, Wind Load Stregpep for LeeTrard Side .- It is required to
find the wind load etreBees in the leerrard segmont of the three
hirfed arch shOTm in Fig". 73, a, the arch and the loads beinp: the a
Bame as in Fig. 72, a.
To facilitate a comparison of stressee in the windward and lee-
ward segments, the etresaes will "be found in the same segment AC,
as in the preceding aection.
The wind load reactions are the s^me as were found in # 153,
and are represented in magnitude in Fir- 7?, b, end in line of
action in Fig. 73, a. Tlie wind load streeses are found by draw-
ing the stress diagram, starting with the forces acting at A. This
diagram is shewn in Fig. 73, b. The majrr.itude of the stresses nay
b© determir^ed from the stress diegran, and the kini^ of stress is
Indicated by the arrows placed on the segment AC.
By comparing the wind load stress diagrams, and also the kind
of stress indicated by the arrows placed on the eegnent AC, shown
in Fig. 72 and in Fig. 73, it is seen that there are many rever-
sals of stress.
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